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‘The Game Plan Method did more than change
my life – it saved my life!’
– Adele Barry

‘I have worked with many coaches and leaders at international level, and Rob by
far has championed our destiny to a higher level. He only spent 3 hours with me
in two sessions, and we removed 2 x deep wounded professional and
personal constraints. He has given me the tools and wisdom – giving my
“I”-Brand and more importantly the DAV “T”-Brand a new Life by Design.
I pray all humans mutate to their highest potential ever! Thank you
Rob for your selflessness and leadership!’
– Luizette Mullin, Executive Head DAV

‘I put myself thru hell and back in my life in the last 4 years. I believe I did it to
myself. I entangled my life. In my whole career I had to follow (believe) a Game
Plan for success, and that’s one thing I CAN do and more. However, I couldn’t do
it without my team. Thanks Team.’
– Joost van der W esthuizen, Bok Legend

‘Well done Rob. The Game Plan Method has inspired me to LIVE LIFE! You are
a champion, for being able to look at, see, and solve the emotional constraints so
many of us live under.’
– Gavin Baudinet, M anaging Director AEI

‘No ordinary book. It’s a “real life” GAME CHANGER – no matter where you
might find yourself on life’s amazing roller-coaster ride. This book takes you
inside the Game Plans of the Great Champions. If you ever wonder if you have
the right Game Plan for life – simply call “Time-Out” and read this book.’
– Craig Christensen, CRS SA

‘The BEST COACH ever!
– W endy R autenbach, Nestlé SA
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I dedicate this book to YOU the reader and to the exploration of Human Greatness!
Human Greatness inhabits every one of us!
May this book take YOU ‘inside the Game Plans’ of the Great Champions
and inspire YOU ‘to stand upon the shoulders’ of these Great Champions
and reach for YOUR own unique Human Greatness!
May this book help YOU to discover, define, develop and deliver on your
very own High Level Game Plan for life.
May this book help YOU to ‘unlock and unleash the champion within’.
May this book be YOUR GAME CHANGER!
Carpe Diem. Sieze the Day!
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obert A Opie is a Human Brand Specialist, Educator, Speaker, Brand
Wellness Consultant and Author. As a Human Brand Specialist, he helps
‘elevate brands to greatness’, delivering focus, creativity and inspiration via a
brand-elevation method called ‘The Game Plan’. His work, research and interactive
studies have transcended Country Brands, to Corporate Brands, to Product Brands,
to Sports Brands, but undoubtedly the most rewarding brands to work on are what he
terms individual ‘I’-Brands or personal brands. Nothing can be more rewarding than
to help individuals discover, define, develop and deliver their own personal higherlevel Game Plans for life, their own unique life design, and their own unique brand
story. His trademarked methodologies in human brand psychology, ‘The Champion’s
Equation of Life’, ‘The Champion’s Table of Life and Health’, ‘The 59-Minute Game
Plan’ and ‘The Game Plan Reality Check Barometer’, are culminations of over 20
years of interdisciplinary research, study and personal interaction with Great
Champions. His passion in life is ‘to explore Human Greatness!’
His international research, studies and personal interactions have taken him on a
unique learning curve from our sporting and business champions at the top of their
game, to our Motor Neuron and Cancer champions at the bottom of their game.
They are all champions. They entertain, they educate and they all inspire hope.
Extensive research and hundreds of champion case studies have been completed to
date in order to uncover what defines the ‘Great Champions’ as continued winners
in life. His studies reveal that no matter – if one is at the top of one’s game or at the
very bottom – the very same universal principles of life and health apply. In his book
The Game Plan, inspired by a book entitled What they do not teach you at Harvard by
Mark McCormack, he uncovers, unravels and unpacks the 11 Unwritten Laws of
the Great Champions that drive sustained success in life, and how these laws can be
best applied in everyday life. The book reveals what the champions know, what they
do and, most importantly, what they do not do.
Robert Opie holds a Business Science honours degree from the University of Cape
Town, has further studied at Wits Graduate School of Business, at UNISA and at
Rive Reine, Switzerland – but he always counts his time spent at the University of
Hong Kong (HK for Hard Knocks) the most telling and rewarding, namely more
than two decades of experience in the turbulent, resilient and challenging corporate
business environment of post-apartheid South Africa – a tough wide open space.
Opie is currently completing his doctorate in Professional Studies in the specialist
fields of Brand Psychology and Brand Wellness, and simultaneously doing further
case studies and research in the field of extreme sports for his second book: The
Wake-Up Call. His interests include the growing focus on the neurosciences and how
they collaborate with business, sport and life. Actively embodying the principles
of life and health, Opie has teenage sons, and lives and shares his life with Gaynor
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on the KwaZulu-Natal North Coast. Inspired to change the way of the world by
exploring human greatness, he has found and leads a Specialist Brand Consultancy
based in Johannesburg and Durban. He actively participates and leads non-profit
organisational work in his home community and donates part of his time to conduct
inspirational talks at educational institutes on the subject ‘Exploring Human
Greatness – Is your Game Plan “made of the right stuff?”.’
No longer on the safe side of forty, his free time is about family, friends, sport,
outdoor adventure, braais, Labradors and his love of the warm Indian Ocean that
washes the majestic subtropical East Coast of South Africa.

www.thegameplan.co.za
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T

he Game Plan is a book about ‘Human Greatness’. It is a practical guide to
discovering, defining, developing and delivering on your own unique highlevel Game Plan for life – your Life Design – your Life Story. The premise
lies in the two ways that we can choose to live life. One can either expend years
learning from the School of Hard Knocks, or one can choose the ‘Human Smart’
route of enrolling and learning from the University of the Great Champions – those
that have gone before and achieved great success and great significance in life.
This preferred route can knock years off one’s learning curve for life on the road to
‘Human Greatness’. It is just far easier and far more fun.
The book first started out with the objective to focus on the driving principles of the
Great Champions, but soon developed into a ‘How-to Guide’ after the compelling
realisation that so many of us find ourselves stuck at some point in time on life’s
amazing roller-coaster ride. Even the greatest of the Great Champions humanly lose
their way at some point on the ride. But they learn to quickly ‘bounce back’ in
life. The book reveals the collective secrets of sustained success and significance. It
provides you with a potent game-changing champion’s toolkit for everyday life, so
that you can stand on the shoulders of these Great Champions and reach for your
very own personal Human Greatness.
The book is divided into two core parts. Part One reveals The 11 ‘Unwritten Laws
of the Great Champions’. It takes a look at how we can stack the odds firmly in our
favour by setting up right for sustained success in life. The Great Champions show
us how to identify what we should do more of, what we should do less of, what we
should start doing, and what we should stop doing. We then explore how to improve
life performance, how to change, and how to reach out for our dreams and achieve
Human Greatness. High performance is more than a set of techniques and strategies
though – it is an approach, a mindset, a philosophy. Sometimes it just takes a few
minor adjustments to one’s strategy and perceptions to open up and effect major
changes in one’s quality of life. The Game Plan therefore reveals both the driving
principles of the Great Champions and the ‘How to’– all in Part One. It places the
potent ‘collective wisdom’ of the Great Champions at your fingertips.
While the book delves lightly into the art of individual ‘I’ branding (personal
branding), the intention behind this book is not to provide a theoretical discussion
of leading topics in brand psychology (as there are many good ones already in
existence). Rather, its intention is to provide a user manual of practical methodologies
and useful approaches, strategies and techniques that you can implement right
now, in order to ‘lift your game to the next level’. It provides a champion’s formula for
success. Not every strategy or technique will be relevant for everyone, but I do hope
that this book will be used as a reference book, dipped in and out of, and picked
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up and read as and when circumstances dictate. In a way, this book sets out to
challenge conventional thinking in order to provide answers where there are none.
Some may sometimes find it contrary, but it simply reveals the champion’s way to
Human Greatness – a better way, a winning way, a way that works. These learnings
coming from those that have gone before and experienced the highs and the lows in
life’s most extreme situations. To those of you who share the ambitions of the Great
Champions featured in this book – I trust it will act as a collective reference.
Before I started to put this book together, I asked what people wanted from a book
focused on ‘Human Greatness’ in business, sport and life, and here are the key items
they suggested:
• Practical strategies and techniques to use – a champion’s toolkit
• Easy-to-read and easy-to-access information
• Short focused chapters that reveal ‘what the coaches do not teach you’
• Diagrammatical illustrations
• Short inspiring stories to illustrate real-life cases of Human Greatness
Part Two therefore delves into the inspiring brand stories of 16 Great Champions
– champions who have gone before and experienced the ultimate highs and also
the ultimate lows. This is what life is about, and it is often the extremities that
reveal the greatest insights and learnings of these Great Champions. How do they
sustain success? How do they achieve significance in life? How do they bounce back
from extreme adversity? Each of the brand stories selected inspire hope in their own
unique way, as the great sporting champions are certainly all great entertainers, great
educators and great inspirers in their own way. It is my experience, from dealing with
so many Great Champions, that when a person truly commits to achieving Human
Greatness in their chosen field, and becomes absorbed in the process of achieving
their best possible performance, they will automatically begin to make changes
to their mindset, perception and beliefs, and adopt focused performance-driven
behaviours. They develop high-level Game Plans for life, and almost immediately a
powerful game-changing Champion’s Multiplier Effect comes firmly into play – to
open up a whole new world of inspiration!
The Game Plan is the result of over two decades spent observing and working and
interacting with Great Champions in business, sport and life. It distils and shares
the groundbreaking ideas, insights and thoughts that have been collectively drawn
from my experiences with these Great Champions. I have had the privilege and
pleasure of working with some of the industry leaders in the world of business and
sport, as well as having the benefit of reading many excellent books that exist on
performance, sports psychology, brand psychology, brand wellness and personal
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development. The Game Plan reveals the secrets of the sustained success of the
Great Champions. My humble hope is that you get something useful and valuable
from these pages, something that inspires you to take time and effort to apply such
champion lessons on your road to your very own personal Human Greatness. My
own personal measure of success for this book will be the number of people that
take something from it, implement this into their lives and experience a ‘gamechanging’ improvement in their personal and professional lives – thereby collectively
contributing to a better nation, a better world for all. Let me know if that is you?
Please do email me at robopie@thegameplan.co.za with your relevant thoughts, your
insights, and your brand story. I would love to hear from you.
For more insight, information and inspiration please visit

www.thegameplan.co.za

Follow up book to The Game Plan entitled
The Wake-Up Call
The Game Plan is a book that explores ‘Human Greatness’. Its purpose is to share
with you the collective wisdom of the Great Champions that have gone before. It
has been penned to help you navigate your own road to Human Greatness. While
researching The Game Plan, it became abundantly clear that not every one of us is
currently on the road to Human Greatness – many have chosen to stay on the road
called ‘average’ for many years, and more and more have deviated far off course on
a bumpy ‘road to human implosion’. Hence the need to explore ‘Human Implosion’,
which opened up the opportunity to further explore extreme sports, and find out
more from the Great Champions who go to places of human extremes – good or
bad. Chapter 9 in The Game Plan takes a brief look at this subject. An analogy is
used to show how the Great Champions of life seek to conquer when faced with the
ultimate life constraints, such as Everest (one of Human Greatness) and Cancer (one
of Human Implosion). Groundbreaking findings reveal the growing importance of a
field called Brand Wellness.
Brand Wellness is the focus of my follow-up book entitled The Wake-Up Call – a book
exploring ‘Human Implosion’.
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The Wake-Up Call
‘Explore your Wellness’
How to conquer life’s greatest challenges
The Wake-Up Call explores the human choices we make that lead to a life of EASE or
a life of DIS-EASE. It’s a book about conquering adversity and ‘bouncing back’ from
Human Implosion to Human Greatness – as graphically depicted below. It reveals
the groundbreaking toolkits used by the Great Champions of life when faced with
extreme adversity – tools that prove equally effective no matter where one might find
oneself on life’s amazing roller-coaster ride.

For more on The Wake Up-Call, please visit www.thegameplan.co.za
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reat Champions can come from business, arts, medicine, sports, whatever
field in life, but the most compelling life lessons come from the field of
our sporting champions. Sport dramatises life. It consumes our human
emotions. It speeds up learning. It speeds up winning and losing – the successes
and failures. The successes are instant, the failures dramatic. The successes and
the failures are transparent for all to see. The comeback stories are enthralling
to witness. On and off the field of play, the frenetic and accelerating pace of our
information and social media-driven era, places our sporting champions on centre
stage. Sport speeds it all up. It is a microcosm of life. Sport therefore provides us
with a potent and fertile learning ground to explore Human Greatness in life. It
inspires hope, but the Great Champions all know that consistent winning demands
a champion commitment to a high-level Game Plan for life. The Game Plan will show
you how they do it.

‘Winning is not something that you are GIVEN in life,
Winning is something you TAKE in life.’
Human Greatness inhabits every one of us. Indeed every one of us is a champion
(if you have a mind and a body, you are a champion). It is our human task in life
to unleash that unique Human Greatness within. The Great Champions commit to
winning. They choose winning. They take action. They discover, define, develop
and deliver on their high-level Game Plans for life. They create their own unique
life design – their unique life story. They build unique individual ‘I’-Brands to drive
sustained success and significance. They leverage off a potent secret multiplier effect,
which comes firmly into play when one operates with a high-level Game Plan for life.
Each and every Game Plan is unique by human nature, but underlying the sustained
success of all the Great Champions lies a common set of human qualities, human
traits and human actions. These are the powerful collective driving principles that
make life great. They are the success secrets of the Great Champions.
They are revealed in Part One of The Game Plan as:

The 11 Unwritten Laws of the Great Champions
These unwritten laws are seldom spoken about, seldom written about, seldom taught,
seldom coached on the playing fields, but are such compelling and decisive elements
of sustained winning in sport and life today. Grounded in the universal principles
of life and health, the ‘unwritten laws’ of champions provide both scaffolding and a
potent directional compass on life’s amazing roller-coaster ride.
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With the accelerated and alarming pace of change in our information era, these
unwritten laws have become what will be revealed in the book as:

‘The Unwritten Laws of the
ART of HUMAN SMART’
The ‘unwritten laws’ act in the same way as the law of electricity. If you obey and
befriend them, they become power tools. Handled ignorantly, they will come back
to bite at some point in life. It is no coincidence that human implosions have become
more and more common in our information-driven era, sometimes leading to tragic
life consequences when even the greatest of the Great Champions ‘lose their human
way in life’.
The Great Champions consciously operate high-level Game Plans, leveraging on
three legs of the Champion’s Equation of Life and Health below:

Human Greatness (defined as sustained success and significance) requires all three
legs of smartness to be aligned, balanced and in sync. The Game Plan will, however,
focus primarily on the ‘Art of Human Smart’, as in today’s information-driven era
‘Education Smart’ and ‘Street Smart’ have become near table stakes – much like
discipline and fitness in sport. Human Greatness demands Human Smartness.
Human Smart is best described as ‘an applied sense of self’. The Game Plan will show
you how the Great Champions apply and leverage an extremely high-level ‘sense of
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self’. It will provide you with a set of driving principles, powerful game-changing
methods, and the practical tools used by the Great Champions. It will reveal to you
what the Great Champions know, what they do and, most importantly, what they do
NOT do. It will show you:
• How to unleash the champion within; and/or
• H
 ow to unlock / unblock the champion within when we find ourselves stuck on
life’s amazing roller-coaster ride.
All the Great Champions are realistic optimists. They live in the realm of human
possibility, which they transform into their reality. They are great transformers on
‘a road of self-value’. A transformation exists when one discovers, defines, develops
and delivers on one’s own unique road to human greatness. Eleven of the most
compelling ‘unwritten laws’ of Great Champions are the essence of Part One of the
book – surprisingly they all remain steadfast in our rapidly changing information
and social media-driven era, where most things come and go at an alarmingly fickle
pace. It’s this ‘roller-coaster’ pace of the game of life that requires Great Champions
to leverage the full power of ‘The Art of Human Smart’.
Part Two of the book unfolds the inspiring ‘real life’ brand stories of a select few of
the Great Champions who have got it humanly right and also those that have got
it humanly wrong – at some point in life. Even the greatest of the great get stuck
at times on life’s amazing roller-coaster ride. They unwittingly choose to climb on
‘a road of self-sabotage’. Often it is life’s greatest setbacks that reveal life’s greatest
blessings – and also life’s greatest learnings. Sport certainly teaches us that there is
always a dramatic ‘comeback story’ around the next corner. Thankfully it is the same
in real life.

More on the ‘Art of Human Smart’
Human evolution has moved from the survival of the ‘human fittest’ – to the
survival of the ‘Human Smartest’. Human Smart is all about BRANDING oneself – a
subject called BRAND WELLNESS. Personal Branding – or let’s call it Individual
‘I’-Branding – has fast become the chosen tool of the Great Champions to balance
life’s accelerated change, choice and challenge in our frenetically driven information
era. It provides scaffolding for life. It provides a ‘true-north’ compass for life. It
provides clarity of purpose for life. The ‘Art of Human Smart’ is the very essence of
the 11 ‘Unwritten Laws’ of the Great Champions revealed in Part One. It sets into
motion the powerful champion ‘multiplier effects’ – which will be revealed through
Chapters 1 to 11.
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PART 1
The 11 unwritten
laws of the Great
Champions

The 11 unwritten laws of the great champions

1

2
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Great Champions set up right:
The Unwritten Law of Choice
The Unwritten Law of Choice: Life is determined by
CHOICE – not CHANCE! Design it!

Sport dramatises life. It teaches us about winning and losing. It teaches us about
choices in life. It teaches us about how the Great Champions set up to win in the
game of life. They know that it is definitive choice that drives Human Greatness or
Human Implosion – and it is choice, not chance, that determines Human Destiny.
They know that no real grey areas exist in life. We have the choice to either climb
on a winner’s road of self-value and self-worth (the road to Human Greatness), or we
can choose to climb on a loser’s road of self-sabotage (a road of hard knocks that can
ultimately lead to human implosion). One cannot be on both roads simultaneously –
it is a definitive choice as depicted by the Crossroads of Choice below:

Human Greatness is therefore a personal choice. Every one of us is put on this planet
with a specific purpose in life. Every one of us has a responsibility to deliver on that
higher purpose – to maximise our god-given potential in life. How we choose to
define our purpose on this planet, how we choose to process external factors, how
we choose to think and finally how we choose to act determine which road we take
in life.

The 11 unwritten laws of the great champions

3

‘Life is the greatest sport’
We therefore basically only have two ways to live life. We can either choose to
expend years at the school of hard knocks – on a long hard bumpy road that often
leads to human implosion, or we can choose to learn from the Great Champions
on a road that leads to Human Greatness – a road of EASE. The Great Champions
make things look easy. We can choose to learn from those that have gone before and
achieved great success and significance. Luckily the Great Champions are also great
educators. Luckily a ‘Human Smart Model’ exits – consciously and subconsciously
applied by all the Great Champions. Seldom spoken about, seldom coached and
seldom written about, it is a model of Human Greatness that lights up the road of
self-value and blocks off the road of self-sabotage. It is a model that is leveraged
by all the Great Champions at the top of their games, and when things at times go
humanly wrong. It is a gift from the Great Champions – their gift of human kindness
– the secret of sustained success revealed. It is a gift with such immense power that
it can transform life. It is a game-changing gift – sometimes even a life-saving gift,
as will be illustrated later in Chapter 9 on The Unwritten Law of Constraints. It is
a best-of-both model, combining the success secrets of champions from business
and sport, so that they can be powerfully leveraged in life. It is a model revealed as:

‘The Champion’s Table of Life and Health’:
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The Great Champions use it consciously, sometimes subconsciously to drive Human
Greatness. It is a potent model of ‘life and health’ that works no matter where one
finds oneself in the Game of Life. It is a proven model that works in normal everyday
life and in the most extreme cases of adversity. It works in the ‘death zone’ of Mount
Everest and in the ‘death zone’ of the Albert Luthuli cancer wards – as will be shown
in Chapter 9. It has the power to ‘transform’, ‘transmute’ and importantly block
‘transcending’ – three power components of any high-level Game Plan.
Before we explore the Champion’s Table of Life and Health, let’s look at these three
potent ‘Ts’: Transforming, Transcending and Transmuting. How do these power
words apply in the lives of the Great Champions?
What do they know, what do they do, and what do they importantly NOT do?

The three ‘Ts’ in the lives of the Great Champions
What they do
Transforming is about discovering, defining, developing and delivering on one’s
own unique road to Human Greatness. It is about ‘unleashing the champion within’.
It’s about making a difference on this planet. It’s about making the world a better
place, no matter how big or small the difference is. Steve Jobs transformed the
world with technology. Mother Teresa transformed the world with kindness. Nelson
Mandela transformed the world with hope. Bill Gates is transforming the world via
philanthropy. However, Human Greatness is often just small transforming acts of
everyday human kindness. It is about just doing one’s bit in life. Implementation
is everything. Great Champions just do it. They commit. They are transformers
in their own chosen way – making this world a better place. They transform their
success into significance. They understand and leverage transformation – changing
the form of life for the betterment of others.

‘We aspire to be a force for social good and have a desire
to make a meaningful impact on society. We are here to
change the world – not just tag along.’
– Adrian Gore
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What they do not do
Transcending on the other hand is ‘the danger’ word in the lives of the Great
Champions. Transcending creates grandiosity – to believe that one is bigger than
something. It is the danger world that the Great Champions are exposed to and
constantly guard against. Their job is often to push the human limits of extreme.
They go into the human danger zones. The true Great Champions make sure they
never cross the fine line from transforming to transcending. TransenDation spells
out Danger (with a capital D) and even sometimes Disaster – as we have seen recently
with those that have chosen this road. No grey areas exist in life. Great Champions
never fool themselves – as will be shown throughout this book. They block the ‘road
to human implosion’. They make the right choices.

What they know
Transmuting is the third ‘T’ in a champion’s toolkit – a tool used by the Great
Champions when something goes humanly wrong in their game of life. It’s
a human thing. It just happens. It’s called losing one’s way in life. It involves
unwittingly bouncing onto the road of human self-sabotage. Transmutation is the
process of bouncing back onto the road of self-value and self-worth. It involves
unblocking – transmuting the blocking constraint in the champion’s life. Examples
of transmutation will be highlighted in later chapters of this book. Great Champions
are merely human beings – they are emotional beings exposed to the ups and downs
of life. They also get it humanly wrong at times. Transmutation is the tool used
by the Great Champions to bounce back – as will be shown in Chapter 9 on the
unwritten law of constraints.

‘When it comes to rugby coaching, the objective
must always be to develop people as human beings,
as rugby will always just stay a game.’
– Brendan V enter
Now let’s take a look at ‘The Champion’s Table of Life and Health’. The essence of
the model is the word GREATNESS – it a potent tool to help achieve greatness in
business, sport and life – in fact wherever one’s directional choice in life lies. It
has four power legs that each rely equally on one another to deliver stability – to
perform optimally in life. Human greatness is achieved when all four legs of the
table are aligned and balanced. Simple without being simplistic, the four legs are
of utmost and equal importance – like any table works, or does not work. Human
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Smart demands that all four legs of the Champion’s Table are ‘in sync’ and feed off
one another as a collective. When optimally aligned and balanced, the results prove
awe-inspiring. Nothing is impossible. A magic ‘Champion’s Multiplier Effect’ comes
firmly into play, producing a potent platform for sustained success and significance.
Human Smart is about collectively leveraging all four legs of the Champion’s Table
to achieve Human Greatness.

Let’s take a closer look at the legs of the Champion’s Table. The four legs of the table
reveal the collective wisdom of all the Great Champions of business and sport – they
are mega-powerful determinants of sustained success and significance. The power –
the secret – is ‘to get them all to work collectively as one unified force’.

The 4 power legs of the Champion’s Table
Table Leg Number 1: Resolve

‘The power of human purpose’
The dictionary definition of RESOLVE
To decide firmly or formally on a course of action; to determine or decide
in purpose, to free from doubt or disagreement; to do something with zero
doubt; to unravel, to fix, to lay at ease, to clarify; to make ready in mind;
a form of defiant action.
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Nothing great has ever been achieved without Human Resolve – a resolve to achieve
against all odds. A resolve to ‘just do it’. A form of defiance. A zero doubt choice and
Champion Commitment. An iron will. A purpose to deliver – a burning desire to
play the game of life – to aspire to and ride on life’s amazing roller coaster. To push
the human limits. To face up to life’s challenges and adversities. To never give up
and, most of all, live a life of contribution, fulfillment and significance.

‘The last one per cent that most people have in
their reserve is the extra per cent that champions
have the courage to burn.’
– Chris Carmichael
Resolve stems from deep within. It comes from living a purpose-driven life. Passion
drives purpose and purpose drives resolve. Without purpose it is nearly impossible
to have resolve and the Champion’s Table starts wobbling at Table Leg Number 1.

‘You are not here to merely make a living. You are here
to enable the world to live more amply, with greater vision,
with a finer spirit of hope and achievement. You are
here to enrich the world, and you impoverish
yourself if you forget the errand.’
– Woodrow W ilson
The power of one’s higher purpose will be clearly highlighted in Chapter 2, but
resolve can also come from, and be significantly bolstered by, aligning and balancing
all 4 legs the Champion’s Table of Life and Health as a combined collective. This will
also be highlighted as we outline the role of the other 3 table legs in the success
formula. Nothing is impossible when one is purpose driven in life. Tenacity becomes
a tame word in the presence of purpose. Resolve is the power of human self-value
and self-worth put decisively into play. It’s more than a choice, it’s a responsibility.
Greatness demands the power of human purpose. Great Champions ‘just do it’.

‘Champions are not made in gyms.
Champions are made from something deep inside them
– a desire, a dream, and a vision.’
– Mohamed Ali
8
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‘If you have a big enough WHY –
you can find out HOW.’
– V ictor Frankl

‘By motivation, I mean the whole of that
which moves, excites or invites the mind
to volition, purpose and action.’
– J Edwards

Table Leg Number 2: Knowledge

‘The power of human awareness’
The dictionary definition of KNOWLEDGE
Awareness or familiarity gained by experience of a fact or situation;
as far as someone knows; judging from the information someone has;
to the best of my knowledge.
Let’s take a look at the growing trends in our information-driven area. A growing
majority of us human beings are near perfecting the art of ‘living in a one-sided
world’. We like to see the world not as it is, but as we are, as we like to see things.
We live perceptual lives. We love to impose our own values on others and the world
itself. We even create wars this way. We even unwittingly create terminal diseases this way. We effectively create a state of dis-equilibrium in a world of perfect
equilibrium. We create imbalance and non-alignment. We become out of sync with
the universe and we question why life appears to be a scary roller-coaster ride of ups
and downs. We do this because we are merely emotional human beings – we are all
challenged by ‘incomplete human awareness’. We are all works-in-progress from the
day we arrive on this planet till the day we die. Knowledge drives the human growth
process. Knowledge drives Human Smart – which in turn drives Human Great.
Knowledge is pure potential power. It becomes power only when it is absorbed,
comprehended and put into action. This is the art of ‘Human Smart’. As human
beings we make our choices given what we know best, at any given point in time.
Our human-awareness levels therefore determine what we get humanly right,
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and what we get humanly wrong. It is that simple. Our human awareness levels
drive our choices in life and our outcomes in life – our destiny. We therefore create
our own reality, our own circumstances in life. Knowledge of the workings of the
universal principles of life and health are therefore paramount to living a life of
ease or alternatively living one of dis-ease. Humanly creating and allowing a state
of dis-equilibrium (imbalance) to remain, is tantamount to creating a state of disease. Incomplete human awareness is what drives most of the misery on this planet.
It creates human constraints, it creates human dis-eases and, most of all, it blocks
Human Greatness.
Great Champions know that we do not live in a one-sided world, but that we live
in an optimally balanced world of contrary opposites. Sustained success comes
from knowing how to maintain this balance – and not to fight it. Great Champions
therefore never stop learning. They listen. They learn. They leverage. They laugh.
They love. They have an incredible thirst for knowledge, in search of ‘Human Smart’
– an applied sense of self. They are continually defining, refining, expanding and
enhancing their life design. They seek a point of optimal equilibrium, optimal
balance and optimal performance. It’s called being in sync with the universe. It’s a
high-performance zone of life. The ability to create and maintain a state of optimal
mind and body balance is what places them on the road of ease. This is the road of
self-value and self-worth, the ultimate prize being Human Greatness. The universal
Mind + Body Multiplier Effect of 1+1 = 3 comes into play. It’s about being in sync.
The road to greatness opens up into an eight-lane highway when life is aligned
and balanced. The alternative is to ‘unwittingly and unknowingly’ engineer mind
and body imbalance (1 +1 = 1), and climb on the road of self-sabotage. This is
the undesirable road of dis-ease, as opposed to road of ease. The ultimate outcome
becomes human implosion – even premature death in some cases.
Human Greatness demands knowledge of how the universal balance works. It
demands ‘a balanced perspective on life’, which all the Great Champions foster. They
are also ‘realistic optimists’. They learn to see both sides of life. They know about
both winning and losing. They accept other people’s right to their own set of values
and differences of opinion. They accept that the world is one of contrary opposites.
They accept challenge and support, as part and parcel of life. They learn to only
‘control the controllables’. The art of alignment and balance in life is therefore a
key determinant of sustained winning in life – it highlights the power of Human
Awareness. It is explored in more depth in Chapter 8, namely The Unwritten Law of
Alignment and Balance.
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‘Learn to read the ocean better. A big part of
my success has been wave knowledge.’
– Kelly Slater

Table Leg Number 3: Support

‘The power of the human collective’
The dictionary definition of SUPPORT
To give strength, help, encouragement or comfort; to be actively interested in
and concerned for the success of; to endure.
Add the power of the ‘Human Collective’ – the third leg of the Champion’s Table
– and suddenly we have a real force. We now have Human Greatness firmly in
our sights. The power of the Human Collective is simply immense. Nothing great
has ever been accomplished by anyone on his or her own. Simple but true. Great
Champions build power partnerships to leverage the power of the human collective.
It’s tough at the top. It’s tough to get there. It’s tough to stay there. The last lap is
never easy. Challenges are more easily overcome with a power support leg firmly in
place. Tough times will come. This is when Great Champions come ‘back to the fire’.
An Everest Champion has zero chance of making a successful ascent, without the
support at base-camp. The base-camp of real life is where faith, confidence and belief
are collectively built for life’s ascent – in the game of life. Great Champions leverage
and acknowledge great support. It’s called the power of partnership best captured
by the Zulu saying ‘Izandla Ziya Gizana’, meaning hands wash each other. There
is something special when humans just help one another. It magnifies greatness.
Even though it often appears that the support leg is less important in life, Great
Champions never fail to ensure it is firmly in place. They relentlessly build their
inner circles of support. They pay constant tribute to their support bases. Support
can never be underestimated as a power tool of the Great Champions. Chapter 4
explores the law of leverage. Leverage is defined as the ability to do more – with less.
Humans do more with other humans in support. There is wisdom in the T.E.A.M
acronym: TOGETHER EVERYONE ACHIEVES MORE.
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Bonus point on the power of the human collective
The information era has transformed our lives. The speed of change, choice and
challenge is frenetic. Some people now even refer to a new spiritual era taking over
to counter these challenges as humans seek more out of life. Behind it all lies the
accelerating influence and power of a brand era – the brand-wellness era coming
powerfully into play. The Great Champions are now more than ever leveraging the
power of branding to drive Human Greatness, and they are not doing it alone. The
Great Champions are leveraging the power of the human collective, teaming up their
individual ‘I’-Brands with collective team ‘T’-Brands. It’s all about brand partnership.
Team ‘T’-Brands have the added advantage and ability to provide the power of the
Human Collective – or unity of purpose in action. For example, Team South Africa,
Team Springboks, Team Kaiser Chiefs, Team Nike, Team Adidas, Team Samsung,
Team Apple and so on. In fact any brand that is not an individual ‘I’-Brand is a
collective team ‘T’-Brand. A team ‘T’-Brand, by definition, relies on the power of the
collective, and a feeling of human belonging.
What the Great Champions do, quite brilliantly, is transform their ‘I’-Brands into
‘T’-Brands. By cleverly doing this in a win / win scenario, they effectively elevate
their ‘I’-Brands to ICONIC status. In South Africa we have some awesome examples.
The ultimate example is Brand Madiba with Brand South Africa. It’s certainly
iconic! What about Ernie Els, whose inspiring brand story is included in Part Two?
Brand ‘The Big Easy’ and Brand South Africa also leverage potently off each other’s
shoulders. They gel together. In sport it is called ‘just clicking on the day’, when
everything just goes right. The ball bounces right. Ernie is a great brand ambassador
for Brand South Africa. It’s a win / win. On its own, Ernie’s brand is far less powerful.
The power of the human collective multiplies and boosts the value of his brand. The
power of the Human Collective elevates brands to iconic status. Ernie is lucky to
be part of a very large family – his South African family. He knows that! Read his
inspiring story in Part Two.
Great Champions know how to play the game right – they are Human Smart. Some
take longer to work it all out and often choose to unwittingly bounce onto the road
called self-sabotage. In Chapter 2 we will now look at the vital role that individual
‘I’-Branding plays in lighting up the road to Human Greatness. Investing wisely in
the most valuable brand in the world, namely YOU, is the best investment anyone
can make. It’s a human choice – which way to go in life. Either expend years at the
School of Hard Knocks – or invest in learning from the Great Champions who have
gone before. They know the power of Individual ‘I’-Branding.
It is your choice.
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‘Stood alone on a mountain top, starin’ out at the Great
Divide. I could go east, I could go west,
it was all up to me to decide.’
– Bob Seger

Table Leg Number 4: Game Plan

‘The power of human focus’
The dictionary definition of GAME PLAN
A strategy worked out in advance, especially in sport, politics, business or life.

No Human Greatness is possible without a high-level Game Plan for life – a strategy
to win combined with implementation. This can be summed up by one potent
champion word – FOCUS. Great Champions learn early in their lives to focus on
what is important in their lives. This is in essence what a high-level Game Plan is
all about. It keeps one firmly on the road of self-value and self-worth – the road to
greatness. Without a clear and focused Game Plan, it is far too easy to focus on what
is not important in one’s life. This bounces one immediately onto the road of selfsabotage. It attracts equally unimportant things into one’s life and life’s roller-coaster
ride starts to look a little scary.
The Great Champions invest wisely in their own brand wellness – their life design.
The Greeks said ‘Know thyself’: great wisdom from thousands of years ago from
those that went before. Great Champions seek and heed the advice of great mentors.
They set up to win by making Human Smart choices. They continually define,
refine, expand and enhance their Game Plans as will be shown in the next chapter
on the unwritten law of self-value. They build powerful personal brands – known as
individual ‘I’-Brands. Their ‘I’-Brands serve as their scaffolding and their compass in
life. They set up to win. Five common denominator steps are evident in all the highlevel Game Plans of the Great Champions. These five simple, but far from simplistic,
steps, which will be expanded on in Chapter 2, are:
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STEP 1: I dentifying and developing one’s
own core competence file
STEP 2: Gaining clarity on one’s higher purpose in life
STEP 3: F
 ocusing one’s finite energy on what’s
truly important in one’s life
STEP 4: I dentifying and removing all
constraints, i.e. blockers
STEP 5: S etting and committing to one’s current goals
Greatness demands human focus. With Table Leg Number 3 now in place, action
happens. Great Champions just do more. They have the courage to act, while others
procrastinate. Imbalance drives procrastination in life. Balance drives action. Great
Champions are far more than just interested, they are committed. They implement
their high-level Game Plans. They go on. They deliver the right stuff.

‘The world is full of people with bright ideas who do not act.
Strategy is therefore important, but implementation
is everything.’
‘Rest is Rust. I am as busy as ever as I see that
there is so much to do in life. My passions for
life are what keep me going.’
– Gary Player at 77
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2

 reat Champions brand themselves:
G
The Unwritten Law of Self-Value
(Self-Worth)
The Unwritten Law of Self-Value: The most
valuable brand in the world is YOU! Value it!

In the rapidly changing information and branding era, Great Champions choose to
brand themselves. They honour the most valuable brand in the world – themselves.
They learn the self-branding lesson early in their lives, and seek to focus on the
important things in life – on their road to greatness. It’s the road of high self-value
and high self-worth. They work harder on themselves and their individual ‘I’-Brands
than on their select professions or fields of competence. They continually define,
refine and enhance their Game Plans for life – their Life Design. It’s an ongoing
process of building and growing their competencies and confidence levels. Design,
not default, drives their focused lives.

‘This is our Story! This is our Life Design!’
– K aan Morley
Great Champions ‘I’ngineer winning through building potent ‘I’-Brands. They set
up to win. Richard Branson is quoted as saying: ‘I believe luck doesn’t just happen –
you have to work at it’. Gary Player is famous for saying ‘The harder I practise, the
luckier I get’. Some people set themselves up to win. But surprisingly, some people
set themselves up to lose. Guess which ones get lucky? This is the magic of being
human. How we set up in life is therefore paramount.

‘Great Champions are “made of the right stuff”.’
The ‘I’-Branding process implemented by the Great Champions, is the glue that
holds a winning high-level Game Plan together. It’s a ‘Human Smart’ process that
feeds off a high-level applied ‘sense of self’. Great Champions know themselves. The
following five common denominator steps ensure their ‘I’-Brands are ‘made of the right
stuff’.
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Step 1: Identifying and developing one’s own core
competence file
Everyone is blessed with a god-given innate talent. Human Greatness inhabits every
one of us. It is the identification of this innate talent that triggers our calling in life –
it is our higher purpose in life. The earlier this happens in life the better, as we are all
put here for a reason – to contribute to a better universe. For sporting champions the
identification of this innate talent often comes at a very early age. Sporting academies
and foundations are sprouting up all over the world to facilitate this process – the
identification and develop of talent – as early as possible. Often they are ‘pushed’ by
parents, by coaches, by mentors or by talent scouts, who identify sheer raw ability
and obvious talent at a very early age.
Life, in fact, also sends us small messages – pointing us in a certain direction where
we can make a difference and a contribution in life. Our innate talent is given to us
to serve our purpose. We are all here to serve. We know we are on track in life when
it all just feels right. Everything gels. It does not feel like a job. Unfortunately some
only get the message much later in life, some not at all. Human potential is wasted.
Unfulfilled lives are led by many who fail at the ‘human-smart’ hurdle in the game
of life. There can be no greater gift to yourself than to clarify your higher purpose as
early as possible in life. It powers you up to develop your core competence file – your
strength base.
It’s a 3-step competence-file development process.
1. Identifying innate talent:
• What

am I really good at?
• W
 hat do I want to do?
• W
 hat is most important to me?
• W
 hat do I want to be remembered for?
• If life was perfect, what would it look like?
The answers to the above questions lead to the all-determining big question:
	What really runs in my blood? What is my ONE THING? What makes me truly
happy?

‘One’s innate talents serve one’s purpose in life
– develop them!’
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	The world is waiting for you, so the sooner you can answer these questions in
life, the sooner you will achieve success and, most importantly, significance in
life. It’s the power first step in developing a high-level Game Plan for life.
2. Adding expert knowledge to your select chosen field of competence
	
Expert knowledge is gathered from coaches, mentors, sponsors, observation,
the internet, self-coaching, experience, the hard-knocks school, trial and error
and so on. This book shows you one of the fast-track ways to increase your
knowledge – namely to learn from the Great Champions who have gone before.
This method can knock years off your learning curve in life. The potency of your
core competence is directly proportional to the expert knowledge you acquire.
Never stop listening and learning. The fact that you are reading this book says
you are on the right track. The saying goes:

‘If you are green you grow –
if you are ripe you rot.’
3. Building and further developing expert skills to your chosen field
	
Practise, practise and more practise. It’s that simple and ongoing. The Great
Champions know all about preparation, dedication, discipline, resilience and
persistence. They never give up. They are also continually refining, expanding
and enhancing their skills base.
	Competence feeds confidence, which is one of the vital ingredients of continued
winning in life. Great Champions ‘I’ngineer vast arsenals of competence and
competitive advantage by focusing on their own strengths. This facilitates
continued winning. It must, however, be noted that while the focus is on
building one’s own competence and confidence, growing professionalism,
which utilises more and more advanced technology, demands that the Great
Champions eliminate any weaknesses or constraints (this point is so important
that it is covered under Step 4, and also explored further in Chapter 9 on the
Law of Constraints). Constraints destroy greatness. Great Champions remove
and destroy constraints.
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Step 2: Gaining clarity on one’s higher purpose in life
(Life Purpose)
‘Every living being was born to accomplish
a certain purpose. It is the knowledge of that
purpose that enables every soul to fulfil it.’
– Mohammed Ali
Great sporting champions are sometimes just lucky, in that they often grasp and
latch onto the bigger picture of life early in their lives. This is often due to the early
identification of innate talent. They are helped by others. Yet, life remains a paradox,
and so many sporting champions actually do not grasp the bigger picture of life
till late in their careers. A clearly defined and clearly understood higher purpose in
life is what elevates champions to true Human Greatness – from good to great. It is
called clarity of life purpose.
What is your life purpose?
What is your calling in life?
Why do you exist?
What is “THE ONE THING” that YOU are truly great at?

‘When you have got purpose, everything
becomes possible.’
– Lewis Pugh
It must be noted that a higher purpose is significantly different from one’s goals in
life, and is often easily misconstrued by even the greatest of the great. Probably one
of the best examples of a clear concise purpose in the field of business is the Disney
Corporation’s purpose:
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‘to make children smile’
It says nothing about definitive goals. It says nothing about turnover, nothing about
profit and nothing about cash flow, which are the standard measures of business
success. It says nothing about winning trophies and awards. It says a lot about how
Disney touches people’s lives. It says a whole lot about what the collective corporation
strives to do every single day in order to make this universe a better place. It says a
whole lot about their unified and focused desire to make a meaningful impact. For
that they get handsomely rewarded. It’s life’s give-and-take equation in equilibrium.
It highlights the inherent wisdom in Tim Rice’s ‘Circle of Life’– used in Disney’s The
Lion King:

‘From the day we arrive on the planet
And blinking, step into the sun
There’s more to be seen than can ever be seen
More to be done than can ever be done
Some say eat or be eaten
Some say live and let live
But all are agreed as they join the stampede
You should never take more than you give’
– The Circle of Life, lyrics by Tim Rice
Google’s higher purpose reads:

‘to organise and disseminate the world’s information’
Starbuck’s higher purpose reads:

‘to inspire and nurture the human spirit – one person,
one cup, one neighbourhood at a time’
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Coca-Cola’s higher purpose reads:

‘to create happiness’
Discovery’s higher purpose reads:

‘making people healthy and enhancing
and protecting their lives’
Madiba’s higher purpose reads:

‘to inspire hope through action’
Every brand demands clarity of purpose to prosper. A clear concise purpose elevates
performance. It defines ‘THE ONE THING’ – the focus of any Team ‘T’-Brand or
Individual ‘I’-Brand. Simple, but far from simplistic, it insures sustained success and
significance. It ignites individual Human Greatness. It unifies and drives collective
Human Greatness. Purpose is about how one contributes and impacts meaningfully
to the world. It carries one through good and bad times, because you are always
serving, always contributing, always enhancing and enriching, and always making
this universe a better place day by day. This means you are always winning, never
losing. This is true despite life’s amazing daily roller-coaster road of ups and downs.
Profits soar cyclically, or profits dip cyclically, but every day is about winning in the
bigger circle of life, if measured in terms of one’s higher purpose. That is the pure
positive power of purpose in play. A higher purpose connects one to one’s authentic
self, thereby converting potential power into real power. In the case of Disney, it is
the pure collective power of a team / organisation. The potential power is no different
for teams or individuals. It is about focus and unity of action. Purpose unifies people
into collective action by an applied sense of belonging. People, who do not feel they
belong, never achieve Human Greatness. Knowing one’s individual and/or team’s
higher purpose is therefore critical for sustained success and significance in life.

‘As we grow and experience things, our minds grow, our
questioning grows, our ideas get bigger and broader, and the
purpose of our lives becomes clearer.’
– Kelly Slater
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What is it all about? What it is all about is what it has always been about – The Circle
of Life. It is about great sporting champions using their innate ‘god-given’ talents
to entertain, to educate and to inspire hope. To touch, enrich and enhance other
people’s lives. To make a meaningful impact on life. This is why people flock into
stadiums to watch their sporting heroes.

‘You’re not born to fit in. You’re born to stand out.’
– Jordy Smith

‘If we can lift the nation and give pride and hope
to our people, then I think we’re doing our job,
because our job is not just playing rugby for
South Africa, it’s so much more than that.’
– Jean de V illiers
Goals such as becoming the number one in the world are far removed from one’s
higher purpose in life. Great Champions know that their innate talents are given to
them for a reason. To give back in this world of ours! To inspiringly ‘touch, enrich
and enhance’, is of far greater significance than just winning a match or a cycle race
or lifting any trophy. Great Champions embrace the concept of ‘philan-thropy’ –
about giving back. Or should we rather call it ‘philan-trophy’? Great Champions
move the ‘h’ in this potent word of the universe. They give back the ‘trophy’. They
leverage the pure positive power of purpose, by understanding the true paradox of
purpose. It’s about giving and taking.
The Paradox of Purpose:

‘The more you care and do for the universe and others, the
more you will do what is best, for yourself.’
It’s important to realise that every one of us is a born champion – in our own rights.
The dictionary confirms this.
The dictionary definition of a CHAMPION
One who has surpassed all rivals in a sporting conquest or other form of
competition; or one who vigorously supports and defends a person or cause.
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In sport there is always a winner and a loser. We may not surpass all our rivals in
competition every day, but we most certainly do support and champion our own
rights every day. This makes us all champions. If you have a mind and a body, then
you are a champion. Individual ‘I’-Branding or self-branding is self-championing
at its powerful best. Great Champions support themselves via formulating and
committing to high-level Game Plans. Great Champions vigorously support and
defend their champion cause – which is their higher purpose in life. Make sure you
know your ONE THING. Management guru Peter Drucker highlighted the defining
difference between being efficient in life (doings things right) and being effective in
life (doing the right things). Purpose is about being effective in life, and there can be
no greater investment and no greater reward than fulfilling one’s higher purpose on
a daily basis. Doing the right thing – the one thing – the real thing.

‘The purpose of life – is a life of purpose.’
– George Bernard Shaw
Great Champions stay for long periods in ‘a high-performance zone’ by resonating
closely with their higher purpose – it defines winning; it inspires one to greater
levels of achievement. Everything they do has authentic meaning attached. This
builds tremendous resilience and resolve to persevere and achieve, against all the
odds. They have the ability to soak up and endure massive pain in training and
performance. One’s higher purpose reduces stress, focuses one’s energies, simplifies
one’s decisions, enhances one’s life, and gives ultimate force and meaning to life.
More than just winning, it drives true happiness in people’s lives and the ultimate
reward of true contentment.
Most businesses measure success on a very elementary level in terms of turnover,
profit and cash flow. Businesses often fail to grasp the importance of their existence,
their higher purpose (what they are here to accomplish and why they exist). Most
people do the same. They prefer to measure success in terms of net-worth, not selfworth. They prefer to measure life in terms of success, not significance. Higher
purpose is the ultimate measure of life. It is the total measure of life. The common
business saying should be read as follows when all is stacked up:

Turnover is vanity
Profit is sanity
Cash flow is reality, but
Purpose is totality.
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Purpose provides focus, enthusiasm and inspiration for life. It drives success and
significance.
A word of caution on your ONE THING in life:
Learnings from the Coca-Cola ‘THE REAL THING’ disaster in 1985:
Identifying and knowing one’s ONE THING in life is sometimes not easy. Even
the greatest of the great can get it wrong. Great Brands do falter in life, but Great
Brands also bounce back stronger. Coca-Cola research pointed towards NEW
COKE back in 1985, to counter the loss of market share to competitors – New Coke
was a ‘better tasting’ formula. When Robert Goizueta took over as CEO in 1980
he pointedly told employees that there would be no sacred cows in the way the
company did its business, including how it formulated its drinks. They believed
Coke’s ONE THING was GREAT TASTE. They were to learn the hard way from
‘the School of Hard Knocks’, as market share plummeted when New Coke was
introduced as better tasting Coke in 1985. American consumers said ‘NO’. What
Robert Goizueta had got horribly wrong was that Coke’s ONE THING was actually
‘A GREAT AMERICAN TRADITION’. His focus was incorrect. His focus was on
something of lesser importance and value in his consumers’ minds. They loved
the Great American Tradition of Classic Coke. Tradition was far higher on their
hierarchy of values than taste. It was their ONE THING – THE REAL THING in
marketing terms! Coca-Cola had learnt the difference between being efficient (doing
things right) and being effective (doing the right things). Admittedly, they did ‘the right
thing’ and reintroduced CLASSIC COKE – THE REAL THING three months after
the introduction of New Coke.

‘To hear some tell it, April 23 1985 was a day that will live
in marketing infamy... spawning consumer angst the likes of
which no business has ever seen.’
From disaster spurned opportunity. From their encounter with many very unhappy
Americans they uncovered Coke’s true higher purpose:

‘to create happiness’.
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Step 3: Focusing one’s finite energy on what’s truly
important in one’s life
Champions who make it to the very top of their sporting field are often thrust onto
the world stage with very little time to prepare themselves for the onslaught that will
come from media contingents and people wanting their time. Fame brings with it all
sorts of challenges. Pressures mount as life takes on a whole new dimension. They
are forced to make a multitude of new decisions, often lacking the tools, the clarity
and the ability to make the right choices. How do the Great Champions handle fame?

‘The most important thing I have learnt in life is to
focus my energy on what is important in life.’
– Bill Gates
Great Champions learn to invest their energy wisely by focusing on what is important
in life. It is one of the great secrets of all the Great Champions. It drives clarity of
decision-making. It creates balance. The importance of the word ‘important’ must
never be underestimated. Great Champions know this. It means far more than it just
says. It guides us in life. Simply put, we must all learn to import what is important –
what is of true value in one’s life. And here is the real crux. We must also learn
to export what is ‘exportant’ (un-important) – or what lacks true value in one’s
life. Human baggage blocks Human Greatness. Dump it! Baggage is just danger
personified – a constraint in life. Choose carefully what is important from the ten
developmental areas of life and add focus 24/7:

From these areas of life, human beings create their own unique hierarchy of what
they value most in life. It drives what they see as important in life. It drives their
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decision-making in life. It drives their self-worth. It drives life itself. It is the definitive
knowledge of this hierarchy that drives successful human decision-making. The
Greeks said ‘Know thyself’.

‘Tell me what you value, and I will tell you
where you are headed.’
The Great Champions just know. They work it out. They remain at all times mindful.

‘Mindfulness is the human art of knowing how one impacts
on oneself, the universe and other human beings.’
Most people do not know what they truly value in life. Great Champions do. They
have no problem articulating what is important in life 24/7, defined in their highlevel Game Plans. Surprisingly, many people go through life without being able to
articulate what is important, and they wonder why the roller-coaster ride becomes
quite scary. They fail to determine and define what is truly important in their lives –
what is truly meaningful. Great Champions grasp the wonderful real life truism
in the rugby phrase ‘Use it or lose it’. They keep the process simple and focused.
Knowing one’s ‘Focus Five’ (one’s ‘Big Five’ in life), keeps one on the road of selfvalue. It takes brutal honesty to work out what is truly important to you in your
finite time on earth. It is a personal choice of how your own hierarchy of values
stacks up. Failure to clarify one’s hierarchy of values opens one up to the road of
self-sabotage, the opposite direction from the road of self-value / self-worth.

‘People think focus means saying yes to the thing you’ve got
to focus on. But that’s not what it means at all. It means
saying no to the hundred other good ideas that there are.
You have to pick carefully.’
– Steve Jobs
Great Champions invest wisely. They have ‘Big Five’ clarity. They invest very little,
or zero time and energy on things they do not value – outside of their select Big Five.
They also appreciate the Unwritten Law of Attraction that will be explored further
in Chapter 7. They know that like attracts like. They attract the right stuff into their
lives – through focusing on the right stuff in their lives.
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‘Seek out the five Fs – Family, Friends, Faith and Fun and
Follow your dreams. Our real success is measured by how
much we touch and enrich other people’s lives –
the difference we make to those that least expect it,
to those the world looks over.’
– Bear Grylls

Bonus branding tips on the Power of Focus
It is vital to focus on what you really truly want in life – not on what you do not
want in life. We as human beings often get it humanly wrong on this count. When
we choose to focus on what is not important in our lives, we simply create all types
of unnecessary havoc in our own lives, and eventually become the so-called ‘victim’
of life happenings. We unwittingly create imbalance in our own lives. We ask why
this had to happen to me. What went wrong? What happened? Why me? The road
of imbalance eventually leads to the road of dis-ease, the opposite of ease. Why
go there? It is the road of self-sabotage. Rather choose to be a victor by setting up
right in the first place. Identify your Big Five clearly. Focus on your Big Five. Do
not neglect them at any point in life, or they will be taken away. Use them or lose
them! Be fully aware of ‘The Unwritten Law of Attraction’ (Chapter 7). It powerfully
magnetises whatever you choose to focus on. Like attracts like. The universe will
give you what you choose to focus on. So be sure to focus on what is important, not
what is unimportant. The universe will always back you up if you choose to play the
‘Victor’ or the ‘Victim’ role. Are you a Winner or a Loser? Focus wisely on what is
truly important to you in life. It is that simple.

‘Your time is limited. So do not waste it living someone else’s
life. Have the courage to follow your heart and intuition.
The only way to do great work is to love what you do.’
– Steve Jobs
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Step 4: Identifying and removing all constraints,
i.e. blockers
‘Unblocking the champion within’ is a critical task that the Great Champions
perform in order to open up the road to Human Greatness. It requires brutal honesty
to identify and address any possible constraints in one’s life, as they have often
been unwittingly created through what is termed incomplete human awareness.
Constraints simply block human greatness. Great Champions thrive on challenges,
but act decisively to remove all constraints. Challenges are merely short-term hurdles
on the road to Human Greatness; constraints are long-term blockers that cut off the
road to Human Greatness. They cut off the vital energy flow demanded for Human
Greatness. Great Champions identify, remove or buffer every identifiable constraint.
Exporting the ‘exportant’ must never be underestimated as a key success driver.
The dictionary definition of CONSTRAINT
A limitation or restriction on what you want to do; limits one’s freedom;
enduring block in life.

Now the Business definition of CONSTRAINT
• A
 constraint is the thing that is preventing an organisation from getting more throughput,
hence more success.
• W
 ith constraint theory, businesses adopt the common idiom that a chain is only as strong
as its weakest link. This means that processes are vulnerable because the weakest person
or part can always damage or break them, or at least adversely affect the outcome.
Bottlenecks must therefore be identified and buffers put in place to maintain maximum
flow.
Business handles constraints far better than humans do, because emotions do
not come into play. We as emotional beings are often irrational beings. We often
make emotionally charged irrational choices in life. We make human mistakes.
Constraints can vary in nature from minor human perceptual mistakes in how we
process external things (how we think), right through to major imbalances of mind
and body, which result in medical intervention to fight off life-threatening dis-eases.
There are multiple formats in which ‘constraints’ can occur, but nine times out of
ten, they result from a ‘loss of focus’. The road of self-sabotage is unwittingly opened
up by a lack of focus. Focus shifts to the less important things and then to the
‘exportant things in life’. Havoc is created. Like attracts like. It becomes a vicious
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circle, the main culprit being incomplete human awareness at a given point in time.
The result is often human implosion. In the race for material things in life, there is
a saying that goes:

‘Somehow you’ll start to know you are in trouble
when you start to value yourself in terms of your
net-worth, and not your self-worth.’
Great Champions identify and remove any forms of constraint. Sometimes it is not
possible to remove the blocker / constraint. In cases like these they put buffers in
place to ensure that performance is not adversely affected in the long term – as
with the constraint theory in the business realm. They move to ensure optimal
performance levels are not compromised. They do not allow life’s short-term
challenges to turn into long-term constraints. They take short-term action. They
stay firmly on the road of self-value. They choose the road of ease, as opposed to the
road of dis-ease. Chapter 9 highlights, by a practically illustrated example, how the
Great Champions remove and destroy extreme constraints.

Step 5: Setting and committing to one’s current goals
‘Winning is not a secret that belongs to a very few, winning
is something that we can learn by studying ourselves,
studying the environment and making ourselves ready for
any challenge that is in front of us.’
– Garry K asporov
Joseph Stalin popularised the term five-year plan. Since then things have changed
quite dramatically. The world has upped its pace. In today’s frenetically paced
information era, it is risky business to commit to goals beyond one year. While one’s
higher purpose is unlikely to change, one’s goals within one’s Game Plan certainly
need to be defined and refined yearly. Game Plans take on real power when put into
action now. Implementation is everything. Strategy without execution is useless.
Great Champions act. They set realistic short-term goals. THEY COMMIT. THEY
FOCUS. Most leverage a potent goal-setting acronym called: S.M.A.R.T.E.R
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SMARTER GOALS pack pure positive power into a champion’s Game Plan. They
keep the champion aligned on the road of self-value – the road to greatness! Failure
to set and commit to a set of ‘smarter’ goals unwittingly places one on the road of
self-sabotage – it’s a road of human danger, a road that can lead to human implosion!

Great Champions just do it!
Keep Simple? Simple goals focus one on what is truly important in life!
Keep Meaningful? Meaningful goals elevate purpose, resolve and effort!
Keep Aligned? Aligned goals keep one constantly on track with one’s higher
purpose – on the right road!
Keep Realistic? Realistic goals guard the fine line between challenge and constraint!
Keep Time-bound? Time-bound goals drive committed action!
Keep Energising? Energised goals just seem to happen more easily!
Keep Rewarding? Rewarded goals bring the principle of fair exchange into play!

CHAMPIONS COMMIT FIRST and
CELEBRATE LATER!
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‘Do not overlook the opportunity to action something – do
not be nervous, do not hold back, give it all that you have
got, because the moment may never come again.’
– V enus W illiams

‘The brave may not live forever – but the cautious
do not live at all.’
– Richard Branson
All the Great Champions are realistic optimists. They do not set themselves up
for failure. Unrealistic goals without true, authentic, aligned meaning seldom get
realised. Creating unrealistic expectations in life creates frustration, which leads to
perceived failure, which undermines confidence and self-esteem. A vicious circle of
negativity is set in motion. Don’t do it! The Great Champion does all the hard yards,
but keeps it all simple. Most focus on three current-year goals only. They focus only
on what’s truly important in life.

‘Simplicity is the ultimate sophistication.’
– Leonardo da V inci
Summed up, Great Champions know that individual ‘I’-Branding will take them
far in life. It acts like insurance. It protects and enhances. It differentiates winning
from losing. ‘I’-Branding defines activation. It activates purpose. Great Champions
act right.

‘Brand-value differentiated winning from losing and helped
sustain brands through a challenging year marred by shaky
consumer confidence and financial woes.’
– Brand Experts, Millward Brown Optimar
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Power-champion words, such as purpose, focus and balance drive sustained success
and significance – they make up the backbone of any potent Individual ‘I’-Brand. The
Great Champions leverage the power of ‘I’-Branding to earn themselves affectionate
brand names, such as in the golfing world: ‘The Big Easy’, ‘The Black Knight’, ‘The
Goose’, ‘The Golden Bear’, ‘The Shark’ or just ‘Tiger’. While their media-generated
brand names say most about them, there is often just one word that encapsulates
where the champion’s brand focus really lies in life. In Part Two of the book we look
at these definitive words that define the champion’s focus in life. It is this very focus
that determines continued winning or losing. In sport, as in life there often exists
‘a fine line’ between winning and losing. ‘I’-Branding makes all the difference. It is
life’s scaffolding and the essence of a high-level winning Game Plan for life.

‘I love it when a plan comes together.’
– Col John H annibal Smith, The A-Team

Is your Game Plan made of the right stuff?

‘The middle road was not where I wanted to be.’
– Kelly Slater
The Great Champions constantly do reality checks to see how their Game Plans
stack up for life. They know that Human Greatness demands a high-level Game
Plan. How does your current Game Plan stack up on ‘The Game Plan Barometer’
below? Is it made of the right stuff?
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Give yourself a reality check. Give yourself a current realistic score – as a percentage.
Ask yourself a few questions:
• A
 m I living a life by design or a life by default?
• A
 m I living a life in a state of ease – or am I living life in a state of dis-ease –
often plagued with ongoing constraints such as back pain, migraine, or maybe
just a general feeling of ‘sapped energy levels’ – feeling ‘out of sync’ with life? Or
maybe having to face up to one of life’s serious constraints – for instance, a life
threatening dis-ease like cancer? (Read Chapter 9 on how to conquer constraints.)
• A
 m I just trudging along day by day on the middle road, saying I’m OK, I’m fine,
but I just cannot wait for the weekend?
Or maybe you are already living a highly successful life, but one that lacks
significance?
Sometimes all that is required is just a few minor adjustments to one’s current Game
Plan in terms of strategy and perceptions, which will make all the difference in
reaching that next level and realising your lifetime dreams. A whole new world of
inspiration waits. Don’t miss out on this game-changing life opportunity by learning
from the ‘collective wisdom’ of Great Champions that have gone before. Inside their
Game Plans are three key determining factors driving success and significance –
namely Simplicity (more focus), Authenticity (more purpose) and Synchronicity
(more balance). We suggest you set your new high-level Game Plan target at the
90% level – seeking excellence, never perfection. That’s because we are just human
beings!
Read on to find out more about the right stuff. You’ll also find it worthwhile to
visit our website at www.thegameplan.co.za. The Game Plan Method includes a
‘59-minute Game Plan reality-check’. It’s designed to help you get your Game Plan
to the 90% level in extra quick time – all made extra simple!

‘We suggest you set your new high-level Game Plan target
at the 90% level – seeking excellence, and never perfection.
That’s because we are just human beings!’
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 reat Champions focus their finite
G
energies: The Unwritten Law of Energy
The Unwritten Law of Energy: You only
have one energy-well. Use it wisely!

Professionalism in sport has posed a whole new set of challenges on today’s
champions. From power media contingents, to television technology, to sponsors,
to burgeoning social networks, it is a non-stop demand on time and energy levels. It
requires a fine balancing act. On the field or off the field, both physical and mental
energy levels need to be optimally managed.

‘Champions practise endlessly to achieve their set goals, but
avoid burnout. They understand they have a finite amount
of energy. Whether you use physical or mental energy, they
both come from the same source. Wherever you focus your
energy you are depleting the same well.’
– Sebastian Coe
The risk of either mental or physical exhaustion is high. Great Champions know
there is only one well, and it’s finite. Management of one’s energy levels is critical
for ongoing wellbeing and sustained success. Winning is a result of being fresh
when one ‘steps up to the plate’. We have seen how the Great Champions rely on
purpose, focus and balance to drive continued winning, but they also carry a full
set of champion tools to counter the very real risk of physical or mental exhaustion,
known as burnout. Here are six of their energy-sustaining success secrets:

1.	Great Champions understand the different
states of the mind
They understand the different states of the mind, namely concentration versus
awareness. It’s a fine line between the two. Most amateur coaches are proponents of
the sporting philosophy:
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‘Concentrate, concentrate and concentrate more’
The Great Champions know better. They know the importance of being mentally
fresh. They know when to concentrate and when to ‘just be aware’. Golfer Ernie Els
takes on average 240 minutes to complete a round of professional golf, but he only
takes an average of 70 strokes. This means he only has to concentrate for 70 minutes
– not 240 minutes. So he only has to concentrate for 30% of the game. For the other
70%, it is far more beneficial to ‘smell the roses’ as he walks the fairways. He appears
laid back in his ‘awareness mode’, but it all changes as he shifts into concentration
mode. The Big Easy knows.

‘As you walk down the fairway of life, you must
smell the roses, for you only get one round to play.’
– Ben Hogan
 or cricketers it is the same. Chris Gayle may only have taken 30 balls to reach
F
his century in a 2013 IPL game, but Gary Kirsten took 878 minutes to fight a
rear guard action versus England in 1999 – scoring 275 runs. That is nearly 15
hours at the crease! Obviously he is a great exponent of ‘the mind switch’ between
concentration and awareness. Energy management is vital for success, especially
in time-consuming sports like cricket and golf, where mental and physical energy
levels naturally decline. Mental freshness drives success.

2.	Great Champions do not seek perfectionism
 hey do not seek perfectionism. They choose to seek excellence. It’s another fine
T
line that guards finite energy levels. This can be termed the 90:10 unwritten law
of energy. Achieving 90% is an A+ in most people’s books. Allowing oneself 10%
human leeway preserves one’s energies and prevents staleness.

‘I would never practise when I was tired. I would
back off. I realised that when I practised when
I was tired – I would hit bad shots and
simply pick up bad habits.’
– Greg Norman
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 reat Champions are known to ‘just do more’. They go the extra mile, but they also
G
know when to call the 10% human time-out clause. They do not set up for failure
by seeking perfection at the 100% level. They know they do not have to be perfect.
Seeking perfection is like seeking exhaustion. No one ever succeeds without great
discipline and determination, but they know not to cross the fine line between focus
and obsession. Focus drives sustained success. Obsession drives mental or physical
exhaustion, and ultimately leads to human implosion. The more one obsesses with
something – the further it is driven away in life.

‘I knew I did not have to be perfect – just better
than my opponent of the day.’
– Andre Agassi
 hey know that life is really about doing one’s human best. Nobody is perfect. They
T
do not fall into the trap of setting unrealistic expectations, which can be a very
dangerous game, as we humans know. Unrealistic expectations drive up frustration
levels when not realised. It is often deemed as ‘failure’. Continued perceived failures
undermine confidence, which is the key ingredient of sustained success in life. The
Great Champions are realistic optimists. Optimism alone can also be a dangerous
word if not realistic. This means that 90:10 is a pretty impressive performance record
in a champion’s book. Perfectionism always backfires in sport and life!

3. Great Champions control the controllables
I ncreasing professionalism in sport has led to increasing control. Technology has
made this possible, from television-match officials, to sophisticated drug testing, to
even taking out the threat of inclement weather with stadium roofs that close. Rule
changes are constantly made to decrease the chance of injuries. It is all about control.
Some sports have even lost a certain degree of spontaneity, but the human factor will
always remain the number one variable in sport. Sport dramatises life and consumes
our human emotions. Underdogs walk off with the spoils. Injuries continue to
happen. Weather wreaks havoc with events. Sport can never be controlled beyond a
certain level. Things go wrong. There are selectors, politics and of course the press to
contend with. Unfair calls are regularly made. Great Champions just know this. It’s
part and parcel of sport – of life. They learn to ‘control the controllables’.
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‘Control the controllables’
– V ictor V ermeulen
 reat Champions maintain poise when things do not go according to plan. They
G
maintain dignity. Controlling the controllables is a potent energy-saving tool of
the Great Champions. They believe in abundance. There is always another wave –
another chance. Coming to the realisation that some things are out of one’s control
is liberating.

‘There are so many things that we cannot control,
and some that we can – so I try to put more emphasis
on things I feel I can control. If it rains when you are
on 99, what are you going to do?’
– H ashim Amla

4. Great Champions ‘Pack Light for life’
They ‘pack light for life’, both physically and emotionally. They do their best to
discard physical and emotional baggage. Gary Kasporov, the greatest-ever chess
player, stated he was at a tremendous disadvantage – to the emerging young chess
aspirants who do not carry the mental baggage of years gone by. It’s called mental
clogging. The saying goes that one acquires great wisdom at the age of 40, but it
comes with a certain level of baggage. Great Champions know that experience only
counts for so much. Freshness, vitality and infinite energy combined with positive
amounts of nervous energy will bring abundantly more success. Keeping one’s past
alive or worrying about the future have never been great ways to invest one’s energy
or time. Great Champions invest wisely in time management. They take only the key
learnings out of the past. They live in the moment and their focus is always on the
present. They know that time only goes out. They appreciate every opportunity to
perform. They appreciate and value present time. They know that Human Baggage
is the enemy of Human Greatness.
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5.	Great Champions manage the time / energy
challenge
 hey know that time is both friend and foe. They manage the time / energy
T
challenge – the idle time on tour, the time between competing, the time between
golfing shots, and the time between rain delays. Time opens up the thinking
process and is certainly one of the greatest hidden challenges in sport. It opens up
distractions. It is difficult to comprehend in terms of its impact on energy levels
and performance levels.

‘The biggest problem with cricket, whether you’re
batting or fielding, is usually when you have too
much time to think. If you leave it to your
instincts, you’ll normally do a lot better.’
– Jonty R hodes

‘I live today and think of tomorrow. Take only the
experience from the past.’
– Niki L auda
 he ability to put aside all distractions and focus on the job at hand cannot be
T
underestimated. Great Champions enter ‘a zone of instinct’. They try not to think too
much while in action. It’s a great paradox. Too much time given to thought processes,
or any overemphasis on the mind, actually distorts the body and mind connection,
impacting negatively on performance. It exhausts one. There is a time and place to
do one’s thinking – and how much thinking. Analysis paralysis destroys vitality. It
removes the freshness required for when one ‘steps up to the plate’.

‘Just do it.’
– Nike
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6.	Great Champions practise the art of mindfulness
 indfulness is a form of reality check on life. It requires one to take ‘time out’ or
M
take one step back at some point in one’s life – to assess if one is still on course with
one’s true values, one’s true north, one’s higher purpose. It is far too easy to get
caught up in ‘something’ less constructive. Mindfulness helps one to keep focus on
what is truly important in life, what is right and what really counts in life. It takes
a look at the bigger picture of life. Call it a helicopter view. It helps clear the trivia,
the needless worries and the energy-sapping activities that humans love so much.
It re-focuses one’s energies. It cuts out human comparison and focuses one on selfworth. It builds clarity and helps one gain a deeper understanding of the world
around oneself. It takes out the grey areas of life. It’s a potent energy saver for life.
Mindfulness is the STOP button: Stop, Think, Observe, Proceed.
 reat Champions know that the human energy well (both physical and mental
G
combined) is always at risk of drying up, in their quest to push the human limits –
to just do more. Luckily they have another tool to deal with this, namely leverage,
which is explored further in the next chapter.
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 reat Champions apply leverage:
G
The Unwritten Law of Leverage
The Unwritten Law of Leverage: Leverage allows
one to do more, with less. Apply it!

Great Champions do more. They master the art of leverage, defined as the ability
to do more with less. Leverage in sport, however, comes packaged in two distinct
formats: legally positive or legally negative. In life it is the same. This is best illustrated
and encapsulated by the game of snakes and ladders. Positive leverage means using
ladders to jump ahead on the Road to Human Greatness. Negative leverage is going
down one of those long winding snakes on the road to Human Implosion! Great
Champions apply positive leverage – they do not compromise themselves. Positive
leverage comes in many different formats. They all set potent ‘multiplier effects’ in
motion. Let’s take a look.

1. Leverage of the human mind
‘Arnold, Jack, Lee, Watson and the rest were
larger physically, but I made myself so fit in the
mind I was larger than they were. Size is a
state of the mind.’
– Gary Player
 rofessionalism in sport, including new equipment, new training methods, new
P
coaching methods and new technology, has undoubtedly led to the talent gap
diminishing in most sports. Athletes are now physically more on par. This has
resulted in new paths being sought to establish competitive advantage. One of the
most powerful is the leveraging of the mind–body connection. Just how far can the
mind push the body? Leverage of the mind is defined as the ability to change and
expand one’s own reality.
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‘The Great Champion’s live in the realm of possibility –
which they transform into their reality.’
‘What you think is real – is your reality.’
 xperts estimate that the average human taps into only 10% of their brain power.
E
This belief is based on the ‘iceberg theory’ – the human mind having three powerful
components, namely the super-conscious mind (intuition), the conscious mind
(rational) and the subconscious mind (the store).

‘The amount of time I spend doing mental training
versus physical training is 70:30.
The mind is like an iceberg: if you start working
in the subconscious, you can really go. It’s
what athletes aren’t doing.’
– Lewis Gordon Pugh
If the average person conducts life primarily from the realms of the conscious,
rational mind, it means that the full power of the brain is never tapped. The power
of the super-conscious and subconscious minds is left unharnessed, and sometimes
even dangerous. There are many worldwide practices that seek to tap this unlimited
human potential. For example, holistic practices and spirituality are human beings’
quest to tap this greater power of the human mind, and how it connects with the
greater universe. Great Champions find ways to go beyond the use of only the
conscious mind. They seek to leverage all three components of the human mind.
When Tiger Woods dominated the world golf rankings for nearly a decade, Harvard
psychologist SM Kosslyn had the following to say about Tiger’s dominance – long
before his 2009 human implosion:
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‘In Tiger Wood’s head there is an orchestra. And
it’s not just that some of the orchestra’s players are
virtuosos, a lot of them are! How they interact makes
Tiger what he is. There is a confluence in his brain,
his person, his world, his goals and beliefs,
his culture. He has all the aces.’
– SM Kosslyn
 reat Champions enter a ‘high-performance zone’ by tapping all three components
G
of the mind. The ‘virtuosos of the orchestra’ means they go to places that their
competitors fail to reach, driven by their high-level Game Plans. They are masters
of their own creativity and act through an intuitive thought process called instinct
(from within), rather than rational conscious thought only.

‘Instinct kicks in when the mind and body are in sync – at
ease – at an optimal point of balance – coming from an
optimal Game Plan for life.’
 he intuitive / instinctive super-conscious mind elevates decision-making to a
T
higher level than the conscious mind. Great Champions trust their instincts, their
gut feelings and their inner voice to lead and guide them to produce phenomenal
results that stand in awe. Sporting commentators often refer to it as sheer greatness.
It is about being in sync with themselves and the universe. They seem balanced
and relaxed as they go on to win and to win again. They enjoy themselves for long
periods in a high-performance zone. Their super-conscious, instinctive minds act as
powerful partners of sustained success.

‘I skate to where the puck is going to be,
not where it has been.’
– Wayne Gretzky
 reat Champions understand the true value of instinct (intuitive power). No amount
G
of money can buy it, as it comes from the harmony created when a champion’s highlevel Game Plan (‘I’-Brand) all comes together.
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Instinct has a purpose:
‘to help one find one’s human greatness’
 reat Champions learn to recognise this intuitive power play of the human mind
G
when in becomes in sync with the greater universe. Things just happen, and they
happen just right. It is a gut feeling of what is right and what is wrong.

‘Your gut is a built-in alarm. It’s there to
protect you. If something does not feel
right in your gut, it generally is not right.’
– Lewis Pugh
 he Great Champions take full advantage of the hidden multiplier effect of a highT
level Game Plan – one where mind and body are aligned and balanced – called ‘in
sync’. A Multiplier Effect means the sum is greater than, or lesser than, the parts.
The scary thing is that it works both ways in life:

When Human Mind and Human Body are in sync:
1+1 = 3
When Human Mind and Human Body are out of sync:
1+1 = 1
 ife’s roller-coaster ride goes both ways. Things can go either fantastically well or
L
horribly wrong, which shows how vital it is to only use positive leverage in one’s
Game Plan. In 2012 Rory McIlroy was in sync and could do little wrong in anything
he did. He shot to the top of the world golf rankings after winning the 2011 US Open
and the 2012 USA PGA Championship each by a record 8 strokes. It was unheard of
to do this in a major. He had all the aces up his sleeve. Yet, at the British Open in 2013,
his game had all but disappeared. He had gone winless the entire 2013, surrendering
his number-one ranking to Tiger Woods and carding a horrific 79 in the first round
of the Open. It was his worst first round at the Open by no fewer than 8 shots. Most
golf experts blamed his slump on his move to a new club sponsor, but Rory finally
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admitted he needed psychological help to get him out of the rut and bounce back.
Leverage works powerfully both ways in life. Rory McIlroy at 24 years of age needed
to refine his Game Plan – things had changed. He no longer appeared at ease.

‘I am just playing thoughtless brain dead golf. It has
nothing to do with technique, it is all mental. I’m
trying to focus and concentrate, but I really cannot
fathom it at the minute. It is a very alien feeling that I
have never felt before.’
– Rory Mcllroy
 he power of the super-conscious mind is immense – so too with the power
T
contained in the subconscious mind (the part of the conscious mind not currently
in focal awareness). Great Champions know this. It’s the potent storehouse of one’s
knowledge and prior experience. It is programmed with one’s deep inner beliefs and
thoughts, which can be positively or negatively generated. It can be a great partner
in success or a destructive partner in sabotage.

‘Life is a mind power game –
take great care what seeds you sow in
the subconscious mind –
rose bushes or thorn bushes?’
 reat Champions guard the door to the subconscious by maintaining balance,
G
commonly referred to as a balanced perspective on life. They programme and store
‘the right stuff’ – the right ingredients for success; the important things in life. They
do not repress negative ‘human baggage’ into the subconscious storeroom. They
deal with it as it happens. They do not allow short-term challenges to become longterm buried constraints. They know that repressed negative emotions are a recipe
for disaster and dis-ease, as will be shown in Chapter 9 on the unwritten law of
constraints. How we process things in life determines a life of ease or dis-ease. What
we think is real is our reality. The subconscious mind is our storeroom for our beliefs
and thoughts in life. It knows neither right or wrong – it just acts accordingly.
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‘Our human beliefs drive our human thoughts, which drive
our human emotions, which drive our mental wellbeing,
and ultimately our physical wellbeing as well.’
It is vital to control what is processed into the subconscious mind. Leveraging the
subconscious as a positive storeroom only not only allows the conscious mind to be
free to focus on what is important, it subconsciously provides the right solutions for
life – the unanswerable questions. It wants to help you improve your life – you just
have to let it do its thing. It wants to be your positive partner.

‘Never confuse the most important part of you – your
subconscious mind. You cannot have thoughts of victory
and defeat in your mind at the same time. The subconscious
mind has the power to send sabotaging messages to your
body. All it takes is a kernel of doubt – so commit 100% if
you want to win.’
– David Becker
 ontrol your subconscious mind or it will control you. Be decisive, never confuse it,
C
and most of all use it to find life’s answers while you are asleep. The Great Champions
literally leverage the subconscious mind to solve challenges and grab a head-start
every day!

‘Never go to sleep without a request to your subconscious.’
– Thomas Edison

2.	Leverage of mentorships
 ll Great Champions push the human limits and at some point encounter the
A
phenomena known as ‘the fine line’ – when win against all odds becomes win at all
cost. And this becomes just one of the many fine lines of sport and life. At some point
life’s golden question comes firmly into play:
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‘When is enough, simply enough?’
Intuitively, most of the Great Champions surround themselves with great mentors to
ensure that the fine line is never crossed. Mentors guard and protect the fine line of
champions. Mentors are those that have gone before and have acquired the wisdom
to objectively know what is right. They can take years off one’s learning curve in
life. They play a dual role by motivating, building and helping to drive sustained
success, but of equal importance is the role they play in grounding the champion.
Their primary objective is to maintain balance, known as a balanced perspective in
life. Mentors light up the road of self-value and block off the road of self-sabotage.
Great Champions who have great mentors are not likely to implode. Mentors pass
on collective wisdom as they know there are many fine lines where the margin of
human error is sometimes infinitesimal, as illustrated below.

 et’s take a look at a few examples of the fine lines of sport and life. The universe
L
loves and rewards supreme attitude, but isolates and suffocates arrogance. It rewards
focus, but punishes obsession and addiction. It celebrates winning against all odds,
but scorns winning at all costs. Transformation is Human Great, but transcendation
is human danger personified – when grandiosity comes into play often resulting in
human implosion of some kind. Sponsors cancel contracts. Lives can fall apart.
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Good Mentorship proves invaluable and must never be underestimated. Mentors
play a far more powerful role than a champion’s inner circle of friends – as they tell
it like it is – the good with the bad.

‘I have always looked at opening batters that were my
heroes or guys who can offer me advice. Desmond
Haynes was the one to turn for advice – and to admire
for what he achieved in his career together with
Gordon Greenidge – a hero and a mentor.’
– Gary Kirsten

3. Leverage of the power of partnerships
 hapter 1 introduced the Champion’s Table of Life and Health with the concept of
C
four power legs to the table. Great Champions leverage off all four legs, especially
the SUPPORT leg where the power of partnership comes into play .When individual
‘I’-Brands combine in unity with collective team ‘T’-Brands, a win / win scenario is
created. The results can be iconic. Great Champions elevate their brands to iconic by
leveraging off ‘T’-Brands. This gave rise to the entire sports marketing industry and
the emergence of players’ managers / agents. Their job is to fully leverage the power
of the individual ‘I’-Brand, by tapping into the collective resources of ‘T’-Brands.
This form of leverage is mostly transparent through sponsorships, but it can come
in multiple other formats that are less obvious. Ultimately, it is about the power of
partnership in action. Below are a few examples of how the Great Champions tap
into and leverage other people’s resources to build a power SUPPORT LEG.
OPM – Other People’s Money, e.g. sponsorships
OPL – Other People’s Labour, e.g. administrators
OPS – Other Peoples Skills, e.g. coaches
OPT – Other People’s Time, e.g. support circles, family
OPK – Other People’s Knowledge, e.g. agents, doctors, mind gurus
OPW – Other People’s Wisdom, e.g. mentors
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‘My model for business is The Beatles: They were four
guys that kept one another’s negative tendencies in
check; they balanced each other. And the total was
greater than the sum of the parts. Great things in
business are never done by one person; they are done
by a team of people.’
– Steve Jobs
It’s tough at the top in anyone’s book, and it’s even tougher to stay at the top by
keeping focused. This is why leverage plays such a vital role in the armoury of Great
Champions. Success attracts success. Great Champions leverage their SUPPORT
LEGS from inner circles right through to sponsors. They do not go it alone. They
also know how important it is to also give back. It promotes more abundance. There
is a powerful Zulu saying that sums it up best:

Izandla Ziya Gizana – it means
hands wash each other.
 he Great Champions know that nothing great is ever achieved alone and they are
T
fully aware of tougher times on the horizon – loss of form is common even to the
sporting greats. They make sure their support bases are firmly in place in good times
in order to be equipped and support-ready to bounce back from adversity in bad
times. They value and leverage close friendships. The saying goes:

‘A good friend walks in, when the rest of
the world walks out.’
4.	Leverage of other power tools
 reams, Visualisation, Affirmation, Music, Mottos, Dancing, Thoughts, Feelings,
D
Words or just Breathing. These are just some of the vast arsenal of power tools
leveraged by champions to drive Human Greatness. Let’s take a quick look at just
a few, starting with one of the most powerful and outwardly striking examples,
namely the All Black’s ‘Haka’. It programmes and focuses their collective minds
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on winning. Contrary to what many people believe, it is not an act of intimidation,
rather its primary role is to focus the team on the task at hand – winning the game.
Visualisation is an example used by golfers, who literally visualise the path of a golf
ball into the very hole. It’s a conscious decision to see it go in! They manufacture
shots in their minds. Often you hear the American golf galleries scream on behalf
of the golfer:

‘Get in the hole.’
 isualisation with affirmation works. They are saying aloud what the golfer is
V
visualising. Champions also visualise the day their big opportunity will come. They
dream big. They just tell themselves. They practise over and over for that very day,
so that when it comes in front of millions of fans in the stands and on television, they
are fully prepared. They grab their opportunities with both hands.

‘A dream of mine was to lift a trophy on the Swilcan
Bridge at The Old Course in St Andrews – I saw Louis
Oosthuizen do it and I re-watched that moment on an
internet clip before my final round – it was a source of
inspiration to me. Thinking things like that make me
mentally stronger when the tougher moments arrive.’
– Brandon Grace on winning the Alfred Dunhill Links
Championship at St Andrews in October 2012
 usic is another powerful way that champions pump themselves up or calm
M
themselves down before the big event. Music affirms what they believe, powerfully
entrenching a higher level of faith, confidence and belief.

I believe in Karma what you give is what you get returned
I believe you can’t appreciate real love
until you’ve been burned
I believe the grass is no more greener on the other side
I believe you don’t know what you’ve got
until you say goodbye
– ‘Affirmation’ by Savage Garden
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Words are also pure power, if selected carefully.

‘The Black Mamba will strike. Nobody knows
who Retief Goosen is. It will be a sneak attack.
Nobody will see it coming.’
– Jos Vanstiphout speaking to a relatively unknown Retief Goosen
on the eve of the 2001 US Open, which he won
 ords spoken have far more meaning than any picture. People come to know us
W
by the words we choose to speak. They tell most about one’s current state of mind,
either positive or negative. Words chosen determine where one is headed in the
future. Tiger Woods loves the use of positive adjectives to pump himself up after
winning any tournament. He shows his elation mainly in his chosen pumped-up
words. He tells the world, and himself, how good he feels about winning. It fosters
an ongoing winning mentality.
In adversity words can also come to the fore. One of the most powerful words in the
English language is the word ‘BUT’. When stuck, just leverage the power in the word
BUT… but what about this, or this, or this. ‘But’ is a potent ‘bounce-back’ word
which opens up the realm of possibility. It triggers options. It brings into play plans
B, C and D – when plan A is not working.
Breathing is another form of leverage that most of us take for granted. Our breath is
the single most important thing in our lives. Take it away and we suffocate to death
within minutes. It is mega powerful when positively leveraged, especially when one
is in a pressure situation.

‘Pressure is a privilege in the eyes
of the Great Champions.’
 hampions leverage breathing techniques by learning to breathe deeply and slowly,
C
using the full capacity of their lungs. They import ‘the positive important stuff in
life’ when inhaling deeply, and they export ‘the negative exportant stuff in life’ when
exhaling deeply’. Do this a few times calmly and confidently in your own rightful
space and you will notice the huge difference it makes. We humans often just forget
to breathe properly, driving up tension in the mind and body. The result is more
stress. Breathing must never be underestimated as a potent ally in keeping one calm,
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in balance and in sync with the universe. It is this overall harmony that brings about
one’s second wind. It drives up performance.

5. Leverage of human emotion
‘Purpose electrifies and magnifies “E” Power
– Harness it! Leverage it!’
 motive ‘E’ Power presents a paradox of life. When harnessed it can produce
E
devastating results, either positive or negative. Great Champions have all
experienced the awe-inspiring results, both negative and positive that ‘E’ Power
can inflict. They know that ‘E’ Power quickly closes the talent gap and can produce
extraordinary results. The underdog suddenly becomes the destroyer. Emotive
power is primarily triggered by finding meaning and purpose. Teams or groups of
people can also become galvanised by charismatic leaders who employ collective ‘E’
Power. Individuals can go all out just to prove a point. They catch you off guard. It is
a burning desire that sets off the emotive trigger that drives action and performance
to a whole new level! Beware the underdog that has emotive reason. Beware the
negatively predisposed individual who can be triggered by emotion. ‘E’ Power
magnifies purpose and embraces ‘inspired emotion’. When a team goes out to just
prove a point, it’s called ‘collective inspired emotion’. Be doubly aware!
 ake for example the Golden Lions rugby team in lifting the 2011 Currie Cup title.
T
Coming from literally nowhere ‘in playing form’ and consistency in the years before,
they were up against a far superior team on paper at the 2011 Currie Cup Final
against the Sharks. But they simply outplayed and destroyed the Sharks in the final,
despite not having one current Springbok in their starting 15. The Sharks boasted 15
Springboks in their starting line-up. But on the day the Sharks stood no real chance.
They were simply blown away. They had come up against ‘collective emotive power’.
When emotive power runs your way, so does the oval rugby ball bounce your way. It
was never going to be the Shark’s day. The Lions knew that. The Sharks even knew
that once on the field of play. They were simply outgunned by a solid Game Plan,
significantly bolstered by ‘collective emotion’. There was nothing the Lions could do
wrong that day in October 2011. In life there is a phrase called ‘getting your second
wind’, however, on that day emotive power created a third, fourth and even fifth
wind for the Lions. The Lions played collectively as ‘men possessed’. It is something
near impossible to stop, no matter how hard the Sharks tried on that Ellis Park
afternoon. Collective ‘E’ Power is simply immense.
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‘You prepare and prepare and one day nothing works, and
some guy has simply just got your number.’
– Andre Agassi
 nother example of ‘E’ Power coming suddenly into play is when an opponent has
A
nothing to lose. A skilled opponent who has nothing to lose, except emotional pride, is
prepared to risk all and put everything on the line. This opponent effectively changes
the rules of the game, hence the terms of engagement. They change the playing field
and are suddenly set free to play to their own set of rules. They temporarily bend the
rules and get away with it. It is difficult to combat an opponent who is prepared to
push all limits with extreme tactics, with no real downside risk attached. The result
is often least expected and called the ‘upset of all upsets’. This is the nature of sport.
The good coaches sometimes see it coming from afar. Beware the opposition team
that is hurting. There is always a point to prove in sport and life, especially when the
trophy is out of reach. All inherent risk factors are abandoned and the nature of the
game changes. One cannot lose further. It opens up opportunity doors.
 hile positive emotive ‘E’ Power can be employed with devastating effect and
W
results that stand in awe, the very same applies for negative ‘E’ Power. Chapter 9
explores this subject in more detail, when champions get it humanly wrong and
face life-threatening challenges. Long-term negative ‘E’ Power is so powerful that
it can terminate life itself. One of the most devastating emotive dis-eases, namely
Motor Neuron disease has been statistically linked to sport stars after their glamour
careers come to an abrupt end. Sadly one of South Africa’s rugby greats, Joost van
der Westhuizen, has tragically had to face up to this devastating dis-ease. More
about Joost in Part Two.
 eware when the power of either positive or negative human emotions are leveraged.
B
Positive emotions can pump up and ignite performance. Negative emotions, on the
other hand, have the power to close down the human body. ‘E’ Power can also be
likened to the law of electricity. Understand and obey the universal principles of life
and health, and ‘E’ Power becomes a potent weapon in your hands, or sadly it can
also become a destructive weapon with the ability to destroy human performance.

6. Leverage of information and social media platforms
 he rapidly exploding information- and social-driven era means that these media
T
platforms can have a profound impact on one’s life. Neutrality is rare and the swing is
often towards positive or negative sentiment. Some of the Great Champions embrace
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Twitter to positively broadcast their messages. Some just see it as an invasion of
privacy. Whatever their personal choice, they need to be fully aware of its hidden
potential power to build and destroy. The speed is lightning. Not much can remain
hidden and out of sight when your job is that of World Champion. Embracing
technology certainly opens up new fields with high rewards, but along with high
reward comes high risks.

7. Leverage of losing
 he Great Champions leverage losing. Sounds strange, but all the Great Champions
T
develop high levels of humility. It comes from understanding what losing is really all
about. They soak up the lessons of life when they lose. They know that to win, you
must know how to lose.

‘You punk – you should not be playing the game if you do
not know how to lose.’
– Jack W elch’s mom
 hey learn more through losing than winning. Adversity is their training ground.
T
They congratulate their opponents with sincerity.

‘Only true champions come out and show their worth after
defeat, and I expect us to do that.’
– Sir Alex Ferguson

‘There is no such thing as a total failure.’
– Richard Branson
S portsmanship builds a powerful aura around the one who leverages it. Losing means
learning. Great Champions climb ‘back on the horse’ far wiser after losing. Humility
is therefore one of the most powerful traits of the Great Champions. It stands at
the core of continued learning and winning. The more successful the champion
becomes, the more humble they become, and the more thankful they become in life.
They appreciate life more, and the ability to be part of it all – sometimes winning
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and sometimes losing. They understand and appreciate the concept of abundance.
There will always be another wave to ride. Losing builds character.

‘Maximum intensity occurs after you have
“perceived” failure.’
– Bill Phillips

8. Leverage of humour
 nother hidden tool of Great Champions is the leverage of human humour. We
A
were all given the ability to laugh, but humour remains one of the most powerful,
yet underutilised human tools. It has the power to effectively destroy intensity and
counter adversity. Champions leverage humour to keep things in perspective. Life is
bigger that sport. The sun comes up again in the morning. Great Champions try to
never take themselves too seriously. It is part of what make them great and ensures
longevity. We all make some seriously stupid human mistakes in life. It is best to laugh
at them, as others warm to those that can laugh at themselves – rather than defend
the un-defendable. Laughter has been proven to elevate mood, promote creativity
and give us more energy. It attacks stress. It attacks intensity. It attacks complexity,
and it powerfully attracts joy and wellbeing. There is tremendous truth in the saying:
Laughter is the best medicine. Laughter focuses one’s attention on something fun,
which after all is a rather important component of life. Great Champions take in ‘the
lighter side of life’. They keep it all simple. There can be nothing better than a deep
belly laugh. Leverage it. Keep it all simple – the simpler the better.

‘Simplicity is the ultimate sophistication.’
– Leonardo da V inci

9. L
 everage of small defining moments
S mall defining moments make a Great Champion. They often go unnoticed, but the
Game of Life is about human kindness – it’s about giving back – an appreciation of
life itself. The golfer who does not throw his ball randomly into the stand, but takes
time to walk over to a young fan, sign the ball, and hand it over personally with
a word of support – it’s a small thing, but a defining moment. There is something
special when humans display small acts of kindness to others. It builds an aura of
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invincibility. So too do the many other small defining acts of champions: the time
given to the next generation of sporting heroes, the respect given to older sporting
icons of yester year, the appreciation given to those who have helped them get
to where they are, the setting up of foundations, the anonymous donations, and
the many more small defining moments that define Great Champions. It’s about
abundance.

‘If I tell myself before I paddle out that there will
always be another wave, then I know I have gone
a long way towards making that surf experience a
positive one for myself and those surfers around me.’
– Shaun Tomson

10. Leverage of humility
 his is a surprise one from the great champions. There exists a direct correlation
T
between Human Greatness and Human Humility. The greater one becomes – the
more humble one becomes! High-level Game Plans are synonymous with high levels
of self-worth, meaning that one no longer has the human need to continually prove
oneself to the world. The net result is high-level humility. It’s about giving back in
life. It is about human kindness in life. It’s about recognising that self-interest is
central to human design, but the greatest gain in life is the goodwill of fellow human
kind. The Great Champions leverage humility – they know that it builds high-level
self-esteem, and a champion aura around the one who uses it.

‘Great = Humble = Greater!’
11. Leverage of nature
 everage comes in multiple formats in nature – both positive and negative. Take for
L
instance the nature of the ocean – many human drownings occur due to ignorance.
Bathers get caught in rip currents or rip tides and panic – yet surfers use these very
same rip tides as their ‘conveyer belts’ out to the back line.
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They leverage ‘the way of the ocean’ – as they know that a rip tide will always spit you
out at some place. Life has ‘rip tides’ as well. Surfers never fight the rip tide – they
leverage it.

‘Surfers love rip tides. It is like stepping
on a conveyer belt.’
– Shaun Tomson

12. Leverage of human character traits
 he Great Champions all possess select human character traits that make up a
T
champion’s toolkit, but because it’s their job to push the human limits these traits
can become double-edged swords.
Take for instance the human character trait of ‘defiance’, which most people regard
as a negative human trait. This is indeed true when one looks at how so many
champions unwittingly leverage this trait to go from hero to zero. But, the Great
Champions understand another angle to ‘defiance’ – and use it as a very powerful
tool of positivity – they never give up on their dreams. They channel their ‘open
defiance’ positively.
In Part Two we will highlight a number of examples: how Gary Kirsten batted for
more than 15 hours to deny England a win at Kingsmead; how Lance Armstrong’s
defiance helped him conquer cancer; and how Natalie du Toit’s defiance took her
to the abled-bodied Olympics. In-built human traits can be powerfully leveraged
for and against oneself. It’s a ‘Human Smart’ choice on how to channel and deploy
them – for or against oneself.

13. Leverage of thoughts
 he human mind, through its thought processes, has a potent magnetic ability to
T
attract and repel. Unlike in the physical realm, in the human realm:

‘Like attracts like strongly.’
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In life we often get what we think – what we expect in life, so it is ‘Human Smart’
to only expand one’s reality in the realm of positive possibility. It takes courage
of conviction, but it opens up more possibilities in life and lights up the road to
Human Greatness. Champions leverage this magnetic force to attract ‘the right stuff’
in life. The ‘Unwritten Law of Magnetic Attraction’ is so powerful that Chapter 8 is
dedicated to explore it on its very own.

‘I was never influenced by what
other people thought; I just believed
I could do it.’
– Gary Player
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5

 reat Champions never compromise
G
themselves: The Unwritten Law of
Integrity
The Unwritten Law of Integrity:
There are no grey areas in life.
Never compromise yourself!

Great Champions know that integrity must form the basis of all competition in
life. The Unwritten Law of Integrity means being true to oneself – aligning oneself
closely to one’s true authentic self. Any other way creates imbalance. Recently we
have witnessed many great sporting champions climb on the self-sabotage road
by choosing not to be true to their authentic selves. They make human blunders.
Whether they do it wittingly or unwittingly, they simply compromise themselves.
They find reasons to defraud and then defend themselves. They are found wanting in
terms of an applied sense of self – it’s called ‘Human Unsmart’. They get the balance
of the Champion’s Equation of Life humanly wrong, and if their actions continue
over a protracted period of time, they end up on the road to human implosion – the
road of dis-ease.
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Great Champions know that no real grey areas exist in life. They know what is right
and what is wrong. They do not cross the fine lines of sport and life. On and off
the field they are aware of the small defining moments in sport and life. High-level
Game Plans act as their scaffolding in good and bad times.

‘I understand it is hard for Lance Armstrong – he lied for a
long time. You start believing some of your own lies. I had
been lying since my positive test back in 2004. Part of the
reason for lying was to continue with the Omerta –
the code of silence – a kind of mafia within the
top tier of cycling in Europe.’
– T yler H amilton
Sporting champions who get it humanly wrong are the ones who allow grey areas to
manifest in their lives. Their Game Plans appear rock solid looking in, but fall apart
under closer introspection. They find their own reasons. They convince themselves.
They believe they are right. They believe their own ‘false truths’. Everything becomes
‘grey’ in their lives. Focus is often put on net-worth, at the expense of self-worth,
and the net result is fragile confidence. The bumpy road of self-sabotage is wide and
open.

‘Others are doing it, so why cannot I do it
as well to level the playing fields?’
Without an ‘applied sense of self’, Human Greatness becomes UNsustainable. By
choosing to cheat, they compromise themselves with immediate effect. Whether it
is in sport, business or life, cheating is simply cheating.

‘to cheat means to cheat oneself’
By cheating, one impoverishes oneself. Cheating conflicts with and undermines
the most powerful determinants of continued winning, namely confidence and
competence. Nobody carries on winning in life when they undermine their own
self-worth. It bites back hard at some point. It wreaks havoc and lives fall apart when
so-called ‘grey’ areas are suddenly no longer that ‘grey’. Black-and-white laws of the
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land come into effect. And most potently the universal laws of life and health come
into effect. In Chapter 9 we explore further what happens when we humanly get the
universal laws of life and health wrong. The resulting humanly created imbalances
can trigger life-threatening dis-eases – when one fails to align one’s actions to one’s
true self.
Let’s now explore another subtle side of sport – where lines of integrity are crossed
as the stakes increase. For example, the full extent of doping in sport is only just
being uncovered, but most sports are still in denial. Another examples is the subtle
art of Gamesmanship – when one deliberately takes action to put one’s opponent
off their stride. In certain sports it is ‘allowed’ and becoming more and more
prevalent. It often goes unchecked, until it all implodes. But how far can one push
gamesmanship before undermining one’s own integrity, self-worth and confidence?
Great Champions choose not to do it. They choose sportsmanship long before
gamesmanship. They know that sportsmanship builds an aura of invincibility
around the one who practises it, even more so when faced with possible defeat. This
is why golfers stand tall when one considers the art of great sportsmanship and the
acts of great camaraderie in the golfing world. Professional golfers do not leverage
the gamesmanship tactics that are so commonly applied in other sports today. Golf
has its own code of honour that has turned it into a major worldwide sporting
attraction .Golfing cheats get disqualified.

‘This is a sport where we turn ourselves in on our
mistakes – a ball moves in the trees and the
guys call penalties on themselves. I think that’s
one of the neat things about our game.’
– Tiger Woods
Gamesmanship continues in many sports despite attempts to regulate human
behaviour and actions via technology. The Australian cricket team in the Warne
and Waugh era was renowned for deliberately driving a strategy referred to as
‘mental disintegration’ of opponents. At times it proved distasteful, and it ultimately
backfired. Modern audio technology has all but forced the ‘chirping’ out of most
sports, but not before the implosive incident at the 2006 World Cup final. Ask
Zinedan Zidane, the French footballer, who was named the most outstanding
player at the 2006 FIFA World Cup, but was sent off for head-butting an opponent,
when he could no longer tolerate the continued verbal attack on his personal and
family life.
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‘You hear those things once and you try to walk away, that’s
what I wanted to do because I was retiring. Then you hear
it a second time and then a third. I would rather die than
apologise to Italian Matterazzi. He is not normal.’
– Zinedan Zidane commenting on his infamous head-butt in 2006
Life is far bigger than sport, so Zidane apologised to his teammates and the nation for
his actions, which were aligned to his own personal values, but refused to apologise
to the Italian perpetrator, Marco Materazzi. Zidane choose to remain aligned, rather
than compromise himself. It cost him his World Cup winner’s medal, but he never
lost his self-worth. Materazzi compromised himself and the Italian nation with his
‘win at all cost’ un-sportsmanlike approach to the game and life.

‘It takes all kinds to make a world.’
Great Champions are defined by great sportsmanship. They counter those who
choose gamesmanship with humour, knowing that sportsmanship will always come
out tops. Gamesmanship undermines the user’s confidence and eventually plays
out. They know that the use of gamesmanship tactics always comes back to bite
at some point in life. This is not to say they are soft in competition in any way.
Champions call it right when it counts most, and that is when the going is always
at its toughest. Great Champions back themselves to always bounce back stronger
and wiser at the next opportunity. They soak up life’s lessons. They choose never to
cross the fine line from sportsmanship to gamesmanship. Gamesmanship destroys
integrity, self-confidence and sustained success.

‘Sport is far more than just winning or losing. It’s about
how you win and – importantly – how you lose. It’s about
entertaining, educating and inspiring others. It’s about
serving others.’
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6

 reat Champions ‘bounce back’:
G
The Unwritten Law of Adversity

The Unwritten Law of Adversity: Life’s greatest setbacks
reveal life’s greatest blessings. Bounce back!
The dictionary definition of ADVERSITY
A difficult or unpleasant situation: a condition of hardship; a change,
resilience in the face of adversity.
Adversity strikes each and every one of us at some point in our lives. It tests our
human mettle in the impact zone. It tests our balance and puts life into perspective.
It is sometimes referred to as ‘the training ground of the Great Champions’. When
we win, we only learn how ‘Human Talented’ we are, but when we lose, we learn how
‘Human Smart’ we are. Adversity invites change and improvement. Adversity is a
universal feedback mechanism to restore balance – it demands change.

It’s tough to take, but the measure of any player is how you
react to the worst of times as well as the best of times.’
– Jonny W ilkinson

‘The moments that challenge us most – define us.’
– Lewis Pugh
Human adversity is created through lower levels of human awareness. Despite
every human intention to do what is right, we still get it humanly wrong at times.
We attract adversity into our lives when we unwittingly create human states of
imbalance. We open the door called adversity. The recent upsurge of high-profile
sports stars, whose careers and personal lives have imploded, is testament to how
easy it is to get it all humanly wrong and open the door to adversity. Gaping holes are
exposed in Game Plans that appeared rock solid from the outside. But inside things
do not look quite so rosy as heroes become overnight zeros. Their fall from grace is
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often spectacular. The world gasps. Luckily sport teaches us that comeback stories
are common and all part of balancing life.

‘Do not fear the wind. Remember a kite rises against the
wind, rather than with it.’
– Unknown

‘Adversity has the effect of eliciting talents, which in
prosperous circumstances would have lain dormant.’
– Horace, Roman poet
Those who are willing to re-define and re-construct their Game Plans bounce back
with spectacular grace.

How do they bounce back?
Great Champions possess powerful toolkits to handle the ups and downs of life.
They know that adversity will come at them, because it is their job to push human
limits – often unwittingly leading them to states of imbalance. Inside their toolkit sit
the words: reality, resilience, flexibility, poise, responsibility, refocus, introspection,
improvisation, sheer hard work and, most of all, a ‘balanced perspective’ on life.
They develop faith, confidence and belief in themselves and the universe – to restore
an optimal state of balance.

‘Resilience is the power to return something to its original
form once bent, stretched or compressed; elasticity; the
ability to recover readily from illness, depression or
adversity. Resilience is human buoyancy at its best – the
ability to bounce back.’
The Great Champions know that adversity is life’s balancing act, often brought on to
bring bloated egos back into balance with life. They know that ‘water finds its own
level in life’, but it is their sole responsibility:
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‘To exit the impact zone – when life’s waves come crashing down on you.’

‘After two straight All Black losses, it’s all about
how you get back on the horse.’
– Richie McCaw, All Black rugby captain
on 2008 Tri Nations challenge

‘I have missed more than 9 000 shots in my career. I’ve lost
almost 300 games. 26 times I’ve been trusted to take the
game-winning shot and missed. I’ve failed over and over
again in my life. And that is why I succeed.’
– Michael Jordan

‘We cannot learn without pain.’
– Aristotle

‘Pain and loss are great enhancers.’
– L ance Armstrong
In life, adversity seldom comes without its warning signals. With nature, humans
have developed sophisticated early-warning systems for nearly every possible adverse
or extreme condition. Everything is measured. Warnings go out early regarding
pending cyclones, tsunamis and any inclement adverse weather. But, nine times out
of ten, adversities do not come from nature. They come from within – we humanly
create adversity. But, we seldom develop ‘human smart’, early-warning systems to
block off the road called self-sabotage. A focused high-level Game Plan keeps us
balanced and firmly on the road of self-value, but it cannot completely block off
adversity – that is the nature of life. It tests us all at some point. Early detection
and acknowledgement of the adverse conditions are critical in nature and in life.
Warning bells do go off. The universe tells us when to re-align, re-balance and repolish our Game Plans for life.
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‘Adversity is the diamond dust that heaven
polishes its jewels with.’
– Thomas Carlyle

The greatest thing about tomorrow is I will be better than
I am today. The lessons I learn today I will apply tomorrow.
I have introspectively learnt a lot and now come from a
much better place than ever before. I feel more grounded.’
– Tiger Woods
The key is how quickly these warning signals are picked up, if at all. It is certainly
not easy to pick up these early signals when one is fully immersed in one’s job to
‘push the limits’ and be the best, the greatest. Adversity means one is no longer fully
aligned with one’s higher purpose in life; no longer in a state of balance; no longer on
the road of self-value. Mentors therefore play a crucial role in policing the fine barrier
line between ‘pushing the limits’ and climbing on the imbalanced bumpy road of
self-sabotage. They police the fine line between transforming and transcending.
They guard the ‘bloated ego syndrome’ that often precipitates adversity.
The dictionary definition of TRANSCEND
Be or go beyond the range or limits of; to surpass, be greater than; to exist
above and independently.
Inner circles of friends and confidantes are equally as important in objectively
picking up these signals. Focus can easily turn to obsession and then addiction.
They may believe they are greater than life. It’s called grandiosity. The champion
crosses the line onto the road of self-sabotage. They lose perspective. They focus
on the wrong things. They obsess with unimportant things. A resulting human
imbalance occurs. No longer on the road of self-value / self-worth, things can start
to slide rather fast. Champions find themselves in a hole, dug by personal choices.
It is never wise to keep digging. Some keep digging, but the Great Champions make
a decision to STOP – to bounce back. They call ‘time out’ to reconstruct, refine
and even expand their Game Plans. They pinpoint what went wrong and take the
necessary corrective actions. They seek advice. They push the stop button – then the
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restart button. They take responsibility. They make life changes. They improvise.
They move back into balance. Tiger Woods took three years of introspection to
bring his life back on track and regain the number-one ranking in world golf. He
reconstructed his golf swing and his life swing after finally hearing ‘The Wake-Up
Call’. It made him hungry to win again.
Great Champions are all ‘realistic optimists’. They do not shy away from the reality
of adversity. They maintain poise. They face it head-on. They take responsibility
and corrective action to restore balance. They maintain balanced perspectives in
adverse times. When Wimbledon Champion Arthur Ashe was diagnosed with AIDS,
a devastated fan wrote to him asking why God had chosen him to visit a dis-ease
like AIDS. He replied with the following balanced perspective on life:

‘50 million children around the world start playing tennis.
Five million learn to play tennis. 500 000 learn professional
tennis. 50 000 come to the circuit. 5 000 reach The Grand
Slam. 50 reach Wimbledon. Eight reach the quarterfinals;
four make it to semi-finals, two to the finals. When I was
holding the Wimbledon Cup, I never asked God: Why me?
So why now, in pain, should I be asking Him: Why me?’
– Arthur Ashe
The Great Champions believe in abundance. They know that another opportunity
is always around the next corner if they take the right actions to refine and expand
their Game Plan for life. They bounce back more humble, more grounded and far
better human beings.

‘He was driving so badly he could not hit the world –
let alone a fairway.’
– Coach Peter Cowen commenting on Henrik Stensen ‘the comeback man’ of
world golf, who has bounced back many times into the top ten of the world golf
rankings – after protracted slumps.
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Not one regret on my retirement mate. I made a lot of
mistakes, but I would never change them. You gotta learn
in life. It makes you a better person.’
– David Campese

‘It’s not the moments of tragedy that define our lives,
so much as the choices we make to deal with them.’
– Batman

‘Sometimes life hits you in the head with a brick
– don’t lose faith.’
– Steve Jobs

‘The secret of life is to fall seven times –
and get up eight times.’
– Paulo Coelho
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7

 reat Champions attract the right stuff:
G
The Unwritten Law of Attraction

The Unwritten Law of Attraction: Like attracts like.
Focus on what’s important in life!
In the human realm, the law of magnetic attraction works contrary to the physical
realm. Like attracts like. It acts with potent force. The law of magnetic attraction is
referred to when discussing the perceived nature of like bodies that have a tendency
to attract, thus contradicting the laws of physics. In the physical realm, the law of
magnetism demonstrates that opposites attract. In the non-physical human realm,
where human feelings, thoughts and emotions are all in full force, the magnetic
principle works oppositely. In this non-physical realm, the law of magnetic
attraction states that we magnetically attract circumstances, events and people that
are in harmony with our dominant thoughts, dominant emotions and dominant
self-talk – hence our true authentic emotional feelings about life.

‘When life is easy, you get lucky and everything goes well.
When things start going wrong, they start piling up and
going more wrong.’
– Bernie Ecclestone
We send out human vibrations and the universe sends back ‘like vibrations’.
This means we create our own life experiences. We act as our own life engineers,
depending on how we feel and think about life. We have the power to magnetically
attract into our lives what we feel, think and talk about most of the time – negative
or positive. Our human-thought focus directly affects the quality of our lives. The
human complexity and challenge lies in our human level of awareness. How we
perceive things, how we process things, and our grasp and understanding of the
universal principles of life and health. We as humans are all ‘works in progress’. The
law of magnetic attraction therefore has a major impact on our life design. We create
our own destiny and our own life circumstances. Nothing happens by chance. This
is the gift of choice that we are all given. Nobody can make us change the way we
think. We do what we think is right. We have the power to attract or repel any of
life’s multitude of opposites, for instance good or bad, success or failure, pain or
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pleasure, joy or sadness, pride or shame, win or lose, ease or dis-ease and even life
or death. We create our life direction through our feelings and our thought patterns.
Great Champions ‘I’ngeneer good feelings about themselves, through their focused
Game Planning for life. They are made of ‘the right stuff’ and they attract ‘the right
stuff’. They resonate close to their higher purpose in life. They create balanced good
vibrations. They send out good vibrations about life, and hence attract incoming
good vibrations about life. Like attracts like. Positive attracts positive. It is, however,
vital to also understand that the law works both ways in life. Negative attracts
negative. Beware!

‘The quality of my thoughts is so important during these
swims. If you start thinking, “Shit, I’m cold”, within a second
it’ll be digging into you.’
– Lewis Gordon Pugh
In everyday life one encounters good and bad situations. Send out high-frequency
good vibrations and they will be returned by the universe. Send out low-frequency
bad vibrations, and they will be returned by the universe. Great Champions open
their ‘success valves’ by transmitting good vibrations. They learn how to ‘spin
doctor’ the negative emotions right out of their lives, because if left alone to run
rampant, they will attract disaster into their lives. Internal negative emotional
thoughts are transmuted into positive emotional thoughts before being transmitted
to the universe. Fear is replaced with faith. Self-Guilt replaced with Self-Worth.
Resentment replaced with understanding and forgiveness. Hate with love, and so on.
No negative emotional thought patterns are allowed to manifest over time. Sending
out negative messages about life only serves to attract negative messages about life.
The process becomes habitual, destructive and toxic if continued long term.
Great Champions treat themselves as first class citizens, thereby attracting first-class
results. They choose to travel first class in life. They know that if they choose to travel
in the third-class cabin, they will receive a third-class meal. It is an investment in
life, not an expense. The universe returns a first-class meal to those who choose to
travel first class. It is the magnetic law of attraction in action. Great Champions focus
on what they do want in life, not on what they do not want in life. Expect to win!

‘It is funny about life. If you refuse to accept anything but
the very best, you will very often get it.’
– W Somerset M augham
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 reat Champions maintain balanced
G
perspectives in life: The Unwritten Law
of Alignment and Balance

The Unwritten Law of Alignment and Balance: Balance
drives greatness. Imbalance drives dis-ease. You choose!
In previous chapters we have highlighted the power of words like Purpose, Focus
and Collective in the high-level Game Plans of the Great Champions. This chapter
now explores the power in the words Alignment and Balance. Great Champions
seek and maintain balanced perspectives on life. What does this mean? Driving
through life without a balanced perspective is like driving a car that has never had
its wheels balanced or aligned. It’s certainly not a comfortable ride, even scary at
times when one’s car veers off the road to the left or right. A balanced perspective
keeps one’s life on the road of ease (road of balance) – as opposed to the road of disease (road of imbalance) as graphically illustrated below.

Balancing life is the on-going creation of an optimal point of equilibrium in life, a
point of optimal individual performance and achievement. In sport it is called ‘in
form’ or ‘in the zone’. In real life it is called ‘in sync’ – all parts working in harmony.
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‘The Human Body functions optimally in a state of
synchronicity. Energy flows freely when mind and body are
aligned and balanced – in sync.’
Things just happen more easily. Winning appears easy. Tiger Woods enjoyed this
optimal point of performance for nearly a decade at the top of the World Golf
rankings. In 2001 he won the Masters at Augusta by a staggering record 12 strokes
at the age of 21. Then in 2009 his ‘wheels practically fell off’ and it took him over
three years to regain his balance, his alignment, his form, his life.
Rory McIlroy displayed the same optimal point of balance during the 2011 US Open,
when he romped to an amazing 8-stroke victory, and followed it up with another
8-stroke victory at the 2012 US PGA Championship. Then at the 2013 British Open
his wheels also ‘practically fell off’. It is certainly not common to win golf majors by
so many strokes. It shows that Great Champions are capable of engineering optimal
positions of performance by aligning and balancing the human mind and body.
They capitalise on the hidden Multiplier Effect that comes into play when mind and
body are in sync:

When Human Mind and Human Body are in sync:
1+1 = 3
When Human Mind and Human Body are out of sync:
1+1 = 1
But what happens when the multiplier effect works the other way? Recently we
have seen some remarkable cases of how ‘unbalanced perspectives’ can lead to
minor loss of form, to careers imploding, to life threatening dis-eases or even to
loss of life in its entirety. This happens when Individual ‘I’-Brands get unwittingly
trashed by inappropriate human action. The champion gets it humanly wrong and
unwittingly chooses to climb onto a loser’s road of self-sabotage, hereby creating a
self-inflicted state of imbalance. Incomplete human awareness, the third table leg of
the Champion’s Table of Life and Health, is almost always the primary driving factor
behind creating a state of imbalance. The knowledge leg of The Champion’s Table
begins to wobble – out of sync.
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In sport, form can vanish instantaneously, but is this really the case? It is usually
a slow build up to a state of imbalance. Something goes wrong with the thinking
processes. Cracks suddenly appear in a Game Plan that has lost its synchronicity.
Most Great Champions experience this in their careers, and take time out to seek
advice and re-define and re-energise their Game Plans. While most times it is merely
a loss of form and the imbalance is hastily corrected, sometimes no correction is
made. This can lead to the ending of careers and even more serious issues in life,
where the imbalance is allowed to remain in place long term. In Chapter 9 we
explore extreme cases when imbalance is allowed to remain in place, with serious
life consequences. It’s called ‘staying on the mountain too long’.
If most states of human imbalance are humanly created, albeit unwittingly, then
how does this happen? Nine times out of ten it is primarily due to incomplete
human awareness. We as human beings fail to grasp the workings of a perfectly
balanced universe. Universal laws are in place to maintain balance. It’s only us
human beings who try our level best to a create states of imbalance. This happens
on a worldwide scale with wars, global warming and so on. And of course we also
get it individually and humanly wrong with mind and body. We humanly perceive
things wrong. We process things wrong. We create unrealistic expectations in
life. We create stress and very high frustration levels. We are expert creators, but
sometimes we create things we do not actually desire.
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We simply get it humanly wrong. Here’s how we fight against the perfect working
balance of the universe.

1. F
 irst, we create unrealistic expectations when we
choose to live in a ‘one-sided fantasy world’
In fact we live in a universe packed full with opposites. It’s called the balance of life
as illustrated below. For everything in life, there is an equal opposite. In sport this
is clear. You have a winner and a loser, and both serve their purpose. The universe
is one of balanced polarity – with equal opposites. Thinking any other way creates
unrealistic expectations, which brings an unbalanced perspective on life into play –
often with quite far-reaching life consequences.
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We as humans have near perfected the art of unwittingly creating imbalance. We
choose to only see one side of any given story. We like to see things our way and
are often blinded to the other side of things. Our beliefs drive perceptual bias.
Our perceptions therefore become our reality. Our human emotions dominate
our thinking processes, creating further imbalances. This is what defines us as
emotional human beings. However, the universe works differently. It is a two-sided
universe in perfect balance. We therefore become out of sync and begin living in
a one-sided fantasy world. We then unwittingly set ourselves up on the road of
self-sabotage. Luckily we soon ‘get the message’ and bounce back speedily onto the
road of self-value / self-worth. But sometimes it is already too late, or sometimes no
real attempt is made to heed the universal message. The wake-up call is ignored.
This is when BALANCE (EASE) turns to IMBALANCE (DIS-EASE). Minor blocks
in thinking move on to become obsessive blocks in thinking, and then addictive
blocks in thinking. Bad habits kick in. The body moves into a state of dis-ease. Life’s
roller-coaster ride suddenly goes a little awry. We have seen many such examples of
late from sporting heroes who go from hero to zero.
Great Champions, however, embrace the duality of life. A universe full of contrary
opposites such as Win and Lose, Good and Bad, Support and Challenge, Success
and Failure, Give and Take, Pain and Gain, Push and Pull, Divine and Diabolical,
Rage and Serenity, Sinner and Saint, Ghandi and Hitler, and on and on. A universe
that always brings about equilibrium and balances life optimally. One just needs
to be flexible and open to see both sides of life. They are always there if one looks
deeper. Even in extreme adversity, when all things appear bad, there is equal good.
It’s called the Game of Life. Some just call it the inherent wisdom of the world.
Opposing forces bring about balance – hence optimal performance.

‘The play of opposites in life (good and bad) is what
drives the evolution of the universe / mankind – work with
it – not against it. Otherwise the universe itself becomes
“the balancing force” in one’s life.’
‘When one door of happiness closes, another door opens;
but often we look so long at the closed door that we do not
see the one which has opened to us.’
– Helen Keller
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2. Second, we create unrealistic expectations when we
expect others to live according to our own values
We are all unique human beings. Every human being therefore has a unique
hierarchical set of values. Consciously or subconsciously we all set up what we value
most, and then we act out according to our own highest values. As human beings
we therefore get it humanly wrong when we expect others to act out according
to our own highest values. We create unrealistic expectations. These unrealistic
expectations begin to pile up and create self-inflicted stress and unwarranted daily
pressure. When these expectations do not materialise in real life, we have effectively
and unwittingly created our own state of imbalance.
A dangerous wheel is set in motion, resulting in confidence levels being undermined
– the critical component of any winning Game Plan for life. Luckily the universe is
kind to us. It has its own way of sending out messages to let us know when a state of
human imbalance comes into play. The universe guides us back to a state of balance
– a state of human ease. These guiding lights can vary from minor ‘accidents in
life’, to major ‘accidents in life’, and also physiological bodily play-outs pointing to a
state of dis-ease in existence. Do we listen? Do we understand how the universe is
guiding us back to a state of ease – a state of synchronicity – a state or authenticity?
Great Champions pick up the messages early. They make changes sooner rather than
later. They bounce back fast on to the road of self-value.
The natural state of the universe is in balance. By embracing the two-sided nature of
life and by respecting the unique hierarchical values of others, the Great Champions
maintain a ‘balanced perspective on life’. Life is a balancing act of maintaining
optimum energy flow. Great Champions learn to play the game right – a balanced
and aligned game of synchronicity – aptly captured by the inherent wisdom in the
lyrics of The Gambler by Don Schlitz:
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On a warm summer’s evenin’ on a train bound for nowhere,
I met up with the gambler; we were both too tired to sleep.
So we took turns a starin’ out the window at the darkness
’Til boredom overtook us, and he began to speak.
He said, ‘Son, I’ve made my life out of readin’ people’s faces,
And knowin’ what their cards were by the way they held their eyes.
So if you don’t mind my sayin’, I can see you’re out of aces.
For a taste of your whiskey I’ll give you some advice.’
So I handed him my bottle and he drank down my last swallow.
Then he bummed a cigarette and asked me for a light.
And the night got deathly quiet, and his face lost all expression.
Said, ‘If you’re gonna play the game, boy, ya gotta learn to play it right.
You got to know when to hold ’em, know when to fold ’em,
Know when to walk away and know when to run.
You never count your money when you’re sittin’ at the table.
There’ll be time enough for countin’ when the dealin’s done.
Now Ev’ry gambler knows that the secret to survivin’
Is knowin’ what to throw away and knowing what to keep.
’Cause ev’ry hand’s a winner and ev’ry hand’s a loser,
And the best that you can hope for is to die in your sleep.’
So when he’d finished speakin’, he turned back towards the window,
Crushed out his cigarette and faded off to sleep.
And somewhere in the darkness, the gambler he broke even.
But in his final words I found an ace that I could keep.
You got to know when to hold ’em, know when to fold ’em,
Know when to walk away and know when to run.
You never count your money when you’re sittin’ at the table.
There’ll be time enough for countin’ when the dealin’s done.
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9

 reat Champions destroy constraints:
G
The Unwritten Law of Constraints
The Unwritten Law of Constraints:
Constraints destroy greatness. Destroy them!

The Great Champions love the challenges of life. Challenges are short-term
hurdles that drive personal development and personal growth. They work for you!
Constraints are entirely different. They work against you! They block personal
development and personal growth. The longer they stay in play, the more damaging
they become. They block Human Greatness and can even block Human Life itself.
Beware of constraints. Destroy them – before they destroy you!
The dictionary definition of CONSTRAINT
A limitation or restriction on what you want to do; limits one’s freedom;
enduring block in life.

The business definition of CONSTRAINT
• A
 constraint is the thing that is preventing an organisation from getting more throughput,
hence more success.
• W
 ith constraint theory, businesses adopt the common idiom that a chain is only as strong
as its weakest link. This means that processes are vulnerable because the weakest person
or part can always damage or break them, or at least adversely affect the outcome.
Bottlenecks must therefore be identified, removed, or buffers put in place to maintain
maximum flow.
This chapter delves into the human psyche under the premise that Human Greatness
becomes ‘blocked’ when constraints are allowed to remain in play. It is therefore
probably one of the most powerful and compelling chapters in this book. It reveals
many of the ‘Unwritten Universal Laws of Life and Health’ that determine a life
lived in a state of ease or a state of dis-ease. It illustrates, via an extreme analogy,
the potent tools that the Great Champions employ to conquer constraints. It shows
you: ‘HOW TO CONQUER CONSTRAINTS’ by leveraging and fully utilising the
Champion’s Table of Life and Health introduced in Chapter 1. It’s an immensely
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powerful model ‘collectively created’ by the Great Champions and used by them
with great effect to balance life.

This chapter will show you how by taking you step by step
through two extreme examples. But rest assured, the model
works equally as effectively wherever one finds oneself on
life’s majestic daily roller-coaster ride.
The Great Champions are known to push the human limits as they seek to explore
Human Greatness. They want to find out more about what the human mind and
human body can achieve. In fact there exists an extreme zone where these Great
Champions willingly go to test themselves under extreme pressure with extreme
constraints. Some go of their own free will – some go unwillingly and unwittingly
through lack of human awareness. It’s called the ‘death zone’. It is here that the
Champion’s Table of Life and Health model is put to the ultimate test. It works
wherever one finds oneself in life, but it certainly comes to the fore when the Great
Champions find themselves in zones of human extremity, human endurance,
human isolation, human risk and, most of all, human choice. It is a zone that can
be dubbed:

‘Where helicopters do not fly’
• M
 ount Everest is the world’s highest mountain with a peak at 8 848 metres above
sea level. An Everest Champion decides to willingly enter this extreme altitudinal
zone at 8 000 metres above sea level. It’s called the death zone, and dubbed ‘where
helicopters do not fly’. There is little oxygen. There’s little chance of a rescue
mission once in the death zone. A brutal human reality sets in. It is now all about
SELF. The Everest Champion leverages the Champion’s Table of Life and Health
model and goes on to conquer Everest at 8 848 metres – inspiring others.
• A
 Cancer Champion unwillingly enters an extreme human zone when doctors
say the words ‘there is nothing more we can do’. It’s called stage four cancer. It’s
called the death zone, and dubbed ‘where helicopters do not fly’. There is little
‘breathing space’. There’s little chance of a rescue mission once in the death zone.
A brutal human reality sets in. It is now all about SELF. The Cancer Champion
goes ‘within’, makes life changes via the Champion’s Table of Life and Health
model and goes on to conquer cancer – inspiring others.
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Wow and Wow again! Cancer is used as an
extreme example as it best illustrates a Game Plan
‘made of the wrong stuff’.
These are two extreme zones with extreme examples:
• w
 ith Everest it’s about ‘unleashing the champion within’
• w
 ith Cancer it’s about ‘unblocking the champion within’
The model works powerfully in both these extreme cases, and it works powerfully in
everyday life situations – as each and every one of us has their own Everest to climb
whether one is prepared or not. This chapter will show you how.
Extreme sports dramatise life and with dramatic extremes come life’s greatest
learnings. Constraints by nature imply a limitation, an enduring restriction, a
blocking. Surprisingly, there is a very fine line between ‘unleashing’ and ‘unblocking’
the champion within, as will be shown with the chosen analogy in this chapter. The
very same ‘Unwritten Laws of the Great Champions’ remain steadfast and consistent
in both so-called ‘death zones’.
Many years ago the great British explorer George Mallory, who was later to die on
the mountain, was asked why he wanted to climb Everest. He said:

‘Because it is there’
It is this pure and simple RESOLVE that defines man’s desire to conquer – to live or
to die. Let’s take a look at how the Champion’s Table of Life and Health comes into
full force, with each table leg being of equal importance, if one is to conquer.
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Table Leg Number 1: The Resolve to conquer
‘the power of human purpose’
The dictionary definition of RESOLVE
To decide firmly or formally on a course of action; to determine or decide
in purpose; to free from doubt or disagreement; to do something with zero
doubt; to unravel, to fix, to lay at ease, to clarify, to make ready in mind; a
form of defiant action.
Above 8 000 metres, the Everest Champion makes a definitive ‘zero doubt’ choice
to enter the Everest ‘death zone’. It’s a human choice. No longer with any support
from base camp, the last 850 metres to the summit represent the ultimate human
test of endurance. It is about man versus mountain. It is about a human quest
for greatness and a burning desire to push the human limits. A higher purpose.
A reason to conquer. An outright decision to conquer against all odds. A human
RESOLVE kicks in.

‘You could die in each climb and that meant you were
responsible for yourself. We were real mountaineers: careful,
aware and even afraid. By climbing mountains we were
not learning how big we were. We were finding out how
breakable, how weak and how full of fear we are. You can
only get this if you expose yourself to high danger. I have
always said that a mountain without danger
is not a mountain.’
– Reinhold Messner, extreme adventurer
The Everest Champion knowingly enters the death zone with a very high level of
‘human awareness’ of the dangers of this ultimate constraint zone, the lack of support,
and the lack of nearly everything. Over 200 dead bodies remain in the death zone on
Everest, no rescue missions are feasible, but more than 7 000 successful ascents have
been completed to date. That is a pretty high success rate in a human ‘death zone’,
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where ‘helicopters do not fly’. Everest Champions go in ultimately prepared in mind
and body. The Everest Champion enters the death zone with a very high propensity
to succeed against the odds. A propensity driven by balancing all four legs of the
Champion’s Table of Life and Health. Life balance complementing climbing balance.
The Cancer Champion is an entirely different scenario. It is a different kind of
choice, imposed unwillingly and unwittingly through a state of incomplete human
awareness. The Cancer Champion, due to a low level of human awareness, enters
the ‘death zone’ with a low propensity to exit. This makes the ‘bounce back’ stories
of Cancer Champions truly heroic. Over 60 000 people succumb to cancer in
South Africa every year… over 7 million worldwide. This means that the cancer
death zone constraints are certainly not easy to conquer. The good news is that the
same Champion’s Table of Life and Health model, which is successfully employed
by the Everest Champion to exit the death zone on Everest, can work with equal
effectiveness for the Cancer Champion, who decides to conquer.
A Cancer Champion, who can develop an outright RESOLVE to exit the death
zone, needs only to balance the other three legs of the table to conquer cancer.
However, without RESOLVE, nothing great can ever be achieved. It is impossible to
conquer Everest without resolve. It is impossible to conquer Cancer without resolve.
While resolve comes from within, it can be powerfully bolstered by the human
choice to choose life before death, and by aligning and balancing all four legs of
the Champion’s Table. Resolve is the human choice of LIFE before DEATH. It is a
burning desire to win, against all odds. A form of outright defiance. Man was built
far tougher than any of us may care to think. This is a fact if one looks at the amazing
ability of the human race to evolve over time.

Table Leg Number 2: The Knowledge to conquer
‘the power of Human Awareness’
The dictionary definition of KNOWLEDGE
Noun: Facts, information and skills acquired through experience or education;
the theoretical or practical understanding of a subject: the sum of what is
known; awareness or familiarity gained by experience of a fact or situation;
become known to someone, to the best of my knowledge.
Usage: to the best of someone’s knowledge
As far as someone knows; judging from the information someone has; to the
best of my knowledge.
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‘You cannot teach a man anything, you can only help him
find it within himself.’
– Galileo Galilee
The human race has evolved from the survival of the ‘human fittest’ to that of the
survival of the ‘human smartest’. Yet, knowledge only remains potential power. It is
power when it is understood, comprehended and acted on. The level of one’s human
awareness is therefore the primary determinant of what road one chooses to take in
life. The road of EASE being far more desirable than the road of DIS-EASE. Before
setting out to conquer, the Everest Champion maps his chosen road to the summit
with a very high-level Game Plan. Never easy – but certainly achievable. However, the
Cancer Champion goes in unprepared and needs to map a whole new road of EASE
– as opposed to DIS-EASE. This demands a new higher-level Game Plan in order to
bounce back onto the balanced road of ease. It requires a few strategic and tactical
changes for the game of life – a new higher level of human awareness. Read on.
The Everest Champion enters the ‘death zone’ with a high-level Game Plan and a
distinct human advantage – created through high levels of human awareness.
Awareness that includes knowing nearly everything about the multitude of physical,
chemical and emotional challenges and dangers that Everest has to offer, from altitude
sickness, to lack of oxygen, to time lines, to adverse cold weather, to high winds,
to mind plays, to physical exhaustion, to climbing hazards, to slippery ice-covered
climbing slopes, to frostbite, to nearly every conceivable challenge possible. Get in
wrong and the result is simply death on the mountain. Stories abound of climbers
who passed other climbers, and couldn’t help. No helicopter rescue missions are
possible in the ‘death zone’. Through high levels of awareness there exists a very high
propensity to conquer the mountain. Great Champions are realistic optimists. The
Everest Champion is effectively on a road of realistic optimism and ease determined
by high levels of human awareness and preparation. Mount Everest effectively poses
a short-term challenge, not a long-term constraint. Great Champions know ‘the 5P
words’ associated with human greatness, namely ‘Prior Planning Prevents Piss-poor
Performance.’ The Everest Champion sets up to conquer, with near-perfect alignment
and balance – getting ‘on and off the mountain’ with near-perfect precision and timing.
The Cancer Champion, on the other hand, faces a far more difficult, yet far from
impossible exit path from the ‘death zone’. A human challenge of life-changes. The
Cancer Champion enters the ‘death zone’ with low levels of human awareness, low
levels of planning and preparation, a low-level Game Plan for life, and a resulting low
propensity to conquer. A distinct disadvantage exists at starting point. The good news
is that we as human beings all have some level of incomplete human awareness. And
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so what! We are all just human ‘works in progress’. We are human. We make human
mistakes. It’s now catch-up time, change time for the Cancer Champion who wishes
to conquer. The saying goes:

‘If you are green you grow,
if you are ripe you rot.’
It’s a time for human introspection. A thirst for knowledge and increased human
awareness. A resolve to conquer. A resolve to choose a new road in life. The road of
ease. It demands a new higher-level Game Plan for life – one which is ‘made of the
right stuff’.
The question is: What knowledge does the Cancer Champion now need in order to
humanly ‘bounce back’ and conquer the cancer ‘death zone’?
First and foremost, cancer has a strategy and its own message – much like any
mountain has for a climber.

It’s a message to tell one that a current
state of imbalance exists.
A constraint exists.
It’s a strategy to let you know this – and invite
corrective ‘human smart’ life-change!
Where the Everest Champion tackles the short-term expedition challenge head-on
with full awareness and conquers it, the Cancer Champion ‘stays on the mountain
for far too long’ due to low levels of awareness – allowing long-term constraints to
wreak havoc with the expedition of life. The mind and body become blocked in
a state of dis-ease – as opposed to a state of ease. To conquer the ‘death zone’, the
Cancer Champion needs to comprehend that cancer is merely a form of symptomatic
feedback from the universe – a universal message to restore balance – hence ‘to
unblock the champion within’. The universe therefore acts as ‘the balancing force’ in
life. The universal message is ‘a blessing in disguise’ to steer one back to one’s authentic
self. Therefore re-balancing the Champion’s Table of Life and Health will dissolve the
need for ‘the cancer strategy and message’.
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Cancer also has a primary fuel that drives the imbalance! In the case of cancer the
primary fuel is always the same. It is neither physical nor chemical in nature –
but rather emotional. The immense power of the negative emotional toxin called
RESENTMENT is either consciously or subconsciously in play. It is fuelling a state
of dis-ease. Cancer is a Human Emotion Dis-ease (HED). It is therefore neither
a physically or chemically created dis-ease. This is why medical doctors who are
primarily trained in the physical and chemical realm are failing to win the war against
cancer. The cause of cancer is the long-term held negative human emotion called
RESENTMENT, which creates a severe imbalance in human cell formation. Who
pissed you off, or is pissing you off is a crude way of putting it. The negatively held
resentment manifests, infests and ultimately destroys human life. It’s time to get off
the mountain fast. It’s time to get off the humanly created ‘resentment trip’. It’s time to
STOP the long-term negative energy flow.

Cancer is an ‘Emotional Everest’ –
but it can most certainly be conquered!
Here’s how in a potent step-by-step format used by Cancer Champions who have
gone before and conquered (removed the constraint):

Step 1: Understand the human element to cancer: we are only
human
We as human beings are driven by our emotions. We are all human ‘works in progress’.
We all therefore will always have a certain level of ‘incomplete human awareness’. We
make human mistakes. We unwittingly create imbalances in our lives. We create our
life circumstances. Coming to the realisation that we do make human mistakes is
liberating. It’s part of our growth process. It’s part of developing ‘Human Smartness’,
which is an applied sense of self, as per the Champion’s Equation of Life. As stated,
the human race has evolved from the survival of the ‘human fittest’ – to the survival
of the ‘human smartest’. Cancer is the ultimate ‘human smartness’ challenge.
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Step 2: Understand the cancer message: cancer has a strategy!

CANCER has a high level strategy:
‘To coax one to LIVE LIFE MORE PURPOSEFULLY’
Cancer is a human WAKE-UP CALL to live your life more purposefully – more
authentically. The universe is simply pointing out that a state of ‘long-term
imbalance’ is currently in play. Balance needs to be restored!

‘Adverse states like cancer are a universal feedback
mechanism to restore balance – and the best way
to restore balance is to live a life filled with
more purpose and more authenticity!’
A lower-level Game Plan is currently in play – where one’s life is not aligned and
balanced with one’s true authentic self. The resulting physical outplay – ‘the cancer
constraint’ – is a state of dis-ease, as opposed to a state of ease. Life-changes are
required to take the body back to a state of ease. Re-align it! Re-balance it! Re-focus
it! Live a life of design, not default. A new higher-level Game Plan is demanded – one
with a clearly defined life purpose.
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Step 3: Understand how the state of imbalance (constraint)
originates
How do we create imbalances in life? It’s a three-step process.
1. T
 he human body functions optimally in a state of synchronicity. Energy flows
freely when mind, body and spirit are aligned and balanced. It’s called a ‘state of
EASE’. In sport it’s called ‘in form’. In life it’s called ‘in sync’.
2. W
 e as ‘human beings’ unwittingly create ‘states of imbalance’ when we expose
ourselves long term to:
• p
 hysical toxins, e.g. too much heat or too much cold
• c hemical toxins, e.g. too much alcohol
• e motional toxins, e.g. too much negativity (resentment)
3.	Long-term imbalance creates a ‘state of DIS-EASE’. Energy flows become
blocked, resulting in a Universal Wake-Up Call being sent out – to steer one back
to simplicity (focus), authenticity (purpose) and synchronicity (balance).
If these ‘toxic states of imbalance’ continue for any protracted period of time (unwittingly
and habitually), the universe sends out a physical message as a Wake-Up Call!
Changes are needed!

Therefore any state of DIS-EASE comes into force to alert
one to the existence of a current state of imbalance – too
much or too little of something in our lives – for too long.
Step 4: Understand that the primary emotional constraint
(toxin), which fuels cancer, is long-term held resentment
The dictionary definition of RESENTMENT
Bitter indignation at having been treated unfairly: his resentment at being
demoted; some people harbour resentments going back many years from
childhood.
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Long-term resentment is the primary fuel of cancer. It is the ‘emotional toxin’ that
creates cancer. It blocks the energy flow required for life. Anyone who has to face up
to the ‘cancer message’ – has defiantly been ‘on the mountain to long’, consciously or
subconsciously playing and replaying the old movie entitled ‘RESENTMENT’. Once
it gets hold of you it can be toxic and insidious. It’s pure negative energy! It blocks, it
festers and sends human cell formation into complete disarray – a state of imbalance.
It’s a movie that never won any Oscars, so why watch it again and again? Throw it
OUT!
Here’s how:

Step 5: Transmute (remove) the negative long-term emotional
toxin called resentment
This means restoring balance in life!

Great Champions, like Cancer Champions, take decisive committed action to
remove and conquer any constraints (any imbalances). One power tool they use is
transmutation: Re-focusing life itself! Re-balancing life itself! Re-creating life purpose!
The dictionary definition of TRANSMUTATION
The action of changing, or the state of being changed into another form.
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• F
 irst, one needs to understand what created the imbalance. What caused the
frustration, the hurt and the subsequent resentment that has been held long
term? Where does it sit?
• T
 he initial organ the cancer targets always gives a profound indication as
to what created the resentment. For example, if it is breast cancer, then the
resentment has been built up over years and years by nurturing and nourishing
(‘breastfeeding others’) for far too long – creating an imbalance. Frustration
becomes consciously or subconsciously held resentment. Sometimes it is purely
subconscious – as the ‘protracted breastfeeding’ involves one’s loved ones. The
result: nothing left for oneself. It’s the Circle of Life gone humanly wrong.

The universal ‘cancer message’ activates to tell one
to restore balance! Stop ‘breastfeeding’ others!
• P
 ersonal introspection is required. It’s called being ‘Human Smart’ – an applied
sense of self.
• C
 orrective life-changing action is required. The old low-level Game Plan is not
working. So now what? A new high-level Game Plan for life is required – a new
‘Human Smarter’ Game Plan for life – one that creates positive energy flow.
• A few definitive tweaks are required to one’s strategy and perceptions.
It’s vital to transmute the negative emotional toxin called ‘long-term held resentment’
to powerful positive ones such as love, gratitude and joy. Transmutation is a life
process of bringing one’s ‘mind and body’ back into balance – in sync. It resolves
constraints and restores balance. Do not allow long-term held negative thoughts and
emotions to destroy your life. Do not become a victim of your emotions. Turn off the
old movie every time it tries to play again. Destroy the negative energy flow. Change
the way you process, perceive and do things in life. It’s important to be fully aware of
the law of magnetic attraction, which states that if you hold onto long-term negative
emotions, thoughts and feelings, they will attract more of the same into your present
life. Life becomes one scary roller-coaster ride with more downs (negatives) than ups
(positives). Transmute negative emotions to positive emotions! Flip them. Leverage
the most powerful positive emotions called unconditional love, gratitude and joy.
They are mega-powerful healers of life. They are the mega-powerful ‘emotional antitoxins’ of life!
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‘Gratitude unlocks the fullness of life. It turns what we have
into enough, and more. It turns denial into acceptance,
chaos into order, and confusion into clarity. It can turn a
meal into a feast, a house into a home, a stranger into a
friend. Gratitude makes sense of our past, brings peace for
today and creates a vision for tomorrow.’
– Melody Beattie
Second, part and parcel of the transmutation process is ‘Forgive and Forget!’
Forgiveness means letting go – it does not in any way mean condoning behaviour.
It means understanding that human beings act out to the best of their human
knowledge, and to their own highest values (not yours) – in any given situation. It’s
a human given. So move on fast for your own good. Do not invest energy in the past.
It is only creating hell in your life – not theirs. Take out the key learnings from what
transpired or is transpiring, and move on. Be grateful and graceful. Dissolve the lifedestructive negative resentment by opening up to see the equal and opposite gain that
occurred due to one’s perceived loss.
When something ‘bad happens in life’, there is always something ‘good happening
in life’. There is always an equal opposite. You can find it if you are only willing to
look for it – in order to bring about a new state of balance in life. It is there! Re-focus
on what is important to you now. A few guiding principles and actions to do this are
listed below:
• Know yourself – love thyself! Do not beat yourself up. Do not blame. Forgive
yourself. Do not be the victim of your emotions. Do not put a vicious circle
into motion by resenting yourself. Acknowledge you are only a human ‘work
in progress’. Turn the powerful human character trait of ‘stubborn defiance’
(i.e. act of holding onto resentment) into your ally – make it work for you, not
against you. Use your defiance to conquer cancer – not create cancer! Play it out
positively.
• Add some laughter, fun and good old humour – laughter is known as the best
medicine!
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‘Laughter has been proven to elevate moods, promote
creativity and give us more energy. It attacks stress.
It attacks intensity. It attacks complexity, and it
powerfully attracts joy and wellbeing’.
• H
 ave the courage to travel a new road of ease, not to continue on the old one of
dis-ease. It was a bumpy road anyway! Give it up!

‘Transmuting involves turning a one-sided fantasy viewpoint
on life into a balanced two-sided viewpoint in life. No
matter how bad something seems to be, there will always
be an equal and opposite something good happening.
Sometimes it takes a while for one’s eyes to open and
see the balancing act – inherent wisdom always
points towards “a blessing in disguise”.’
A newly formed state of balance is therefore created through the transmutation
process. A state of poise. A state of grace. All created through higher levels of human
awareness coming into play. There no longer exists any need for the cancer message
to continue – healing can begin.

‘In hindsight, cancer has been a blessing as it has taught
me to treasure my family and friends very deeply. I view
the gift of life and living with an infinitely more spiritual
perspective and appreciate the miraculous balancing act
that underpins all our life experiences, in a new way.’
– Words from a cancer champion
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Table Leg Number 3: The Support to conquer
‘The power of the human collective’
The dictionary definition of SUPPORT
To give strength, help, encouragement or comfort; be actively interested in and
concerned for the success of; to endure.
Nothing great has ever been accomplished by anyone on their own. Support is
therefore a crucial leg on the road to Human Greatness. It often goes unnoticed, but
it’s always part and parcel of any high-level Game Plan. It is vital to fully leverage
the power of human partnership – the power of the human collective. The Everest
Champion enters the ‘death zone’ coming up from Everest base camp, a place of
great support for the solo effort that lies ahead in the death zone. It’s about ultimate
preparation. Fear is conquered by faith, confidence and belief – coming from a very
high level of expedition planning and support. Human resolve then kicks in to
conquer the solo zone where ‘helicopters do not fly’ – above 8 000 metres. Every
Everest Champion knows that mountaineering is about man versus mountain – and
about introspection – but high-level support makes the expedition possible in the
first place. Great Champions leverage great support from self and others. It is the
power of the human collective. An optimal equilibrium and balance exists between
challenge and support. The Everest Champion is optimally supported and prepared
to conquer.
The Cancer Champion, on the other hand, goes in far from prepared for the
challenge ahead. A state of panic becomes a state of fear once in the death zone,
when doctors say ‘there is nothing more they can do to help’. But the universe always
provides equal challenge and support if one is open to see it. The inverse of fear
is FAITH. Cancer Champions employ high levels of faith to ignite and drive their
exit plan from the ‘death zone’. They build confidence and belief from knowing
that a power support base is close at hand: oneself, one’s faith, one’s family, one’s
friends, one’s doctors, one’s newfound cancer colleagues, the universe itself, and that
potent new transformation and transmutation model, the Champion’s Table of Life
and Health. Resolve triggers personal introspection, and life begins to open up new
possibilities and new opportunities. Support channels that seemed non-existent
before start to open up to the Cancer Champion who opens up to life, with a change
of mind set to CONQUER CANCER. The comfort that a Cancer Champion gets from
knowing support is abundant and close at hand must never be underestimated in
the challenge to conquer cancer. It ignites further RESOLVE.
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‘There is some kind of magic involved when human beings
go out of their way to help other human beings.’
Great Champions all partner up in life to leverage the power of the human collective.
They come ‘back to the fire’ for collective support in times of severe challenge
and constraint. They see challenge and support working together in an optimally
balanced universe.

Table Leg Number 4: The Game Plan to conquer
‘The power of human focus’
The dictionary definition of GAME PLAN
A strategy worked out in advance, especially in sport, politics,
business or LIFE.
The final leg of the Champion’s Table is about keeping focused on what is truly
important in life, and this takes courage. No Human Greatness is possible without
focus. The Everest Champion takes on the mountain with a potent high-level
Game Plan, focused on what is important in life – with zero baggage. The Cancer
Champion enters the ‘death zone’ with a low-level Game Plan – one focused on the
unimportant things in life – with lots of baggage. This is when real danger threatens
in the ‘death zone’.

‘The most important thing I have learnt in life is to FOCUS
my energy on what is important in life.’
– Bill Gates
Great Champions set themselves up to win in life with high-level Game Plans as
outlined in Chapters 1 and 2. They build potent personal brands that serve as their
scaffolding in good and bad times. Their focused ‘I’-Brands help them take on life’s
roller-coaster ride with ease. The ‘Human Smart’ ‘I’-Brand actions are repeated
below:
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STEP ONE: Identifying and developing one’s core
competence file
STEP TWO: Gaining clarity on one’s higher purpose in life
STEP THREE: Focusing one’s finite energies on what’s truly
important in one’s life
STEP FOUR: Identifying and removing all constraints,
i.e. blockers
STEP FIVE: Setting and committing to one’s current goals  
Winning is made easy with a focused Game Plan for life. The final leg of the table is
now in place. The Champion’s Table of Life and Health is aligned and balanced. The
Everest Champion conquers (coming from a place of ease). The Cancer Champion
conquers (coming from a place of dis-ease). This is why Cancer Champions should
not be referred to as Cancer Survivors – it goes against the very essence of their
greatness – in bouncing back from extreme adversity, to conquer one of the greatest
constraints of human life.
Even the greatest of the Great Champions sometimes ‘do not get it humanly right’.
They fail to remove long-term human constraints in their lives. They fail to ‘bounce
back’. Steve Jobs transformed the world with the Apple brand. Valued as the most
valuable brand in the world in 2011, Jobs transformed the world with the iMac,
iTunes, iPods, iPhones, iPads and iStores, but sadly he fell short on his own ‘I’-Brand.
He got it humanly wrong.
In October 2011 the world lost an icon and a visionary genius. He lost his battle with
cancer at the premature age of 56. He had failed to remove the constraints that drive
the dis-ease. He had failed to heed the cancer strategy. He had sadly failed to bring
his mind and body back into a state of balance and ease. He was tragically found
wanting on the ‘Human Smart’ hurdle of the Champion’s Equation of Life:
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‘Without cancer, I never would have won a single Tour de
France. Cancer taught me a plan for more purposeful living
and that in turn taught me how to train and to win more
purposefully. It taught me that pain has a reason and that
sometimes the experience of losing things – whether health
or a car or an old sense of self – has its own value in the
scheme of life. Pain and loss are great enhancers.’
– L ance Armstrong
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10

 reat Champions define and refine:
G
The Unwritten Law of Change

The Unwritten Law of Change: If you’re green
you grow. If you’re ripe you rot. Be humble!
There is something about all the Great Champions. The greater they become, the
more humble they become. It is as if:

Great = Humble = Greater!
They never stop learning. Never stop growing. They listen, they learn, they laugh,
they leverage, they love, they leave a legacy. It is as if their appreciation and love of
life continues to grow and grow. They make things look oh-so-easy, firmly on the
Road of Ease in life. They just ooze charisma. They carry an aura. They give back
in life.

‘Be the change that you wish to see most in the world.’
– M ahatma Gandhi
But, humility certainly means more than this. It means being flexible. It means
having the courage to change one’s mind. To admit when things go wrong. To be
able to recognise human fault in oneself and take corrective actions. To know just
when and how their Game Plan needs refining. And even the greatest of the great
know how to get it all humanly wrong. Yet they change things. They bounce back.
It is the hallmark of all the Great Champions who evolve over time – the ability to
define, refine, expand and enhance one’s Game Plan. They adjust sails. They have
the ability to keep authentic, yet adapt with the times, and make corrections when
needed. They make their Game Plans work even harder. They know we are all
mortal human beings. We push the limits. We get things humanly wrong on the
road to greatness. What counts is the ability to change course if, and when, required.

‘Great Champions do constant reality checks on their Game
Plans to keep themselves hungry for life – they RE-VISIT,
RE-FINE and RE-FOCUS!
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We will see some great examples in Part Two. Brands that have lost their way, yet
have bounced back in spectacular fashion.
At some point in life Great Champions ask the questions:

‘What legacy will I be leaving on this planet?’
‘What significant difference will I have made
on this planet?’
They know that ‘net-worth’ is never mentioned at one’s funeral. It is all about selfworth. It is about legacy. Great Champions know this, and they know they have
limited finite time on this planet to make that significant difference. If changes are
needed, make them TODAY! Be flexible with life. Stay humble. The Circle of Life
‘keeps great and small on the endless road’:
From the day we arrive on the planet
And blinking, step into the sun
There’s more to be seen than can ever be seen
More to do than can ever be done
Some say eat or be eaten
Some say live and let live
But all are agreed as they join the stampede
You should never take more than you give
In the circle of life
It’s the wheel of fortune
It’s the leap of faith
It’s the band of hope
Till we find our place
On the path unwinding
In the circle, the circle of life
Some of us fall by the wayside
And some of us soar to the stars
And some of us sail through our troubles
And some have to live with the scars
There’s far too much to take in here
More to find than can ever be found
But the sun rolling high through the sapphire sky
Keeps great and small on the endless round
– Lyrics from ‘Circle of Life’ by Tim Rice
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Nothing is impossible
Let’s look at an inspiring short story. A comeback story. It’s a true story about two
iconic brands, the names of which are only revealed at the end of their stories.
Maybe you will have guessed them before then.
Born on 29 April 1970, Las Vegas. A child prodigy that would go on to become
one of the world’s most beloved athletes. Perhaps the biggest worldwide star
in his professional era. A sporting genius. A transformer. A story of dedication
that saw this flamboyant star take over the world’s number-one ranking by
the time he was just 24 years of age. His brand had taken on iconic status. A
non-conforming transformer. Nicknamed ‘The Punisher’. But by the time he
had turned 27 it all came crashing down.
From transforming his sport to transcending the sports’ pages. His sporting
icon brand in tatters. His marriage in tatters. His life in tatters. His world
ranking slumped to an all-time low of 141. The year was 1997 and luckily he
was to meet someone who shared some inspiring wisdom – words spoken by
an iconic legend. Simple words that would act as the catalyst.

‘Andre, be careful with your decisions, Andre, be careful
with your words, Andre, be careful with your relationships.
Andre, we must all live our lives carefully.’
He put his life back together. A brand-new Game Plan for life. Transmutation.
A new focus in life. Less than 18 months later he was back at number one
in the world. He had earned another adored nickname: ‘The Comeback Kid’,
proving nothing is impossible when one focuses on what’s truly important in
life. Life is about purpose, balance and focus.

‘I change not by trying to be something other than I am.
I change by becoming fully aware of who I am.’
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By now you know who! The story of two iconic brands that teamed up in 1997:
Andre Agassi and Nelson Mandela.

Believe. Feel. Think. Do.
If you always believe
What you have always believed,
You will always feel
The way you have felt.
If you always feel
The way you have always felt,
You will always think
The way you have always thought.
If you always think
The way you have always thought,
You will always do
What you have always done.
If you always do
What you have always done,
You will always get
What you have always gotten.
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11

 reat Champions develop unwavering
G
faith: The Unwritten Law of Faith,
Confidence and Belief

The Unwritten Law of Faith, Confidence and Belief:
Unwavering faith conquers fear. Practise it!
In Chapter 4, we identified the hidden power of the champion’s multiplier effect
when one brings mind and body into alignment and balance – it’s called ‘in sync’ or
on form in sporting terms. Well, there is more magic to this champion equation of
synchronicity. The multiplier effect becomes even far more potent when one includes
a third leg in the equation, namely the Human Spirit. This is when the Human Mind
and Body become in sync with the greater universe:

When Human Mind and Human Body and
Human Spirit are in sync:
1+1+1 = 5
When Human Mind and Human Body
and Human Spirit are out of sync:
1+1+1 =1
The Great Champions enter a high-performance zone. They are all great believers.
They know the magic of the multiplier effect that lies hidden in the above equation
and the power of the Human Spirit. Faith, Confidence and Belief (FC&B) are the
difference between Good and Great. FC&B is what elevates human performance to
Human Greatness.

‘I am not a religious person per se, but I feel a deep sense of
spirituality in my life and connection to people, the world
around me and to what is right and wrong or good or bad.’
– Kelly Slater, 11 time’s world-surfing champion
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Nothing is impossible with Faith, Confidence and Belief. Seldom does any highlevel Game Plan achieve any form of sustained success without a high level of focus
on the Human Spirit. Spirituality is how we relate to ourselves, others and God.
Spirituality invites one to fully leverage and explore one’s own world of values and
beliefs. Spirituality allows one to explore one’s Human Greatness. It is anything
that helps one connect to something greater in a way that gives one a sense of inner
calmness, serenity, purpose and fulfilment in life. It lights up the road to Human
Greatness. Faith conquers fear, bringing about balance and equilibrium in our
universe. It drives sustained success and significance.

‘Every living being was born to accomplish a certain
purpose. It is the knowledge of that purpose that enables
every soul to fulfil it.’
– Mohammed Ali
Put in another way, there exists a fourth leg to the powerful Champion’s Equation of
Life introduced in Chapter 1. It’s called ‘God Smart’ – an applied sense of purpose.
It is about knowing what God wants you to do – in one’s limited finite time on this
planet. It’s about the realisation that we are put on this earth to serve – to serve a
higher purpose – to serve others. Knowledge of one’s higher purpose on earth brings
one into equilibrium with the greater universe – it is what can be termed ‘God
Power’. Great Champions leverage ‘God Power’. They grasp the bigger game of life.
They serve the greater universe. They serve humankind.
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‘God Smart is knowing one’s higher purpose on earth –
and delivering on it. It’s God’s blessing – it’s the road
that God has chosen for YOU on earth.’
All Great Champions experience moments of doubt and fear, because they test the
limits of their human talents. In extreme sports the boundaries are pushed even
further – perceived false limits are explored in life and near-death situations.

‘In extreme situations, it is fear that tears us down, and
lack of imagination. If I committed to the wrong wave I
would get driven head first into that sand bar, BUT if I
picked the right wave…’
– Shaun Thomson
Faith is often the critical difference between success and failure in these extreme
situations. Non-believers soon become believers in extreme situations. Faith,
Confidence and Belief become vital cogs of any high-level Game Plan. Confidence in
sport and life has a wonderfully ambiguous truism:

‘Confidence comes naturally with success,
but success comes only to those who are confident.’
Spirituality opens doors that sometimes appear locked. It opens the door to
synchronicity. It opens the door to oneself. It focuses our lives, and focus is the
hidden secret of all the Great Champions. It helps us define what is truly important
in our lives. Spirituality serves as a human compass, pulling it all together in good
and bad times. It opens us up to a life of unconditional love, gratitude and joy – the
hallmarks of all the Greatest Champions.
Fear, which is often the major blocker of Human Greatness, is conquered by
unwavering faith in one’s own ability and the ability of the universe to deliver. Faith
lights up the HIGH ROAD to sustained success and significance on the ‘Game of
Life’ curve on page 101. Are you now ready to play the next quarter or next half
– on the HIGH-LEVEL ROAD of synchronised SUCCESS and SIGNIFICANCE as
depicted here? If so, it has taken just a few small adjustments in your strategy and
perceptions to open up a whole new world of inspiration.
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‘Synchronicity is the alignment and balancing
of the Human Mind, Human Body and Human Spirit
– it’s what drives sustained Success and
Significance in life.’
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PART 2
16 Inspiring ‘real
life’ championbrand stories
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G

reat Champions are all great transformers. They build inspiring ‘I’-Brand
life stories – that tell most about their lives, but not all. Their job of course
is to push the human limits of human greatness. Most times they get it
humanly right, but sometimes they get it humanly wrong. It’s the human factor
coming into play. Sport is packed full with dramatic and inspiring stories – often
comeback stories. Luckily this is true for real life as well, and we can all glean
valuable insights from those that have gone before into the unchartered waters of
Human Greatness. Sport teaches us that there is always hope.

The human brand stories chosen in Part Two are selected as they educate us about
real life. They teach us the importance of a high-level Game Plan in life. They teach
us the importance of a higher purpose in life. They teach us the importance of a
balanced perspective in life. They teach us about transforming – and the very high
risk of transcending in sport and life. Often it is just ONE WORD that defines a Great
Champion. It tells us most about them. It defines where the champion’s human thought
process and focus lie. Many go on to achieve iconic status in life, via their unwavering
focus on ONE THING in life. Most go on to transform their sporting success into
significance, which is the hallmark of Great Champions of life, who evolve with their
challenges and conflicts. The world loves great sporting heroes who entertain, educate
and inspire hope. The world needs great sporting heroes – yet sometimes it loses its
great sporting heroes. This is the very real nature of life.
Before we delve into the stories, here are three common truisms of all the Great
Champions observed:
• T
 he Great Champions are all transformers in life – every one of them transforms
life in their own human way.
• T
 he Great Champions are all ‘realistic optimists’ – they constantly do real-life
reality checks. They all evolve with high-level Game Plans for life, sometimes
having to ‘bounce back’ in life.
• T
 he Great Champions are all ‘altruistic egotists’ – they recognise self-interest
as central to one’s human design, but count the greatest gain as the goodwill of
fellow humankind.
Note of thanks: The Great Champions featured in this book have all gone before –
every one of them experiencing the ups and downs of life’s majestic roller-coaster
ride. Their short inspiring brand stories highlight how they have achieved success
and significance in life – hence ‘Human Greatness’. It is never easy, but we can all be
extremely thankful for the ‘collective wisdom’ shared by these Great Champions –
the ‘bounce back’ stories proving even more potent in their learnings. May their
‘collective wisdom’ be used as a reference for all who share their ambitions of Human
Greatness. Thank you to them all.
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Ernie Els’s
Humanness
The dictionary definition of HUMANNESS

A derivative of human; relating to or characteristic of humankind; just being
human, showing the better qualities of humankind, such as kindness, respect;
the complex (yet simple) nature of the human mind.
Theodore Ernest ‘Ernie’ Els can lay claim to the title of South Africa’s most loved
sporting champion, and when one looks back later on a majestic career, nothing
can be more important. Life is bigger than golf, and Ernie has played his role as one
of South Africa’s leading sports ambassadors. Ernie Els has built a powerful brand
called ‘THE BIG EASY’ which mainly stems from his imposing 6ft 3in stature, his
fluid swing and his laid-back demeanour, but his greatest achievements go somewhat
unnoticed. His victory at the 1994 US Open was no coincidence, as it coincided with
Nelson Mandela taking the reins in a new South Africa.
Ernie Els has played a supreme role in building BRAND SOUTH AFRICA. While
Madiba announced himself and the New South Africa on the world stage, Ernie Els
backed it all on the world sporting stage, as if it was all timeously engineered. Els,
throughout his career, has stood tall to his true authentic self even if it has in some
way hampered his golfing genius. He has the champion ability to grasp the bigger
picture in life. Life is more than just golf. His respect for Madiba shines through.
His respect for Johann Rupert shines through. His respect for Gary Player shines
through. His respect for fellow South Africans shines through.

‘Making something look effortless and
easy requires great effort.’
– M ark H McCormack
The Big Easy is loved all over the world, even by the media in the multitude of
countries he has played, and that says a lot. While Gary Player can lay claim to South
Africa’s greatest sporting champion with 9 major victories and 165 victories on 6
continents, Ernie Els has done some pretty awesome stuff himself with 4 Major wins,
and inspiring a nation for more than two decades. No American golfers travel the
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world like Ernie Els does, spreading his sportsmanship, his magic, his humanness,
his home-grown accent, while he still remains the South African ‘boytjie’ who grew
up on the East Rand. With houses in Wentworth and Florida he has never lost his
roots. He belongs at home. His brand remains authentic and intrinsically linked to
Brand South Africa as he campaigns for the globalisation of golf and autism care.
However, it has not all been easy sailing for the Big Easy, who has often been tagged
alongside Greg Norman for his high percentage of runner-up finishes. People
questioned his mental toughness. His strength effectively remained his weakness
like so many other Great Champions. His humanness has made him the most loved
South African champion, but his love of people has also stood in the way of many
more golfing successes that could have come his way. Ernie has always loved his
close friends and his fellow South African sporting champions with his supporting
gestures.
It took Ernie eight attempts to finally win at the Million Dollar, Sun City, primarily
because he was always surrounded by his entourage of friends in South Africa, more
than just golf supporters. They were all Ernie supporters. It was nearly impossible
for him to focus his Game Plan and win when playing at home and Ernie loved
a party. It was as if it was his way of letting off steam and saying thank you to
those friends close to him. His outward ‘Big Easy’ demeanour, however, covered up
an internal burning desire to win. The complex nature of the human mind versus
the simple lifestyle and ease that Ernie conveys outwardly. In 2001, Ernie, in his
relentless pursuit of golfing-genius Tiger Woods, declared himself burnt out.

‘I am mentally gone. I feel burnt out. It is not there. I have
no fight. I hate to say something like that, but that is what it
is. I don’t feel like I’ve got energy. I want to feel like I want
to play. Right now it’s just not fun.’
– Ernie Els, 2001
The Ernie brand, however, remained authentic, and like all Great Champions he
bounced back even stronger to claim the British Open in 2002. Ernie’s interests
outside of golf have driven his brand longevity, keeping him aligned and balanced
in mind and body. He stormed back ‘in sync’ to claim the 2012 British Open, a
stunning achievement of resilience and hard-earned self-awareness – sending a
strong message to those that had forgotten his ‘Ernie Magic’.
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‘For some reason I got some belief this week. I felt something
special can happen. I feel that I have put in a lot of work the
last couple of – let’s call it couple of years, especially the last
couple of months. So something good is bound to happen, so
hopefully it is tomorrow.’
– Ernie Els before playing the final round on his way to
the 2012 Claret Jug, British Open, 2012
Els had reworked and refined his Game Plan in his forties. He made himself hungry
again by realising how his brand impacts and inspires others – through his innate
golfing talents, his golfing genius.

‘What happened there – was a gift, but I did play a final
nine holes pretty well. It was magical and very sweet for
me after such a long time. I cannot explain in words what
it has done for me and my whole outlook on life. Now I am
gearing myself up to win more majors.’
– Ernie commenting on his British Open 2012 victory
In 2010 Ernie Els was elected to the World Golf Hall of Fame – his first time on the
ballot, and was inducted in May 2011. Ernie can also take great pride in his Golf
Foundation and the work it is doing in building future South African champions.
South Africa has produced some great golfers to follow in Ernie’s footsteps, but
whether any of them will match his brand charisma on and off the course is doubted.
He is one of a kind. Ernie’s experience with an autistic child has only strengthened
Brand Ernie – his resolve and his human character.
The world loves Ernie and he continues to entertain, educate and inspire the world.
His greatest challenge has always been to maintain the optimal balance between
his professional and personal brand, but his authenticity has always stood the test
of time. It is far bigger than golf and stands proudly for humility, ease, fun, respect,
openness, magic, caring, endurance, but most of all humanness. Ernie’s ability to
refine, refresh and expand his Game Plan has built brand endurance. It is never easy
to perform at the top level for such long periods – maintaining high-confidence levels
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is never easy, but he has the bounce-back magic. Ernie Els – Golfing Champion,
Human Champion and Autism Champion. A Great Champion with a great heart,
undoubtedly in the right place. A great ambassador for Brand South Africa. The Big
Easy brand has earned its collective iconic status.

‘My idol has always been Gary Player, who is a legend in
his own right, respected around the world and what a great
ambassador for the game. I have learnt a lot from him and I
have watched him do it for so many years.’
– Ernie Els on mentorship
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Andre Agassi’s
Openness
The dictionary definition of OPENNESS

Allowing things to go in and out; not blocked up; unfolded; not limited; not
restricted; honest; frank; not secretive: an open mind, an open championship.
Nicknamed ‘The Comeback Kid’, Andre Agassi was one of the world’s most beloved
athletes and described by the BBC on his retirement as ‘perhaps the biggest
worldwide star in tennis’s history’. A tennis genius.

‘Take your cheque back. He is here for free. He has more
natural talent than anyone else I have ever seen.’
– Nick Bollettieri, Agassi’s coach at age 13
Possessing a lethal return of service and phenomenal hand–eye coordination
that allowed him to take the ball early, Agassi is credited with helping revive the
popularity of the game in the 1990s, with his flamboyant, unorthodox and nonconformist approach to tennis and life. A life where he was constantly seeking balance
and constantly battling the complex nature of opposing forces. Self-destruction vs
self-preservation, love vs hate, control vs conflict, pain vs gain, non-conformity
vs traditionalism, risk vs reward, cause vs effect, fair vs unfair, life-drop-out vs
education champion. Agassi has lived a spectacular life of a great Champion. A life
of contrary opposites. It is nearly impossible to believe that in his autobiography
entitled Open, he openly stated that he hated the game of tennis. On one hand the
game had given him so much pain, but on the other hand so much success. Maybe
he only hated the constant pressures it placed on him at the time, the constant early
pushing and prodding, the tugging in all directions that threatened to devour him.
It had to hurt. But, by the time he delivered his induction speech at the International
Tennis Hall of Fame in 2011, his appreciation of the game that had given him so
much had changed dramatically. His new philanthropic outlook had turned to
one of deep appreciation for tennis and life – his life having become a remarkable
metamorphosis.
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By the mid- to late-1990s, his personal problems had slumped his world ranking
from number one to number 141. But, by 1999 he had climbed back to the number
one ranking, in a phenomenal fight-back story, that earned him the nickname ‘The
Comeback Kid’. Also known as ‘The Punisher’, his dual nicknames told a dual story
on their own.
Flashback to 1992… It was the year that Agassi became adored by millions of fans
the world over, with his five-set final victory over the big-serving Goran Ivanisevic
at Wimbledon, beating former champions Boris Becker and John McEnroe on his
route to the final. A new hero had arrived, winning Wimbledon against all the odds
with a base-line return game.

‘When Andre’s on, forget it. He does practically everything
better than anybody else.’
– Pete Sampras
By 1995 he was world number one and he held the position for 30 continuous weeks.
By 1996 things had started to go wrong with injuries and too much time off the
court in the social circles of his wife Brooke Shields. His life was transcending the
sports pages. Danger loomed. Agassi admitted to using crystal methamphetamine
socially. He lied to pass a drug ban, his interest in the game waned, and his marriage
floundered.

‘I did not know myself. You know rock bottom is an
interesting place. I moved in and spent some time there.
It is actually not a bad place, as you get to know
who you want to be in life.’
– Andre Agassi
His ranking sank to a lowly 141 by the end of 1997. He tasted real life adversity,
but as with all the Great Champions, he had the resolve to fight back on the selfvalue road in 1998 – with a rigorous mind and body conditioning programme. His
spectacular comeback saw him back in the top ten within one year. By the end of
1999, he had ended Pete Sampras’s six-year reign as number one. A phenomenal
comeback story of hard-earned self-introspection to become the oldest person to
ever hold the world number-one ranking.
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‘Andre you have big dreams. And I have strong shoulders.
Stand on my shoulders and reach for those dreams.’
– Gil Reyes, Agassi’s conditioning coach
Agassi admitted that his father gave him the best advice ever:

‘to marry Steffi Graf’
In Steffi Graf he found love and balance, inspired by her calm demeanour and quiet
strength. Agassi’s comeback model accelerated, as he managed to balance all four
legs of the Champion’s Table of Life model (Resolve, Knowledge, Support) with a new
Game Plan for life. He had made life changes and chosen to import the important
things in his life, and export the exportant. He had removed the self-inflicted
‘Agassi constraints’. He listened to well-meaning advice from his mentors. He now
knew that he did not need to be perfect, just better than his opponent on court. He
grasped the nature of life’s opposing forces, which lead back into optimal balance.

‘Andre, be careful with your decisions, Andre, be careful
with your words, Andre, be careful with your relationships.
Andre, we must all live our lives carefully.’
– Inspiring words of mentorship spoken to
Andre Agassi by Nelson M andela in 1997
Overall throughout in his career he held the top ranking for 101 weeks. With age
catching up on him, injuries started to hamper his world ranking, his back taking
strain with the high number of five-set thrillers he played and entertained the
enthralled crowds with. He proved he was the ‘comeback kid’ on and off the tennis
court. His sheer tenacity was defined by his improbable run at the 2005 US Open
where he won three five-setters in a row to reach the final. He eventually lost to
Roger Federer in a four-set final. Now in the twilight of his career, Agassi ended
his 17-year relationship with Nike in favour of Adidas, over a dispute with charity
support.
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‘It took me decades to figure out that we are here to do:
to do good quietly, to shine in secret, to give when
no one is applauding, to give of ourselves to
someone who can offer us nothing.’
– Andre Agassi
The non-conformist’s Game Plan was evolving and expanding. He was thinking
differently, thinking bigger than just tennis. His retirement came at the 2006 US
Open where he received a four-minute standing ovation and delivered a special kind
of speech. He followed it up with one of the most powerful and stirring speeches
when he was inducted into the Hall of Fame in 2011. He was Agassi, finally open,
honest and authentic. He was now truly Brand Agassi, having found his authentic
true self.
Agassi’s career, one of contrary opposites, helped him find balance and a life of
PHILAN-THROPY after tennis. In a sense he gave back ‘all the trophies’. He moved
the letter ‘H’ in the word PHILAN-TROPHY. Great Champions just do that. They
give back. They shift the H. Agassi is now recognised as one of the most charitable
and socially involved ex-players. It is claimed that he is the most charitable athlete
of his generation.

‘It is no accident that tennis uses the language of life:
service, advantage, break, broken and love.’
– Andre Agassi
Agassi’s brand in his early life was one of contrary opposites. By his own admission
he did not know himself, the flamboyant and near genius non-conformist on the
tennis court. After digging himself out a deep hole in 1997/8, he bounced back
as true champions do, to take his place as one of the greats on and off the tennis
court. He had transformed tennis and then himself. He developed his own new
code for life. He raised and spent millions to build a youth education centre in his
home community of Las Vegas. His brand now encapsulates the words of openness,
humility, generosity, love for humankind and appreciation for tennis and life. A
far cry from the Andre Agassi who had burst onto the tennis scene with victory at
Wimbledon in 1992, to become a media target. A true Human Champion with hardearned iconic brand status. A giver. A life transformer. A game changer. A Great
Champion – on and off the tennis court.
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Richie McCaw’s
Resilience
The dictionary definition of RESILIENCE

The ability of a substance or object to spring back into shape; elasticity; the
capacity to recover quickly from difficulties; toughness.
Richie McCaw, a man’s man. ‘A gentleman in a hooligan’s game.’ Admired by his
colleagues and his competitors alike, Richie McCaw is probably more revered in
South Africa than his home nation New Zealand for his tough, hard and resilient
approach to the game of rugby. The ultimate compliment to an ultimate champion
who knows how to fight back and ‘get back on the horse’. An incredibly resilient man
who lead the All Blacks to their 2011 World Cup triumph, under the team premise
of ‘pricks do not last’ (in an All Black environment). New Zealand had long been
acknowledged as the best rugby team in the world, but they had failed on too many
occasions to perform on the big stage and bring home the ultimate trophy in rugby:
THE RUGBY WORLD CUP.
The 2007 World Cup was a bitter blow for a team that had high aspirations of finally
going all the way. Did they just choke? The nation had waited patiently, but time was
running out. They failed again in 2007 and the next four years turned into a period
of introspection for a team that should have done more. McCaw in his own words
admitted that the period from 2007 to 2011 had been tough, real tough.

‘I feel like I have been in a tunnel for four years
and have just come out.’
– Richie McCaw
National pride and the leadership qualities of Richie McCaw eventually saw them
come out of the tunnel in 2011, and claim the hallowed prize they richly deserved.
Richie McCaw’s early direction and mentorship came from his rugby-playing uncle,
John ‘Bigsy’ McLay. He advised Richie not to seek out becoming an All Black, but to
become a Great All Black, a GAB! He wrote it on restaurant napkin:
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‘Richie, you do not just want to become an All Black, you
want to be a Great All Black (GAB). Now sign it!’
– John ‘Bigsy’ McL ay
Wow, that is probably the best mentorship advice anyone could receive. Simple,
focused and with higher purpose. Promulgated into force with his signature. It made
all the difference. It elevated his focus above just winning or losing on the field. The
focus appears to be on rugby, but suddenly the picture is so much bigger. It is alright
to lose a game. ‘Get back on the horse’ are words Richie uses often, as there is a
bigger game to play and a bigger picture to life. Being a Great All Black means both
‘taking and giving back’ to one’s country of birth. The power of the human collective
comes into play. An ‘I’-Brand combining potently with ‘T’-Brand. Brand McCaw
collectively teaming up with Brand All Black and Brand New Zealand – creating
brands of ‘I’conic nature. It’s about synchronising individual values, team values and
country values. It is about national pride and unity of purpose.
McCaw will go down as one who employed great sportsmanship, as opposed to
gamesmanship. Yes, he has been accused of infringing the rugby laws, but its more
about McCaw being just one step ahead and simply one of the best proponents of
the ever-changing rugby law. He is that good as a player and that good as a captain.
McCaw has a potent Game Plan. His focus is relentless, but he does know when to
step back and recharge with his other passions in life: his family, his friends, and
his love of gliding. Up there in his glider things must look pretty clear to him. A
balanced perspective drives longevity.
Richie McCaw has become a national hero and icon in New Zealand in the very
tough international rugby arena. His brand stands for focus, leadership, courage,
adaptability, perseverance, resolve, toughness, integrity, balance, but most of all
sheer human resilience, which defines him 24/7. It is the result of a stellar higher
purpose: to be a GAB (Great All Black).
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Tiger Woods’s
Domination
The dictionary definition of DOMINATE

Control by being stronger or more powerful; have power and influence over;
be the most important or conspicuous person or thing; have a commanding
position over; overlook.
No player has ever dominated world golf in recent times to the same extent as Tiger
Woods. No one has even come close. Voted the sporting superstar of the decade,
Tiger Woods is nothing short of a golfing genius. Golfing galleries are drawn to his
golfing genius, and the phenomenal power of his unique personal ‘I’-Brand. He has
an audience. He is capable of playing the game at a completely different level. He
dominated the world golf rankings for nearly a decade by very large point variances.
He stood way out on top. Then the crash came in 2009. His personal brand took a
major fall from personal and professional grace, as the world handed him what could
be called an ‘attitude adjustment klap’. Tiger triggered the start of the rising trend
of sports heroes who transcend in sport, only to find themselves going from hero
to zero overnight in front of intense worldwide media scrutiny. Sponsors walk out.
World opinion walks out. Supreme attitude is suddenly seen as supreme arrogance.
Great Champions, however, know how to bounce back. Tiger chose to do what
most of the Great Champions would do. Commit. He called time out for a period of
personal introspection to work on his personal ‘I’-Brand. Many times before, Tiger
had re-modelled his golf swing to be the very best he could be, but this time he was
tasked with remodelling his life swing – his Game Plan for life.

‘Tiger Woods has one of the best minds in the game – when
you learn how to master the mind, you learn how to win
while dealing with distractions.’
– Gary Player
It would prove a long winding three-year road back to number one in the world of
golf for Tiger Woods. A process of transmutation and then transformation back to
Number One. By April 2013 he had clawed his way back to the top of the world golf
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rankings, from a lowly 58th position. His sights firmly set on winning more majors.
But something was missing from the Tiger of old. No major golf victories since 2008.
No Masters jacket since 2005. Competitors no longer stood in complete awe. They
no longer had the same fear for the golfer who could destroy anyone on the final
back nine – on any given Sunday. They now knew he was good – but also human.
His remodelling had put him back at number one through sheer golfing genius, but
the ‘X’ factor was absent. Tiger appeared far from at ease with himself – or his game.
A close-up look at Tiger’s career reveals that he took three years to dig his hole,
and three long years to come out of that hole – but something had changed. It all
changed on a day way back – 3 May 2006 – when his dad passed away, his supreme
mentor, his tactician, his confidante. Tiger took it very hard and missed the cut at the
United States Open at Winged Foot. It signalled the start of the digging. Earl Woods
had served 20 years in the United States Military. A Vietnam veteran, he retired
a Lieutenant Colonel – his final posting as an instructor of Military Science and
Tactics. On his retirement he threw everything into driving and managing his son’s
burgeoning golf career. Tiger had started early at the age of just two – learning to
play golf on the US military courses in California. By the age of 11 he beat his father,
who was playing off a scratch handicap. He was to be introduced to Jack Nicklaus at
an early age. Woods Senior set his son military-like goals, one of those was to hunt
down Jack Nicklaus’s record of 18 major victories. Tiger went after them. Everything
was pure magic while his father stood behind him. Tiger publically stating his life
purpose:

‘to become the greatest golfer that
has ever played the game’
To be the best ever he needed to win 19 Majors. Tiger’s purpose was somewhat
of a pact with his military father. One word could be used to describe it, namely
dominate.

‘to dominate – to show the world – to prove a point ’
For Tiger it became an obsessional one-sided march, with a deep-rooted need for
himself and his father – discipline, determination and dedication to the task at hand
– but all overridden by the word DOMINATION. A type of pact existed. He was
doing great with his ‘master tactician’ guiding and driving his career. He had a
very high-level, military-inspired Game Plan. By 2006 he had bagged 12 Majors.
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Then his father died in May 2006. Things started to go wrong immediately. He
was hurting and struggling to find purpose without his father. He missed the cut
at Winged Foot, but bounced back to win the 2008 US Open, basically on one leg.
He required knee surgery after the victory. He had pushed himself to prove a point
and he described it as ‘his greatest-ever championship’. It meant a lot as he thought
he had bounced back from his father’s death. It was to be his last major victory for
a while.

‘This guy does things that are just not normal, by any
stretch of the imagination.’
– Rocco Mediate
With injuries and too much time out the game, the wheels started to come off.
The Game Plan – without Earl – had changed it all for Tiger. He began digging a
personal hole for himself. His desperate need to dominate turned to the female sex.
In 2009 it all imploded when his multiple infidelities were revealed under massive
media scrutiny. With his reputation dishonoured, it would take three years for
Tiger to claw his way back out of a very deep hole. Like all the Great Champions
do, he bounced back – albeit through a slow, difficult process of introspection and
rehabilitation. By 2013 with a new coach, a reconstructed golf swing, and a newly
formulated Game Plan for life, he was world number one again. But his Major tally
remained 14 – no further wins after the 2008 US Open. His new Game Plan was not
quite at the same high level that he had enjoyed when he stood at the top of world
golf before for a decade.

‘There are things that are more important – golf has always
been a high priority in my life – but family has always been
number one. That has not changed – BUT I certainly want
to break Jack’s record and catch Snead.’
– Tiger Woods

More on the Tiger Brand
What does Tiger need to do in order to start winning Majors again – and hence
overhaul Jack Nicklaus’s record of 18 wins in the Majors?   
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The answer for Tiger lies in ‘The Masters’ tournament. Tiger has not won at ‘The
Masters’ since 2005, but to his credit, he has won it on no less than four occasions
in 1997, 2001, 2002 and 2005. His famous victory in 1997 was by an incredible 12
strokes. ‘The Masters’ holds the secret for ‘Tiger’ – the secret he needs to unravel if he
wants to stand any chance of hauling in Jack Nicklaus’s record of 18 Majors.
In 2013, Tiger arrived at ‘The Masters’ as the World’s top-ranked player and the
undisputed favourite to wear the green jacket again. On playing ability and current
form going into the tournament, he should have romped home again, but ‘The
Masters’ is no ordinary tournament. The Green Jacket at Augusta is the most soughtafter prize in golf. Every golfer dreams about the last Sunday afternoon at Augusta.
Recent statistics reveal ‘the secret’. There have been seven different winners in the
last seven Masters. This means ‘The Masters’ is not won by the top-ranked ‘in form’
golfer. It is the BIG ONE where things invariably go wrong if there are any cracks
in one’s Game Plan for life. It’s more than just golf. Constraints get exposed. ‘The
Masters’ is won by the golfer ‘in sync’ for the tournament each year in April. It’s about
timing. It’s about synchronisation. Some surprise winners have emerged. Sneak
attacks by golfers who are ‘in sync’ with their games, their lives and the universe in
April each year. ‘The Masters’, more than any other tournament, is won by the golfer
who is ‘at ease’ – it’s called synchronisation of mind, body and spirit. Then of course
add a little bit of luck – which always follows those ‘in sync’ with life!
For Tiger to win more Majors, he needs to ‘up his Game Plan for life’. He needs
to bring his mind, body and spirit back into a state of ease. He needs to remove
the current constraints he unwittingly places on himself. His blocking constraint
is his unrelenting military-style need to dominate – which is placing unrelenting
pressure on himself. It blocks his road to winning the big ones – THE MAJORS –
when it counts most for him. It cuts off the vital energy flow required to win when
it counts most. His continued need to dominate is outdated – a disguised form of
self-sabotage. He needs to read the bigger game of life. He needs to call time out – in
order to take a clearer view on his SECOND HALF of life. Tiger’s brand is far too
powerful to be singularly focused on winning Majors, which was the essence of his
high-level plan in the FIRST HALF of his life. He needs to live a more purposeful
second half, and then the Major victories will start to flow again. He is unwittingly
blocking his own road of Human Greatness. His higher purpose should serve the
world first, then himself – rather than to constantly force his way ‘to be the best
golfer ever’.
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His purpose should read:

‘To entertain, educate and inspire the world –
making the world a better place through
his innate golfing genius’
Tiger is highly efficient at what he does – making him Number One in the world
again (doing things right), but he lacks effectiveness (doing the right things). The saying
goes that one acquires great wisdom at forty. Closing in on his forties, with a focus
shifted towards using one’s genius to make the world a better place; winning will
surely flow far more easily.
It’s the paradox of purpose:

‘The more you care and do for the universe and others – the
more you will do what is best for yourself.’
The world rewards dedication, discipline and determination – but it shuns the
word domination. Tiger’s unrelenting need to dominate acts as his ‘Major No. 1’
continuing constraint – a double-edged sword. It took him to the very top for over a
decade, but it also dropped him at the very bottom in 2009. It can work either way,
but over a sustained long-term period, it backfires. It blocks greatness. Greatness in
sport is achieved by entertaining, educating and inspiring others.

‘You are not here to merely make a living. You are here to
enable the world to live more amply, with greater vision,
with a finer spirit of hope and achievement. You are here to
enrich the world, and you impoverish yourself if you forget
the errand.’
– Woodrow W ilson
Tiger’s brand is golf iconic. He has transformed the game of golf. Now he needs to
take one step further with a re-defined higher purpose – and a newly defined clarity
on life. It’s not all about golf. His role on earth is far more than just golf. He needs
to transform life, which will make him an icon for transformation – making things
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better in this world. The world watches as Tiger remains blocked by his focus on the
danger word: domination – as his recent Nike commercial shows:

‘Winning takes care of everything:
Tiger Woods World No.1.’
– Tiger Wood’s controversial Nike commercial in 2013
It sparked outrage as the world believed Tiger has more to offer than just ‘winning’.
In February 2013, Tiger shared a long-awaited round of golf with Barrack Obama
and the conversation must have been interesting. Two of the most powerful and
influential brands in the world. Obama who leads the United States of America, and
whose higher purpose must read ‘to make the world a better place’. Hopefully Tiger
has found a new power mentor and new inspiration. The Majors will start flowing
again once Tiger plays the bigger game of life. America and the world need heroes
like Tiger Woods to entertain, educate and inspire. To make the world a better place.
To inspire hope. An icon for transformation. A legacy of changing the way things are
done, for the better. It requires a high-level Game Plan for life. Tiger is getting ready
to win ‘The Masters’ again – but first he has to master life, a new way of life. A new
life design for his ‘second half’ – one with the totality of purpose.
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Lance Armstrong’s
Resolve
The dictionary definition of RESOLVE

To decide firmly or formally on a course of action; to determine or decide
in purpose, to free from doubt or disagreement; to do something with zero
doubt; to unravel, to fix, to lay at ease, to clarify, to make ready in mind, a
form of defiant action.

The dictionary definition of a CHAMPION
One who has surpassed all rivals in a sporting conquest or other form of
competition; one who vigorously supports and defends a person or cause;
protects and fights for.
If one chooses to employ the Oxford definition of a champion, then Lance Armstrong
can be described as a triple champion: Sporting Champion, Cancer Champion and
Self Champion. His story is one of human defiance and human inspiration. The
world acknowledged him as the ultimate champion, after conquering cancer and the
Tour de France on seven occasions. Armstrong can best be described as a human
champion, having entertained, educated and inspired the world on his roller-coaster
ride through life. Armstrong is no stranger to controversy and adversity. Adversity
with a capital A is, after all, the training ground of the Great Champions.

‘Life for me is a series of false limits and my challenge
as an athlete is to explore these limits – living life
to the fullest, testing myself, accepting challenges,
training hard, and then going for it.’
– L ance Armstrong
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Armstrong has shown us that we are all merely human. We push the limits. We
make human mistakes. We humble ourselves. We fight back. Armstrong has twice
faced major adversity and his life story has twice inspired others to change the way
things are done on and off the field of play. He has set a learning path for others with
his victory over cancer, and his victory over himself to finally come clean about his
lies – his cheating. He faced up both times. Twice he has chosen the road of selfsabotage and twice he has come bouncing back, as a true champion.
Armstrong participated in a sport that allowed on-going doping and claimed that
he needed to level the playing fields in order to keep winning. His choice to cheat
was wrong, as was his continued denial and inappropriate actions to cover up and
defend his lies and deceit. He got himself into a deep hole and surprisingly kept
on digging. Yet, he had the courage of character to admit his Game Plan was ill
conceived and wrong.

‘I was a bully and tried to control the narrative.
I had a “to win at all costs” mentality. The scary
thing was, though, I knew I was going to win.’
– L ance Armstrong

He faced up to the music. As a true champion he will bounce back a better person
and certainly a wiser one, with a new higher-level Game Plan. In fact, we will all
learn from Armstrong’s human mistakes, including the sport of cycling, which was
unable to pass on his winner’s medals to the second finisher. That says it all. The
sport ‘allowed cheating’. It was riddled with cheats, who believed they were ‘not
cheating’. A sport in denial.

‘It’s pretty clear just from the number of people
being caught that drug use is rampant, and it’s
rampant at the top end of sports.’
– Dick Pound, Founding Chairman of WADA (World Anti-Doping Agency)
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‘Yes, I had access to doping treatment from Spanish Doctor
Eufemiano Fuentes. At the time, nearly everybody was
using doping substances and I used nothing that the others
were not using. I was motivated by the desire to compete on
a level playing field. All I wanted was for everyone to have
the same chance of winning. In my view you can only
call it cheating on my part when it is clear that
I gained an unfair advantage.’
– Jan Ulrich, searching for reason
Yes, Lance Armstrong and Jan Ulrich made it all very exciting. They brought out
the masses in the French mountains to a sport that ballooned in world popularity.
Armstrong played his role. It was all about human greed in a fast-growing, billiondollar cycling industry, which had lost its own way, not too different from the
financial meltdown of Wall Street, where mindfulness went out the window when
the human emotion of greed came firmly into play. Too many ‘grey areas’ existed in
a sport that simply allowed it to carry on for too long. Other sports also followed in
denial:

‘When you look at tennis back in the era of McEnroe and
Connors, in their prime they looked like little old men
compared to the brutes now – thrashing around for four
hours with a force and intensity that is ridiculous.’
– Dick Pound
Great Champions are all human beings. We all make human mistakes. One
must therefore look at the bigger picture to grasp the true inspirational value of
a ‘human champion’ like Lance Armstrong. Sporting achievements pale into near
insignificance when one is fighting life in a cancer ward, or dis-eases such as Motor
Neuron disease, which has also been statistically linked to many sporting heroes. It
is wiser to look at what Armstrong has achieved, and what he has still to achieve in
his amazing life-brand story. Armstrong’s brand is mega powerful and will remain
as such, as it is not defined by cycling.
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On Oprah, he openly admitted his burning desire ‘to win at all costs’. He had cheated
and crossed a fine line from ‘winning against all odds’ – to ‘winning at all costs’. It
had placed him back on the road of self-sabotage. He was to learn the hard way
about ‘winning at all costs’, with a backlash of legal battles and competitive bans.
The complexity of Armstrong’s brand revealed the following:
He had – and still has – an undeniably strong RESOLVE to compete, but it was
tainted by an attitude ‘to win at all costs’. He conquered cancer. He won the Tour de
France on a record seven consecutive occasions. As a human being he is, however,
still a ‘work in progress’, like all of us. His relentless focus on winning pushed the
‘imbalance button’. He somehow ‘reasoned and believed’ that in order to level the
playing fields, he was entitled to cheat. He somehow ‘reasoned and believed’ it was
the right thing to do. He exploited what he perceived to be a ‘grey area’. He got it
humanly wrong. He compromised himself. His brand imploded. He became the ‘fall
guy’ in a sport that had little appetite to tackle doping. Human greed had made too
many people start ‘believing’ that exposing dopers was bad for business.
He now has a third chance in life. What he does now will define him as a human
being, as he begins his new second-half Game Plan – a little more humble, a little
wiser about life. It sure takes guts and humility to confess on worldwide television.
Armstrong had to learn about the humility of the Great Champions, but his brand
has the potential to continue to entertain, educate and inspire. He is uniquely placed
to educate the world about being human. The world forgives human mistakes, and
those that openly choose to take corrective action. Armstrong gave the world hope
by his actions to conquer cancer, and his three books to date are an inspiration to
many that have faced up to adversity. He has a strong message to ‘tell the world’
through his human roller-coaster ride.

‘I lost my way. I crossed the line. I cheated. I lied. The
challenge is now not to lose sight of what I have to do.’
– L ance Armstrong
History is full of sporting champions that have got it humanly wrong. This book
alone has highlighted the gaping holes left in the Game Plans of Great Champions
like Tiger Woods, Hansie Cronje and Joost van der Westhuizen, who all got it
‘humanly wrong’ at some point in their lives through choices taken. We as humans
are all given the gift of choice. Armstrong has made some compelling choices in
his life. He lived with cancer. He lived with his own lies and on-going defiance
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and deceit. He then chose to confess. The world can certainly learn. Pushing the
human limits is high-risk business. Risk that can only be negated via ensuring that
a high-level Game Plan is firmly in place on the outside, and most importantly on
the inside.
Armstrong’s choice of titles for the three books he has written tells most about his
life in a certain kind of way. His first book, It’s not about the Bike, summed up a higher
purpose he held above competing on the bike. His second book, Every second counts,
showed his outright determination and resolve to win at all costs. His third book,
My Comeback – up close and personal, in some way expressed his wish to tell all and
come clean. Yet, he chose to continue the lies and deceit for a protracted period of
time. He never freed himself from the shackles of his lies – his emotional toxins.
It started to impact on his children as they grew older and more aware – they had
believed they were defending their father who was ‘dope-free’. Finally it all had to
STOP. By opening up to tell all on Oprah in January 2013, he is now FREE. He can
restart living his life with a more balanced perspective on life.
Armstrong’s early life gives an indication of his approach to life. His biological
father walked out at a very early age, planting the seeds of phenomenal levels of
determination, dedication and outright resolve to compete:

‘to win at all cost and to never ever give up’
It was a type of defiance that would take him to the very top and also dump him
at the very bottom. The fine line between ‘never give up’ and ‘never ever give up’
can often spell champion disaster. Great Champions know when to call time
out. Armstrong’s first run-in with adversity came in the form of life-threatening
cancer. As highlighted in Chapter 9, cancer is a self-imposed constraint created via
holding on too long – never ever giving up on the negative emotional toxin called
‘resentment’ – seeded early in his life by his attitude to his absent father.

‘I never knew my so-called father. He was a non-factor –
unless you could count his absence as a factor. Just because
he provided the DNA that made me doesn’t make
him my father.’
– L ance Armstrong
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Armstrong had unwittingly created his own ‘state of imbalance’, with his ongoing
refusal to acknowledge and meet his biological father who had ‘walked out’ at a very
early age. Armstrong in his early life was effectively turning his defiant champion
trait into an enemy, as opposed to the ‘Human Smart’ way of turning a champion
trait into an ally.

‘Maybe if I could ride my bike on this road long enough, it
will take me right out of here.’
– L ance Armstrong
Armstrong was diagnosed with cancer when he was just 25 years of age. However,
he had an armoury of champion traits to throw at his cancer challenge. Armstrong,
in his books, describes his self-formulated, four-pronged model of conquering
cancer as: Motivation, Support, Knowledge and Hope. He stated it was his gift to
those who have to face up to cancer. It certainly is, and it also inspired the work
on the Champion’s Table of Life and Health model in this book, namely Resolve,
Support, Knowledge and Game Plan. It is a fact that not many people have the same
champion armoury that Armstrong possesses, but we can all certainly admire and
learn from his outright resolve to conquer cancer. He committed. He took decisive
focused action and conquered. He transmuted his champion defiance into an ally –
to conquer cancer.
Armstrong states that he was lucky to conquer cancer, but he certainly did ‘throw
the kitchen sink’ at it. His outright resolve and defiance, his burning desire to never
ever give up, his abundant support, and his will to win at all cost. He went through a
period of deep introspection. He refined, expanded and enhanced a new high-level
Game Plan for life. He transformed Brand Armstrong – one that doctors had given
a 40% chance of survival. His hope was indeed his new high-level Game Plan. He
went on to achieve seven tour victories with newfound purpose and unwavering
focus. He just knew his place on the podium. Zero doubt.
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‘Without cancer, I never would have won a single Tour de
France. Cancer taught me a plan for more purposeful living
and that in turn taught me how to train and to win more
purposefully. It taught me that pain has a reason and that
sometimes the experience of losing things – whether health
or a car or an old sense of self – has its own value in the
scheme of life. Pain and loss are great enhancers.’
– L ance Armstrong
Armstrong conquered cancer leveraging his own four-legged Champion’s model. It
was not luck that saw him conquer. He developed a very high-level, purpose-driven
Game Plan. He knew exactly what he wanted to achieve in life. Nothing could stop
him. His resolute and defiant focus on winning gave him zero time to focus on
losing – or on his past. It blotted out the emotional toxins that had laid him low with
cancer. His sheer resolve and his new focus on what is important in life removed
the cancer constraint. His ‘bounce-back’ model serves as a beacon of hope that will
always shine brightly. Cancer can be stopped in its tracks!
Life is far bigger than sport. Armstrong’s brand and life story is far more powerful
than ‘ just about the bike’. Armstrong’s brand has taken a knock, his reputation
dishonoured, but it will recover as people find in themselves the ability to forgive
human error. His choice to finally confess has got him off the long, hard, bumpy
road of self-sabotage, travelled by many other fallen sporting champions. It has set
him free to restart and continue his new life – the New Brand Armstrong without
his past constraints of ‘winning at all costs’ and ‘never ever giving up’. His confession
transforming a brand that believed in ‘never ever giving up’ to a brand that believes
‘never give up’. The danger word ‘ever’ has been removed.
Armstrong has the burning desire and human need to compete. It is part of his
livery, his makeup and his life design, but it certainly is no longer all about the bike.
It is time to move on for this true Human Champion. Take up his next challenge
in life.
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‘Visits like these and time spent with their parents only
deepens my resolve to advance the LiveStrong message.
Nothing inspires me more that these tough little kids.’
– L ance Armstrong on visiting Los Angeles Children’s Hospital
Armstrong still has much to contribute to making this world a better place – to
entertain, to educate and to inspire in his ‘second-half game of significance’. The
world will continue to learn from Lance Armstrong’s inspiring brand story of
adversity – as he bounces back once again.
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John Smit’s
Camaraderie
The dictionary definition of CAMARADERIE

Mutual trust and friendship among people who spend a lot of time together;
unity of purpose; belonging together.
John William Smit played 111 matches for the Springboks, captaining his country
on a record 83 occasions with a win ratio of 72%. Piloting the Springboks to a Tri
Nations (twice) and Rugby World Cup crown, as well as a Castle 2009 SA versus
British Lions triumph, the 186-match Sharks veteran was inducted into the IRB Hall
of Fame in 2011.
His innate leadership talents were easily recognisable at an early age at Pretoria Boys
High School, where he was head prefect and played in the school’s first team from
1994–1996. Smit’s core competence stems from his inspirational leadership in a
team game that requires a highly flexible, but unified, Game Plan.

‘John Smit has an innate talent to unite diverse
people in mutual trust and purpose. It’s called
the power of the human collective.’
Rugby variables are multiple and include ‘the bounce of the ball’, the weather, the
inconsistent and often diabolical decisions of referees and television match officials
(TMOs), the motivational level of players, the tactics of opponents, and of course
ongoing politics of the game. Leadership in rugby is all important, especially in
a diversified nation like South Africa. Coaches play a significant role in planning,
but on-the-field leadership decisions of the rugby captain determine winning or
losing when the pressure mounts. The ability to change tactics when things are
not working, refocus and implement plan B, C and D is the hallmark of champion
leaders. John Smit possesses a unique ability to improvise in any given situation. It’s
the art of bricolage.
The dictionary definition of BRICOLAGE
(From art) construction or creation from a diverse range of available things
that happen to be available.
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John Smit certainly became a Great Champion of improvisation, playing all three
positions in the Springbok front row, and playing under multiple coaches and playing
styles. He had the unique ability to focus on leading and transforming teams. Smit,
throughout his career, has engineered and built a powerful Game Plan and focused
on his own strengths. Coupled with his leadership qualities come great dedication,
substance, flexibility, humanness, honesty, improvisation and resilience. Anyone
who plays 111 games for the Springboks, captaining the team on 83 occasions under
various coaches, deserves the highest accolades. Most would say what John Smit
achieved was just not possible, given the challenges that face SA rugby.
Great Champions also have the ability to bounce back. John Smit’s sheer outright
resilience in the face of adversity certainly helped him bounce back on multiple
occasions, whether it was due to injury or outright on-going criticism levelled at his
playing ability by a divided rugby fraternity – driven by regional loyalty. Smit had
to invest and expend great energy to get rival provincial supporters like Western
Province and Blue Bulls supporters to see his brand value, but this was never the
case with the Springbok players themselves, who fully appreciated his unique
leadership qualities.

‘Passion is not enough. You can talk about passion until the
cows come home. Individual passion is over in a moment.
Individual passion is nothing when compared with the
collective will of a united team.’
– John Smit

‘In our team you have Afrikaners, Englishmen, coloureds,
blacks, and parochial foes from the Bulls, Sharks, Stormers,
Cheetahs and Lions. It is a recipe for war. Yet in all the
years of John’s captaincy, there has never been an unhappy
customer, not one voice of rebellion against his leadership.
He is the glue that holds the Springboks together.’
– Jake W hite
Smit’s greatest rugby moment came when he lifted the William Web Ellis Trophy in
2007. He had united the country. His personal ‘I’-Brand, fully aligned with the ‘T’Brand of South Africa – Rugby World Cup Champions 2007. The potent partnerships
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he formed with Jake White and Pieter de Villiers brought his leadership qualities to
the fore under continued relentless pressure. Against all the odds, his calmness, his
honesty and poise proved inspirational to his fellow players and fellow countrymen.
His shift back to tight head prop in 2008 showed the qualities of a humble team man
who made way for Bismarck du Plessis’s extraordinary playing talents in the hooker
position. Smit proved that as a leader he had become as close to indispensable as
any sports star can possibly become. Under fire he maintained his poise. His fellow
players showed something special in a 2008 Tri Nations game in New Zealand,
when they reacted almightily in unification and outrage when their captain was
upended and injured by a Brad Thorne illegal tackle after the whistle had gone.
Despite this being one of Smit’s first outings under new coach Pieter de Villiers and
could have been his last, he bounced back to lead the Boks to a series win over the
Lions in 2009 and the Tri Nations trophy in the same year.
Smit’s clean image and camaraderie stood out in a sporting decade that saw many
sporting role models severely tarnish their brand images on the road of self-sabotage.
Smit retired from international rugby as an ultimate role model for balancing
sporting and life success, and he will no doubt continue to lead in his new role as
CEO of the Sharks. Watch out – the Sharks trophy cabinet will not be empty for
long. He took over officially in July 2013, with his team languishing in the bottom
half of the Super 15 log. But it will not be long before all that changes – as witnessed
by the new look Sharks ‘freedom of expression’ approach, playing against log leaders
the Bulls in July 2013. The tide has turned again for Sharks rugby – with a great
inspirational leader at the helm.

‘It’s a great team brand – the Sharks – with plenty of
potential still to be unleashed. If I can help in unlocking just
a fraction, then happy days…’
– John Smit
His John Smit Foundation, affectionately called ‘The Barney Army’ looks to use his
admirable rugby legacy to do good for others. Brand Barney, coming from his early
schooling days, shows the great consistency of his brand over time, and a full grasp
that life is more than just rugby. John Smit continues to build and unite Brand South
Africa and his own ‘I’-Brand continues to flourish alongside the ‘T’-Brands of Team
South Africa, Team Sharks and now Team Durban. The power of partnership in
action. The power of the human collective. The power of diversity and camaraderie.
The power of unity of purpose. It comes from creating a sense of belonging.
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‘You don’t have to love South Africa to be fascinated by it.
As a South African, you have to embrace things you would
never have imagined embracing. The guy beside you in
the changing room has been brought up in a very different
environment, with a very different set of values, and if you
think he is wrong, all you will do is argue. You accept there
are a number of ways to live. I ask guys in our team to teach
me their language, so we can share our differences without
having to succumb to each other.’
– John Smit
John Smit knows more about these than most of us, and has a lot more to share
with Brand South Africa. His brand stands for discipline, determination, diversity
responsibility, warmness, resourceful improvisation, balance, inspiration, honesty,
leadership, but most of all an innate ability to unite people in action. It’s collectively
called camaraderie – the unique ability to unite diverse people in mutual trust.
John Smit is no ordinary guy… a man of stature, with a brand of stature. Not only a
champion rugby player, but a champion bloke.
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Hansie Cronje’s
Hunger
The dictionary definition of HUNGER
To have a strong eager desire or craving for; an uneasy sensation.

Hansie Cronje was a charismatic leader and true South African hero. South Africans
all love and adore their sporting heroes and sadly the country lost one prematurely
in Hansie Cronje. He gave so much to his country. He led from the front. He helped
build Brand South Africa. He helped build a new breed of winners. He inspired the
nation with his innate cricketing talent and his supreme leadership, admired by all.
His peers admired him as a player and captain. Yet Hansie tragically succumbed to
one word, namely choice. He could have said NO. It must have been very tough for
him at the top, and make no mistake he was at the very top of cricket internationally.
Hansie Cronje humanly chose to breach the fine line between hungry and greedy. It
is a common human mistake, made by so many before him and to be repeated by so
many after him – it’s a very fine line. The common saying is ‘money is the root of all
evil’. This is incorrect – the saying is actually:

‘For the love of money is the root
of all kinds of evil.’
– Timothy 6.10
It is a mistake only countered by the ‘art of mindfulness’ – to intuitively know what
is right and what is wrong. Sometimes the lure just becomes too great.

‘I have an unfortunate love of money. I am not addicted to
alcohol or nicotine, but I believe this is very similar
to an alcohol problem.’
– H ansie Cronje
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Hansie was highly respected by all, but had his human faults that put him on the
road of self-sabotage. He made the deliberate choice to get involved in illegal betting.
Why? His Game Plan looked impregnable from the outside in, but from inside out it
was to prove a far lower level Game Plan. Was Hansie missing a true close mentor?
What was his relationship with his coach? It became lonely for him at the top, like so
many other Great Champions, who often go it alone. Did he have a sounding board?
Hansie was to face the same challenge that so many champions face. His innate
leadership skills would take him to the very top, and also dump him at the very
bottom. Hansie had potent leadership skills and he believed he could influence his
team to do almost anything, especially the younger crop of players. He transcended
the sport – it’s a common occurrence when one becomes that good. Sadly the result
is nearly always human implosion.
Hansie saw what was happening in world sport. Cricket in his era was always
playing catch-up in terms of remuneration compared with other sports like soccer
and motor racing. In the back of his mind must have been how well these other
great sporting champions were doing in terms of remuneration. He made the human
error of ‘comparative judgement’ and negatively employed his leadership talents to
put himself on the road of self-sabotage. Hansie’s playing colleagues will all agree
that Hansie ‘loved money’. It stood very high on his list of interests / values – but so
did the value of pride – both personal and national. Inside his Game Plan, he was
fighting opposing forces, which made it tough for him when the opportunity arose
to suddenly handsomely line his personal bank account. These conflicting forces left
glaring gaps inside his Game Plan, which left him with little clarity of choice. He saw
‘grey’. He would only realise afterwards – too late – like so many champions who
have also made human errors of judgement – that ‘no grey areas actually exist’. It is
black and white. Cheating is cheating.
One will always find oneself on the road to self-sabotage when one measures life
in terms of net-worth and not self-worth. It induces self-compromise and provokes
inappropriate action. It placed Hansie in a very tight corner that led him to undermine
one of his highest ranking values, namely his pride. His conflicting values made it
extremely tough for him to ‘bounce back’ – to forgive himself. He had chosen a road
of self-sabotage and implosion when he placed too much emphasis on his value of
money. He attached great value to the size of his bank account. In reality his bank
account, or what can be deemed his ‘overall wealth’, was infinite if one measures it
in terms of what he achieved for Brand South Africa. South Africa certainly forgave
him at a time when the country practised forgiveness and reconciliation, but his own
pride blocked his own self-forgiveness. Guilt unfortunately is a messy emotional
toxin that is always difficult to conquer.
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Sadly Hansie never seemed to recover from his ‘human mistake’. He was killed in an
aircraft crash in June 2002. Hansie was a true statesman, who gave so much to his
beloved country. Far more than he ever took. His inspirational talents were immense
for all the teams he played for, and in his role as an influential and powerful South
African ambassador in the post-apartheid years of transition and reconciliation.
Hansie Cronje always led from the front. His brand was built on discipline, fierce
determination and leadership persuasion, but it was pride that took him to the very
top and sadly to the bottom when his Game Plan succumbed to human errors of
judgement. Hansie will be fondly remembered for what he contributed in his life.
His human errors of judgement will help and serve as powerful learning curves for
future champions who commonly experience the massive pressures of sport at the
very top. Never compromise yourself. In many ways Hansie is still leading from the
very front, and inspiring future champions to do what is right. Hansie has left a
powerful legacy. His brand story continues.
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8

Lucas Radebe’s
Diplomacy
The dictionary definition of DIPLOMACY

The profession, activity, or skill of managing international relations, typically
by a country’s representatives abroad; the art of dealing with people in a
sensitive and tactful way; skill and tact combined.
Great brands often earn and acquire affectionate nicknames. Well, Lucas Radebe
clearly has two: ‘Rhoo’ as he is popularly known in his home country or ‘The Chief’
as he was affectionately crowned at Leeds United. A true South African sporting
icon if ever there was one – an ambassador, an inspiration, a leader par excellence.

‘This is my hero – Lucas Radebe.’
– Nelson M andela
Growing up as a skinny kid in Diepkloof, Soweto, Radebe fought against all the odds
to make it to the very top through talent, determination, courage, hard work and
sheer guts to become a footballing legend on two continents. But it was more than
just that which made millions of people warm to the Lucas Radebe brand magic. He
continues selflessly to use his celebrity status to help the lives of thousands of others.
Both Metropolitan University and the University of Cape Town have awarded him
honorary doctorates with Lucas quipping:

‘My mum will be very happy; she always said
I should be a doctor.’
South Africa honoured him with The Order of Ikhamanga in 2005, an award given
for those who have excelled in the arts and sport. When Lucas called time on a
majestic career at Leeds after a run of injuries, football fans paid their tribute. The
biggest crowd of the season at Elland Road, just fewer than 40 000, was there not for
a crucial league clash, but to honour Lucas at his testimonial farewell match. Some
of the biggest names in football came to play in the game and supporters from South
Africa, the USA, across Europe and from around Britain made the journey to say
thank you to a great talent and a special man.
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‘If you were a South African in that crowd and saw the
reception Lucas was given and it didn’t make the hairs on
the back of your neck stand up, then there’s
something wrong with you.’
– Clive Barker
Radebe’s early life was characterised by struggle, one of 11 children growing up in
Soweto in the most violent times of apartheid. His life has not been without challenge
in the form of a shooting incident in Soweto where a bullet entered his back and
threatened to end his football career. Luckily no vital organs were damaged. Then
in 2008 Radebe had to face the tragic loss of his wife to cancer, a blow that took its
heavy toll on a man who credited his wife for his confidence on and off the pitch.
But each time Radebe bounced back.
Radebe’s career at Kaiser Chiefs, Bafana Bafana and Leeds was nothing short of
spectacular. He was adored on two continents by players and fans alike. ‘The Chief’,
as Leeds fans dubbed him, established himself as a player to be reckoned with. He
showed an excellent understanding of the game, strong tackling, fine man-to-man
marking, and had a calming influence on his teammates. George Graham appointed
Radebe captain for the 1998/99 season and Lucas brought a whole new dimension
to Leeds with his champion leadership traits.

‘Lucas should be set in stone
and never allowed to leave.’
– David O’Leary
Radebe meant a whole lot to South Africa as well, playing from 1992 and leading
the team at the 1998 and 2002 World Cups. In between these was the memorable
African Nations Cup triumph in 1996, which united the country. Then it was Lucas
Radebe who played such a significant diplomacy role as an ambassador to secure the
hosting of the 2010 World Cup in South Africa. He had opened up the world’s eyes
to football in Africa. His contribution off the field has been immense in his role as a
FIFA ambassador for SOS Children’s villages – and with the Starfish and Reach for
a Dream organisations.
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‘Lucas is not only a fantastic and fair player on the field,
but also has a great personality off the pitch, with a big
heart for the children of the world.’
– Fifa’s Antonio M atarrese
Radebe has also played a huge role in combating non-racism in sport and helping to
unite Brand South Africa.

‘Football has played an important part in uniting races in
South Africa, and that is one of the best things I have done.’
– Lucas R adebe
Lucas’s brand stands for contribution, determination, sacrifice, commitment,
courage, selflessness, loyalty, but it is his warm caring personality and the Radebe
smile that makes it all work so well. He is a man of diplomacy. He loves to work
for others, making a significant impact and difference in the lives of fellow citizens.
A Great Champion who has transformed success into significance on and off the
field of play. Nothing is more important to him than the goodwill of his fellow
humankind.
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9

Kelly Slater’s
Competitiveness
The dictionary definition of COMPETITIVE

Having or displaying a strong desire to be more successful than others: a
competitive streak; as good as or better than others of a comparable nature.
Eleven times world surfing-champion Kelly Slater can only be described as having
a freakish innate ‘competitive talent’ in life. Known for his competitive prowess and
style, Slater is still beating the best at an age when others do not consider competing.
No other sporting champion can rival Kelly Slater in his domination of his select
sport – not Tiger – not Rossi – not Federer – not Armstrong. Kelly Slater can lay
claim to the greatest ever champion in a sport where no competitive stage is alike –
and the competition is at its severest. No one has more than eleven world titles!

‘Kelly Slater is the greatest competitive athlete
to ever put foot on this planet.’
– M ark Richards
Kelly Slater has a freakish ability to compete and win, even when he is sometimes
not the best in the water. He just knows how to win. He knows what is required
to win competitions. He has an intuitive competitive instinct that leverages the
synchronicity of mind, body and spirit. It comes from within and places him in a
‘high performance zone’, which others seldom attain. It’s called ‘in sync’ with the
universe – when energy just flows optimally.

‘Some of my best performances have happened because my
mind was in the right place. The mind is definitely stronger
than the body. It’s all about where your mind’s at.’
– Kelly Slater
Slater has been crowned ASP World Surfing Champion a record 11 times – being
the youngest-ever winner at the age of 20 and the oldest ever at age 39. Apart from
his focus on the sport that he loves, his life includes many other facets, including
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poetry, featuring on Baywatch and The Girls Next Door, featuring in over 26 surf
movies, multiple video games, playing guitar in his band called The Surfers and
playing golf with a near scratch handicap. He has written two books, his latest
entitled Kelly Slater: For the Love. Slater is passionate about preserving the oceans
globally, and he chairs his own non-profit foundation focused on supporting social
and environmentally conscious charities.

‘For me surfing is my own way to read the world, or at least
it’s the place from which I can read things most easily.’
– Kelly Slater

‘My belief is that “heaven” and “hell” are metaphorical
terms for what you make of your life. In any instant, you
have the ability to make your life total pleasure or total hell.’
– Kelly Slater
He understands the bigger picture far beyond winning in the water. In 2010 the
United States House of Representatives honoured Slater for his ‘outstanding and
unprecedented achievements in the world of surfing’ and for being ‘an ambassador
of the sport and excellent role model’. His purpose, as his storied career winds down,
is to use his fame to create a cleaner, safer planet. This is sure to help him overcome
the personal challenges he might face when stepping down as World Champion –
and having been on a world tour for more than two decades. Life’s never easy after
having a job entitled ‘World Champion x 11’.
Slater, for more than two decades, has competitively dominated a sport that goes
unnoticed in the toughest-of-tough competing arenas. An extreme sport that can
inspire or ground one in instant near-death situations. Self-acknowledged as maybe
not the best of the best surfers in his older years, but certainly one who knows best
how to win consistently on the world stage. No sport has the same demands of
surfing where the conditions are mostly uncontrollable. Contests are held in onemetre flat-surf conditions, to life-threatening Teehepo in Tahiti, to the Pipe Masters
in Hawaii, to ‘four-storey high’ surf conditions at Mavericks in the cold Californian
waters. There can be no greater challenge and achievement over a protracted period
of time. Slater has won 11 world crowns and continues to compete on the world
stage as he enters his forth decade.
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‘The middle road was not where I wanted to be.’
– Kelly Slater
He has led an unconventional and unparalleled life of continued winning – one
of sustained success and significance. Never average. Competitive burnout put
him into semi-retirement after winning his sixth title in 2008 – but he bounced
back to win five more titles. Slater has the ability to consistently redefine the
parameters of surfing performance. He is a competitive freak. An enigma. An icon
for competitiveness.

‘An understanding that surfing is the most fun you can have
in life, but it’s not life. Life is much bigger than surfing.’
– Kelly Slater
Brand Slater has been the face of surfing for two decades. His brand stands for
the ultimate in style, adrenaline, adventure, caring, freak-competitive prowess,
flexibility, endurance and the unwavering consistency of winning. His brand is,
however, more than just surfing. That’s important because when your job is winning
world titles, it’s a hard thing to come down off, unless you have a very high-level
Game Plan in place for the ‘second half’ of greater life. Although he has multiple
interests and multiple talents, Slater’s number-one challenge post-surfing will be
how his Game Plan channels his competitive freakiness – maybe it will be golf this
time around. What is for sure is that Slater will always impact in his own defined
way on this planet. He’s competitive and hungry for life.

‘For a surfer it is never ending – there is always
some wave you want to surf.’
– Kelly Slater
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10

Joost van der Westhuizen’s
Bravery
The dictionary definition of BRAVERY

Courageous behaviour or character; the ability to do something that frightens
one; face up to adversity; strength in the face of pain or grief: he fought his
illness with courage and bravery.
Joost van der Westhuizen’s courageous and brave brand story is included in this
book, as it inspired the title: The Game Plan. For well over a decade Joost stood
at the pinnacle of rugby’s heights. He possessed a very high-level on-field Game
Plan. He was of course a rugby genius. He had phenomenal athletic skills, backed
by undeniable courage and bravery. Fast forward to the present and Joost is using
most of his same champion traits to fight a life threatening dis-ease, namely Motor
Neuron disease. Joost has become a double legend – and an inspirational beacon of
hope to millions with his brave crusade to conquer this disease.

‘Courage is grace under pressure.’
– Ernest Hemingway
Joost van der Westhuizen was capped 89 times for South Africa, scoring 38 tries.
He left his mark on three World Cup tournaments. His brave cover defence and
aggressive, ‘sniping’ runs proved hallmarks of a great player. His tackle in the 1995
World Cup final on a rampaging, near unstoppable, 125-kg Jonah Lomu will go down
in rugby folklore. It was to become a defining moment for Joost, in a long list of
career highlights – including a hat-trick against Scotland at Murrayfield, a Tri Nations
Championship and a 1995 World Cup Winners medal. Van der Westhuizen had
indeed ‘stopped’ Jonah Lomu in his tracks in ’95. The world took note of a new icon.

‘He is a freak and the sooner he goes away the better.’
– W ill Carlin, commenting on the unstoppable Jonah Lomu
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Joost went on to captain the Springboks at the 1999 World Cup, proving to be
a courageous talisman figure, before retiring from rugby to join Supersport as a
commentator. Adored by South African rugby fans and regarded as the best of the
best, Joost continued a celebrity life after his rugby playing days came to an end.
His marriage to singer Amor Vittone took on a ‘Beckham style’ role for South Africa.
All looked rosy. In 2007 Van der Westhuizen was inducted into the Rugby Hall of
Fame, but his post-rugby Game Plan had begun to unravel on a bumpy road of selfsabotage. In 2009 his life was to unfold in front of massive media scrutiny.

‘I must say I was a bit arrogant. But that’s what my life of
playing rugby made me. I am not blaming rugby at all. It is
a question of everybody wants your autograph, your photo,
your time… all your life, people looked after you. You got
away with everything.’
– Joost van der W esthuizen
Joost denied media allegations of his involvement in a type of sex and drugs
scandal. The Sunday papers wanted to prove him wrong and ruthlessly shredded
his personal life, looking for an admission. Eventually he came clean and admitted
to some poor human judgement calls. He was to pay a heavy price for holding onto
his denial. His marriage was on the rocks and his mid-life Game Plan was buckling
at a much lower level than that which he had become accustomed to in his Bok
days. Tragically Joost was to face up to another major challenge when in May 2011
he was diagnosed with Motor Neuron disease. Doctors at a Cleveland Clinic in the
United States gave him an 80% chance of living for two to five years from diagnosis.
Van der Westhuizen’s high-profile celebrity life had taken a dramatic slide. With
his reputation dishonoured and his personal health rapidly deteriorating, Joost did
what all the Great Champions do – he embarked on a period of introspection, and
launched a courageous fight back against a dis-ease that doctors kept telling him
was incurable and terminal.
Joost was suddenly up against all the odds. The champion qualities and traits that
made him the remarkable rugby player he was were now employed to help fight
the brutal dis-ease. The question was: Could Joost now leverage his established
champion traits, his courage and his bravery to bounce back from extreme adversity?
There are not many champions with the resolve of Joost judging by his ‘bounce back’
comment made in June 2013. He had committed himself to conquer MND.
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‘YOU AIN’T SEEN NOTHING YET! Brace yourself, when
I’m on the field, there’s NO turning back. In my whole
career I had to follow (believe) a Game Plan for success,
and that’s one thing I CAN do and more.’
– Joost van der W esthuizen
He steadfastly refused to back down and be a victim of a dis-ease he counted as a
blessing in disguise. His neurological doctors kept telling him that MND is terminal∞–
with no known cure that they are aware of. Joost was at a crossroads on where to
go for help. He turned to himself as the best doctor. With his Champion’s Table of
Life and Health wobbling on all four legs – his biggest challenge was ambiguously
coming in the form of his resolve leg of the Champion’s Table. His courage was telling
him that Motor Neuron disease is conquerable, but his doctors were telling him that
it’s terminal. In mid-2013 Joost found himself at a crossroads with conflicting forces
in play. He remained defiantly resolute with his iron will to keep pushing through
adverse times and find balance in life. In his own words he needed ‘to untangle
life’. Joost was learning to channel his champion defiance to work for himself – not
against himself.
His courage and his selfless work through his J9 Foundation to help others shone
through. He committed his time and precious energy levels to tell his story in an
inspirational video. His bravery to open up on national television and in national
print has promoted awareness of the dis-ease which not much was known about
till his celebrity input. His South African ‘boytjie’ next door humour in adversity
continues to shine brightly. It is a hallmark of great South African champions. His
brand profile has ‘bounced back’ through personal introspection. His Game Plan once
again taking on a higher-level feel – more synchronised in mind, body and spirit
– Joost had gone within and invested significant time, energy and hard work into
rebuilding and refining a new Game Plan for the ‘second half’ of his life. This was
with a new-found higher purpose in life:

‘to inspire hope through action’
It’s the same higher purpose as Madiba’s and it was indeed that day at Ellis Park
in 1995, when these two greats made such an impact on the New South Africa.
Madiba inspired millions by his actions to wear the Number 6 Springbok jersey.
Joost inspired millions by his actions – which included three, not one, courageous
tackles on Jonah Lomu.
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‘Joost stopped the unstoppable.’
Now his tackle will be an even greater one in the form of Motor Neuron disease. He
will put a stop to MND! Joost has bounced back from four years of ‘entanglement’
that he describes as self-inflicted. He humanly ‘lost his way’, but his comeback story
is now showing the world a better way to do things in life – it has made him a double
legend. A devoted father, his actions inspire millions. His video ‘To tell all’ is about
selfless bravery. Despite the shackles of MND, he continues to entertain, educate
and inspire others. This is what all the Great Champions do. They transform success
into significance even in the face of extreme adversity. They never give up building
a legacy – a legacy of the word STOP:

STOP
THINK
OBSERVE
PROCEED
Joost has long been adored by South Africans for his playing skills, his courage on
the field and his contribution to Brand South Africa. He helped unify a nation poised
to go either way in 1995. He played his role alongside Madiba. His personal ‘I’-Brand
has certainly had its challenges, but it has bounced back to earn sheer admiration
for his ability to fight against all the odds. South Africans love Joost for being ‘Just
Joost’ – back to his authentic, humble, nice-guy self. South Africa needs Joost, the
legend. The Stop Icon of South Africa! Brand South Africa and Brand Joost still have
a long prosperous road to follow collectively – to entertain, to educate and to inspire.
Joost is an inspiration to millions through his courage and bravery. He has trodden
a long hard bumpy road from Hero to Zero to Legend.

‘Life is not measured by the amount of years you live, but
rather by the amount of memories created.’
– Joost van der W esthuizen
For more information on Motor Neuron disease, its link with sporting champions,
and Joost’s story, please visit newsletters on www.thegameplan.co.za.
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Malcolm Marshall’s
Virtue
The dictionary definition of VIRTUE

Behaviour showing high moral standards; a quality considered morally good or
desirable in a person: patience is a virtue; a good or useful quality of a thing.
By the early eighties the West Indian cricket team was riding the crest of a winning
wave, primarily driven by the most lethal fast bowling attack to ever play the game
as one unit: Holding, Roberts, Garner, Croft and Malcolm Marshall. At only 5 foot 10
inches tall he was definitely the odd man out. He referred to his bowling colleagues
as ‘The Big Boys’. At the time, the West Indian wicketkeeper was Jeffery Dujon, who
was probably best qualified to judge the best of the best. His straight direct answer:
Malcolm Marshall, who took 376 test wickets at a phenomenal average of 20.94.
But it was not the figures that were most impressive. Dujon backed up his belief by
saying that on his day Malcolm Marshall was simply impossible to play, or for that
matter keep wicket to. His prodigious swinging of the ball, his lethal leg cutter and
a devastatingly dangerous skidding bouncer made it terrifying for even the best
batsman in the world. He was a bowler to be avoided. He had all the aces up his
sleeve – a big heart, strong and undoubtedly exceptionally ‘cricket smart’.

‘Malcolm Marshall was the greatest of the great fast
bowlers. A fierce competitor on the field and a
smashing guy off the field.’
– Geoff Boycott

‘The West Indians were the ultimate challenge, for sure.
They were right in their period of domination and doing
well against them was the yardstick of a good player.
Their pace battery took no prisoners. I was forced to
start wearing a visor in the helmet for protection, if I
wanted to prolong my career: Four guys who could
bowl at over 90 miles per hour!’
– Kepler W essels
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Loved and admired by his peers and rivals, Marshall was a man of true principles.
At the height of his career he turned down an offer of one million US dollars to join
the West Indies rebel tour to apartheid South Africa, yet by the time he finished his
career, he had grown to love the post-apartheid South Africa. He turned down ‘Rand
Gold’ that was on offer to breach the sports embargo on South Africa. His virtue was
to be rewarded. His career flourished as one of the very best in a West Indian team
that destroyed opponents in the mid-1980s, ‘black-washing’ England, demoralising
Allan Border’s Australians and reducing New Zealand to frightened rabbits. Overall
he played in 81 test matches and took an astonishing 1 651 first-class wickets.
Marshall’s inspiring brand story is included in The Game Plan primarily because
he acted as an inspiration for this book. The author was privileged to befriend the
great man over a number of rounds of golf. His premature death from cancer at the
age of just 41 came as a shock and a devastating blow to everyone who knew him. It
triggered the author’s desire to find out more on what makes champions great, and
how even the greatest of the great can get themselves stuck on life’s roller-coaster
ride. What can we learn from a legendary great like Malcolm Marshall?
Born in Barbados in 1958, Marshall lost his dad in a car accident when he was just
one year old. Forced to grow up in a parish, his early cricket coaching came from
his grandfather. In Barbados it was customary to develop one’s cricketing prowess
on the beaches using palm trees as wickets. Marshall, however, was developing a
steely and relentless determination to free himself from poverty and to triumph
from the childhood tragedy of losing his father. Marshall’s story was one of a kid
from a broken home who, like so many great athletes, used his innate and gifted
physical talents to both shield himself from hurt and deliver himself from a life of
ordinariness and struggle. Never turning his back on his beloved Barbados, he put
the tiny island on the map via his cricketing genius. He was fiercely loyal and knew
exactly what the best island team in the Caribbean meant to his fellow islanders.
Cricket was in their blood.
Marshall overcame all the odds to reach the very top, including his lack of height
when compared with his fellow great fast bowlers. He was always ready to improvise,
adapt and learn more. When his silky bowling action and skills were negated on
flatter wickets that were prepared to combat the West Indian pace assault, he simply
developed a devastating leg cutter to unravel batsmen. He was a true thinker of the
game. He improvised and learnt quickly how to out-think any opposing batsman.
He worked them out.

‘Let the contest begin.’
– M alcolm M arshall
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‘I had my first encounter with Malcolm at the beginning
of my first-class career in 1988 when Trinidad and Tobago
was playing against Barbados. The first delivery I faced in
the match was from Malcolm and of course his reputation
with the ball preceded him. I was scared, my heart was
pumping and I was out-caught down the leg-side first ball.
As he went past me with his hands in the air he stopped and
touched me on the shoulder and said “Tough luck!” That
was the first time I had got close to him.’
– Brian L ara
By the mid-nineties Marshall had extended his overseas playing contract for
Hampshire to also play cricket in KwaZulu-Natal, South Africa. The quality and
virtue of the man is recognised by Shaun Pollock’s appreciation of the superb
mentoring he received from Malcolm Marshall. He was an inspiration even in the
twilight of his career, as he passed on his hard-earned knowledge of the game and
life. He provided the influential spark via his relentless determination to master the
game.
Marshall’s later years, when he coached the West Indies, were characterised by his
sheer disappointment for a West Indies team that had lost its unity, and its passion
to perform as a collective. Something had changed radically.
No longer a united unit, Marshall found himself amidst something he detested. It
conflicted with his highest values. Questions floated on the sheer extent of how far
illegal betting had infiltrated the West Indian team of the nineties. Nobody knew
or was speaking out. Hansie Cronje had taken the fall for South Africa, but he was
certainly not man alone. Cricket betting had spread far wider, and certainly to the
West Indies. Marshall was a man of virtue. He did not play the game for money. He
had been unwilling to take or even criticise his fellow players on who took ‘Rand
Gold’ in the eighties – and now he was faced with a similar situation that opposed
his highest values and principles. Caught between opposing forces, it must have
hurt for him to see integrity and loyalty lines being crossed – due to player greed.
History had repeated itself. The fine line between hungry and greedy had been
breached. Marshall remained silent.
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Even through the few rounds of golf that we played together in South Africa, he
declined to comment on the ill-conceived actions of others, especially those who
had been his close team mates. The betting scandal had run deep and threatened
to destroy cricket. Too many top players had crossed the line for money. It was ‘a
form of cancer in cricket’. Marshall as coach was criticised for the continued poor
performance standards of the West Indies – never matching the high standards
that he had helped ignite in the eighties. Things were just not going right. His
disillusionment, frustration and resentment must have reached record highs.
Unable to digest the ‘new way of cheating in the game’ and unable to re-unite the
players in purpose was literally ‘eating him up inside’. He covered it all up and sadly
even his admirable champion traits could not overcome the ‘emotional odds stacked
against him’. His premature death due to cancer at the age of 41 shocked the entire
cricketing world.
Marshall’s authentic brand was one of integrity, loyalty, guile, stealth, sportsmanship
and relentless determination. It was non-judgemental on the outside, but highly
principled on the inside. He could not handle things that were ‘just not right’ in the
system. He remained bitterly disillusioned by the state of West Indies’s cricket, its
greed and its gloomy future. His authentic brand vehemently opposed the human
greed that he saw unfolding. Such were his high principles and likability that five
West Indian cricket captains acted as pall bearers at his funeral.

‘The worldwide outpouring of grief was testimony to the
genuine love and admiration he engendered.’
– Pat Symes
He was an incredibly fierce competitor on the field of play, and a true gentleman and
man of honour off the field. Macko, as he was fondly known, is still seen as the best
of the best by those who knew him.
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12

Natalie du Toit’s
Persistence
The dictionary definition of DEFIANCE

Open resistance, bold disobedience, a provocation, a casting aside, a
renunciation, an intention to combat.

‘If I can achieve a dream, then anyone can.’
– Natalie du Toit
They say all the Great Champions have a formula for success that includes: dreams,
goals, preparation, action, discipline, resilience and persistence. Well Natalie du Toit
was given an overdose of them all, and one more, namely defiance – a never-giveup attitude to life. In February 2001, Natalie lost her left leg and very nearly her life
when a car crashed into her as she was riding her scooter to school from morning
swimming practice. She was just 17.

‘I just want to get back to life again – swimming four hours
a day – and I wanted to be able to walk again so that I
would be able to do things by myself.’
– Natalie du Toit
Most people regard defiance as a negative human trait, but the Great Champions see
defiance as a positive human trait – a power tool of positivity.

‘The Great Champions leverage defiance as a positive form
of attack – not a negative form of defence.’
In August 2008, Du Toit placed her prosthetic limb by the shores of Shunyi Lake in
Beijing and dived in to contest the Olympic 10-km Open Water swimming race. The
first female amputee to compete in an Olympic event, she finished in 16th place –
then stayed on in Beijing for the Paralympics, claiming a haul of five gold medals. It
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was a miraculous road back from a ‘realistic optimist’ who had switched from speed
to longer events and endurance swimming to compensate for her loss of speed: She
was swimming her own race in life.

The tragedy of life does not lie in not reaching your goals;
the tragedy of life lies in not having goals to reach for.
It is not a disgrace not to reach for the stars,
but it is a disgrace not to have stars to reach for.
– A poem that inspired Natalie du Toit
Natalie’s brand life story is truly inspirational. A teenage prodigy of the pool, Du
Toit swam for South Africa at the Commonwealth Games in Kuala Lumpur in 1998,
aged just 14. Three years later she was hit by a car pulling out of a car park. Her left
leg was still attached but the bones were splintered and muscles ruptured. It was
amputated at the knee a week later. Five months on, Du Toit was back in the pool.
Doing what she loved in life. A year later, having learnt to compensate for her lost
limb, she stole the show at the Commonwealth Games in Manchester. She won the
50m and 100m freestyle races for disabled swimmers, qualifying for the final of the
800m freestyle on the main programme. At the closing ceremony she received the
David Dixon Award as the outstanding athlete of the games, ahead of Ian ‘Thorpedo’
Thorpe with his six swimming gold medals. Her comeback story did not stop, and
the honours poured in for this modest, determined and defiant champion. In 2004
she was named the SA Sportswoman of the Year, and in 2008 she achieved and
received the ultimate of all awards – her dream to participate at the Olympics – and
a prestigious invite to carry the SA Flag at the 2008 Olympic opening ceremony:

‘I don’t think of myself as being disabled or able bodied. I
just want to be myself and go for my own dreams and goals.
For me, there is really no line.’
– Natalie du Toit
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Many more awards followed. In 2008 she received the Whan Youn Dai Award
after winning five gold medals at the Paralympics – it’s an award given to people
with a disability who have achieved excellence through exceptional performance
in sport and life. In 2009 she received the award of Laureus World Sportsperson
with a disability – for breaking down the barriers between disabled and able-bodied
sport. To Natalie it’s always been about helping others. After retiring from active
competitive swimming after the 2012 Paralympics, she dedicated herself to helping
others in her own way. In 2013 she was awarded an honorary MBE (Member of the
Most Highest Order of the British Empire) for outstanding contribution and service
to Paralympic sport.

‘I find myself extremely humbled and honoured to be
receiving this auspicious award. To those that have made
it possible, I thank you for believing in me and by having
stayed by my side.’
– Natalie du Toit
Her brand stands for determination, commitment, courage, persistence, modesty,
humility, resilience, caring, but above all positively geared defiance to never give up
on her dreams. She went beyond gold into the hearts of millions around the world –
she bounced back stronger than before – inspiring the world. A superb example of a
Great Champion leveraging ‘defiance’ in a powerfully positive way.
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Gary Kirsten’s
Magnetism
The dictionary definition of MAGNETISM

The ability to attract and charm people: his personal magnetism attracted men
to the brotherhood.
Gary Kirsten was born with innate sporting talents, but it is not this talent alone
that defines this Great Champion. Gary had multiple sporting talents and immense
hand–eye ball coordination. His biggest challenge at an early age was probably
where to focus his finite energies and his emerging Game Plan for life. He chose to
put aside rugby, tennis, squash, golf and other sports to focus on cricket. The author
was privileged to attend the same school and play cricket with Gary up to varsity
days, and it was at a very early age that his champion attributes started to shine
brightly. His determination to succeed was simply greater than others. By the time
he reached Grade 8, he had already developed a type of magnetism, becoming the
youngest ever cricketer in the school to be invited on tour with the school first team.
The defining moment came when the school coach opted not to select him as he was
still too young – and still too small – but the senior players in the team unanimously
voted him onto the tour. They saw in him a quality that could be termed a very high
level of ‘magnetic guts’ – and it always rubbed off positively on those around him. His
insatiable taste for challenge defined him very early in his life – even to the extent
of conflict with little or no fear. The older guys somehow knew he had something
special to offer. He had this magnetic ability to garner information from others, to
play hard, to take the knocks as he went, and most of all to learn the ropes. This
champion character trait stood him in good stead, and he was always ready to take
on the new and bigger challenges that would come his way. People just warmed to
Gary Kirsten. They liked Gary – they respected him – and he admirably developed
his growing brand stature according to these quality traits.
But, Gary was equally as tough as he was liked. He knew he had to make it the hard
way. He knew, and openly admitted, that most of the batsmen he played alongside
in provincial teams had far more raw talent that he had. He was never blessed
with the outright flair of his half-brother Peter Kirsten, but he had an overdose of
discipline balanced with defiance, determination and a burning desire to succeed.
His resolve, his temperament and his mental toughness when it counted, were to
drive a phenomenal career facing up to the world’s fastest bowlers under extreme
conditions. Some describe opening the batting at test-level as pure madness.
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There can be few tougher challenges in modern sport. His only comfort in his first
international match in Australia was the experienced Peter Kirsten at the other end
of the wicket. But he had to ‘step up to the plate’ and open the innings – and face up
alone to an Australian new ball barrage at 150 km/h. It was a baptism of fire. He was
ready to go head-to-head to pursue his dream of playing for South Africa.

‘We often learn more from failure than success.
Success makes us lazy.’
– Gary Kirsten
While he had fantastic support all around him in the form of mentors, believers
and peers, Gary had to do it for himself in the middle, and that he did. He took
full responsibility for his Game Plan on and off the field – built around steely
determination and commitment to the task at hand. Tough challenges would face
him, like any other cricketer, but Gary found additional strength through his faith
and his family when it counted most. His Game Plan evolved in the toughest of
playing fields – opening the batting against the world’s fastest bowlers in a test match
arena. He always had to revisit and refine his batting technique, as opposing attacks
sought to expose and exploit his weaknesses. Gary retired from active international
cricket after 101 tests and a test match average of 45.274. His greatest cricketing
achievement came in Durban when he batted for 15 hours to save a test match versus
England – it epitomised his positively geared defiance and very high self-discipline
levels. He played in 185 one-day internationals for South Africa.
It was unfortunate that his captaining opportunities were kept to a minimum
throughout his career. He should have naturally followed Hansie as the South African
captain, but the SA Cricket Union was reeling under the ‘betting controversy’, and
opted for the conservative approach with Shaun Pollock to ‘calm the waters at the
time’. SA Cricket lost the opportunity to see a great leader in action, but by the time
Kirsten finally turned his leadership focus to coaching, his immense skills could no
longer be subdued in a leadership role.
Gary went on to leverage his ‘magnetism’ and his unique leadership style to coach
India to a World Cup triumph and the number-one world ranking in test cricket. His
innate talents, his knowledge and his ‘Human Smart’ skills combined to make him
a highly respected and potent force in world cricket. He kept his team of carefully
selected ‘inner confidants’ close to him in order to create a ‘form of brotherhood’ in
the teams he coached, with his inner ‘balanced calmness’ and ‘magnetic guts’ rubbing
off on others. His ability to develop, empower and build collective pride has proved
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to be a winning formula – his success bolstered by his special magic, his humour
to counteract the intensity of any situation, and an extraordinary and irresistible
charm. It all drives unity and leverages the ‘power of the human collective’.

‘Success is achieved by focusing on the process
– not the result.’
– Gary Kirsten
After his stint in India, it was the turn of South Africa to enjoy his services for
a two-year contract. Empowering his players to build authenticity and express
themselves, the South African team soon took over the number-one ranking in Test
Cricket, testament to Gary’s magnetic pull. A man with a firm grip on things, but
never too tight.

‘Teams must be allowed to play with the freedom of the
process rather than the expectation of the result.’
– Gary Kirsten
There is not much one can teach the world’s best batsmen like Sachin Tendulkar
or Jacques Kallis in terms of skills, but there is a vast difference a coach, leader
and mentor like Gary Kirsten can make, as these players reach the twilight of their
careers. Their continued presence is vital to develop the new breed of talent coming
through the ranks. It makes for a powerful formula of respect and success in any
team: youth and experience. Motivating the older statesmen in the game by making
them see the bigger picture of giving back makes all the difference.

‘Every team member needs to understand that it is about
the bigger cause and not about personal glory – the culture
is more important than the result.’
– Gary Kirsten
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It suddenly becomes enjoyable fun, which one wants to be part of for as long as
possible. Gary, a fighter on the field, with a tough metal approach, manages to
provide the right quantities of challenge and support to make team dynamics gel.
His knowledge has been hard earned by facing the world’s fastest bowlers. At the
heart of all the great leaders is the ability to lead by example, in terms of ethics, care,
courage, faith, confidence and belief. Gary packs them all in to allow his teams to
simply gel in unity. Maybe Bafana Bafana need him for a short stint to restore their
unity and fortunes?
Gary Kirsten operates a high-level Game Plan for life. He has a clear grip and focus
on what is really important in life, and this drives his calm low-profile demeanour
and highly effective coaching success. Gary’s decision to stand down from coaching
the number one team in the world on two separate occasions, with India and South
Africa, shows that he knows what counts in life – his family. It takes a ‘Human
Smart’ champion and a fair dose of ‘magnetic guts’ to exit when things all look rosy
at the top – to do a reality check to revisit, refine and refocus one’s Game Plan. To
push the re-start button. Great Champions just do that. They know where the STOP
and START buttons are in life. Gary’s moves epitomise a champion who grasps the
concept of balance.
Gary’s brand is built on dedication, determination, desire, constant reflection, selfimprovement, calmness, focus, creativity and guts – but most of all his magnetic
qualities that create the all-important gel that drives team success for wherever he
chooses to apply his ‘magnetic magic’ in future roles. It will probably be shorter, less
travel-taxing stints on the world cricketing stage – to free him up for family time
after many years on tour. He is a Great Champion who enriches the lives of others
with his ‘Human Smart’ skills.

‘We all need someone to believe in us.’
– Gary Kirsten
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Gary Teichmann’s
Dignity
The dictionary definition of DIGNITY

The state or quality of being worthy of honour or respect; a sense of pride in
oneself; self-respect; elevation of mind or character.
Gary Teichmann’s dignity, humility and fair play earned him wide respect throughout
the rugby world. He entertained, educated and inspired with his champion leadership
qualities. Born in Gwelo, Rhodesia (now Gweru, Zimbabwe) and schooled at Hilton
in KwaZulu-Natal, South Africa, Teichmann’s youthful imagination was captured by
Rhodesian scrumhalf ‘Bucky’ Buchanan. Buchanan’s combative and wholehearted
performances against far stronger South African Currie Cup teams signalled to
Teichmann that success was not determined by shape and size, but by attitude,
teamwork and focus.

‘I just liked the way he played the game – he epitomised
that special national spirit.’
– Gary Teichmann on Bucky Buchanan
Rhodesians were unashamedly proud of their national sporting champions who
achieved against all odds in rugby, cricket, golf and other sports.

‘We all grew up as proud Rhodesians. It was a small
country with a big heart, motivated by the heroics of its
courageous sportsmen.’
– Gary Teichmann
The challenges of a civil-war-torn Rhodesia prepared Teichmann for the ups and
downs of rugby and life – his sporting parents playing the key role of mentoring
a balanced approach to life and getting on with life without fuss and fanfare. His
innate leadership skills were never recognised in his early life, allowing for a more
carefree approach, but things changed when he was selected by Ian McIntosh to
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captain Natal early in his rugby career. Teichmann led from the front and the
transition to the Sharks brand in 1998 was a phenomenal branding success story.
The infectious ‘Rhodesian pride’ that he had experienced early in his life was now
taking grip at Kings Park in the early nineties. The tide had started turning for Natal
rugby in the late eighties, but it was the leadership of Teichmann that ensured Natal
rugby players were no longer considered ‘the banana boys’ or ‘whipping boys’ of
Currie Cup rugby. He inspired his players with his dignity and honesty off the field
and his courage and skill of action on the field, but it was his innate leadership skills
that made him and those around him so successful. He measured his own success
by those that he made successful around himself – a character trait of a true leader.
His book, For the record, was written to primarily credit his fellow Springbok players
for the record achievement of 17 consecutive Springbok victories – an astonishing
feat achieved in 1997/8. His leadership skills impacted on and off the field – as Kings
Park became a place of supporter celebration. The success of the ‘B’ field family
environment and braais in the nineties – had much to do with how Teichmann led
from the front and helped build the overall Sharks Brand.
Teichmann, after playing only six games for the Springboks, was appointed Bok
captain in 1996, replacing revered Bok World-Cup hero Francois Pienaar. He became
the third ex-Rhodesian to captain the Springboks – controversially thrust into a role
he did not initially want, but took the advice of his dad, and went on to captain
the Springboks in 39 tests with a 72% win record. He led the team through very
tough times and everything pointed to Teichmann playing the critical leadership
role at the 1999 World Cup. Nick Mallet, the incumbent coach, however, decided
to controversially replace Teichmann as captain with Joost van der Westhuizen,
dropping Teichmann from the World Cup squad to make place for Bobby Skinstad.
Mallet later admitted to a major blunder given the benefit of hindsight.

‘In those big games – you need leadership.’
– David Campese
Teichmann admitted to being gutted by the omission, but quietly departed with
ultimate dignity to further lead with distinction at Newport in Wales in 2000. A
strategy of control the controllables.

‘When things go well, we should be grateful and seize the
opportunity, that’s all.’
– Gary Teichmann
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Great Champions maintain poise. Great Champions maintain balanced perspectives.
Teichmann had plenty of both, including pride of achievement. Although disappointed
to not play a key role to help the Springboks at the World Cup 1999, Teichmann
found himself with more time for his family in Wales as his travelling demands were
dramatically reduced. Without the draining intercontinental flights back and forth to
Australasia, it allowed him to re-focus his energies, and his move back to build and
lead a very successful Teichmann Civils business in Durban with his business partner
of many years. Champions always bounce back by re-focusing their energies on what
is important to them and those close to them. Teichmann learnt early about the ups
and downs of life and maintaining balance, never getting ahead of oneself, which is so
easy when one reaches the very pinnacle in sport. His innate leadership skills continue
to flourish as he continues to inspire those around him.

‘You’ll notice Gary is always in the right position
to make the crucial tackle or take the ball up and
nobody is more consistent.’
– I an McIntosh
On or off the field of play, Teichmann mastered the art of positioning. His higher
purpose in life is to leverage his innate leadership skills for the better of those
around himself – the ultimate team player. Nothing has changed – as his success
and significance continue long after rugby. Teichmann’s brand stands for pride,
partnership, decency, determination, commitment, courage, resolve, belief, honesty,
humility, integrity, balance and, most of all, dignity. All these character traits make
him a hands-on leader par excellence who entertains, educates and inspires others
to greater levels of achievement.

‘Do not underestimate the determination
of a quiet man.’
– I an Duncan-Smith
If ever anyone contradicted the dictum that quiet nice guys come second, it was
Gary Teichmann. Nice guy, great leader and a Great Champion.
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15

Oscar Pistorius’s
Transcending
The dictionary definition of TRANSCEND

Be or go beyond the range or limits, beyond the limits of ordinary experience;
to surpass, be greater than, to exist above and independent; existing outside
the material universe: a state of imbalance.
Oscar Pistorius’s tragic ‘from hero to zero’ brand story is included as it highlights
potent learnings from sport and life. One simply cannot wish away reality. It
prompts the question: Was he primed for tragedy? Champions who are pushed onto
the world stage without adequate support are always at risk. Their job is to push
the human limits. Their job is to transform the world in terms of sporting prowess.
They all have a high propensity to get things humanly wrong – when the fine line
from transforming to transcending is unwittingly crossed. Without mentorship
and support programmes, it is no easy ride for the Great Champions who find
themselves transcending sport – the long bumpy road of self-sabotage opens up on
the horizon. How far would Oscar be allowed to push the human limits, unchecked,
before imploding? But from behind the tragedy comes a story of balance – a story of
inspiration. Read on.
A jarring contrast existed between the Oscar being led away by police in February
2013 – with his face covered in a hooded sweatshirt – to the August 2012 morning
when he entered the Olympic stadium, waving to the applause of over 80 000
spectators.

‘Oscar was such a figurehead. What he showed to the world
in London 2012 is what all paralympians fight for: freedom
and believing in what they can do.’
– Sir Philip Craven
The first double-amputee to ever participate in an Olympic event, he had overcome
‘all the odds’ to make it to the able-bodied Olympics and compete on an equal scale.
He had earned the respect of millions around the world, with his heroic brand: THE
BLADE RUNNER.
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‘If something like that happens to you and you lose both
legs, some people would just give up. For him to continue to
run, it’s unbelievable, it’s amazing.’
– Bryshon Nellum
He defiantly blurred the lines between abled and disabled. He defiantly blurred the
fine line between transform and transcend. He transcended sport. The world looked
on… millions of fans worldwide inspired by his achievements which embraced
technology, but proved the real power of the human spirit. Born with no fibula
bones in his lower legs, with both his legs amputated below the knee when he
was only 11 months old, he was a hero at the 2012 Olympics. But the very act of
transcending sport had placed him in the danger zone – the stratospheric growth of
the Blade Runner brand running ahead – unchecked by any mentors. His defiance
transcended into real life.
Where did it all go so tragically wrong? A great brand built with unwavering
commitment over time came crashing down overnight. A champion mind shift from
‘winning against all odds’ to ‘winning at all cost’ and then finally ‘lose at all cost’ –
with his actions on the fateful day in February 2013.

‘A loser isn’t the person that gets involved and comes last; it
is the person that doesn’t get involved in the first place. It’s a
mentality our family always had, if you start something you
do it properly.’
– Oscar Pistorius
His journey and quest to make it to the abled-bodied Olympics had been shrouded
with controversy. Did his carbon-fibre blades give him an unfair advantage?

‘Because we do not know for sure if he gets an advantage
from his prosthetics that he wears, it is unfair to the abled
body competitors – he should not be allowed
to compete in the Olympics.’
– Michael Jordan
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Warning bells were already starting to sound before the Olympics. His tragic
amputation at just one year old, coupled with his parents’ divorce when he was just
six, followed by his mom’s tragic death when he was just 15 – were all early warning
signs of an athlete who could possibly push the human limit just too far.
Was he predisposed to crossing the fine line that sports stars encounter – from
transform to transcend? Obsessed with pushing the limits, Oscar was sadly all on
his own, with no mentors to ground him, no adequate support and guidance from
‘professional athletic bodies’.
The dictionary definition of OBSESSION
The state of being obsessed with someone or something; an idea or thought
that continually preoccupies or intrudes on a person’s mind: he was in the
grip of an obsession he was powerless to resist.
The result: a human trait called grandiosity develops. Grandiosity is a belief that one
is never wrong. Grandiosity means believing one is untouchable and ‘above the law’.
It is destructive and implosive in nature. Multiple, on-going, real-life incidents of
aggressive behaviour served as early warnings of things to come. His Game Plan had
started to fall apart. His brand scaffolding had all but collapsed after the Olympics
2012. It was a Game Plan with gaping holes inside. He had unwittingly climbed
onto the road of self-sabotage. How many fine lines did he cross before everything
imploded? His focus had become obsession. Attitude had turned to arrogance.
Transform had turned to transcend. He was in trouble and his life was spinning.
Unfortunately all on his own and humanly and hopelessly unprepared in the danger
world of ‘transcendation’ – ill-equipped to deal with the speed of life’s choices,
changes and challenges. Continually pushing the limits, lacking in support, and the
sheer speed of his iconic rise to fame, meant that ‘a severely unbalanced perspective’
on life had developed. It could all have been so different if he had just had support,
which is one of the key legs of the Champion’s Table of Life and Health.
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Where were the supporting mentors for this worldwide star? Where were the
sporting bodies that needed to support and guide his stratospheric rise to fame?
Where were those who are tasked with keeping burgeoning and unchecked egos
intact and grounded? Where was the ‘power of the human collective’ behind
this sporting phenomenon? Sadly Oscar was left out in the cold, on his own and
unsupported. It can also be argued that Oscar pushed his own self-destruct button
by not developing the SUPPORT leg of his Champion’s Table, but no champion will
deny the relentless pressure they feel on the world stage. It makes decision-making
far tougher. Sadly, Oscar was all alone and human implosion and human tragedy
would play out.

‘Our Super Sport stars live on a knife edge, and taking a
balance is nearly impossible.’
– Derrick Watts
The Champion’s Table of Life for Oscar Pistorius was in a state of complete
imbalance – driven by the excesses of a bloated ego. No Moderation. No Balance.
No Support to guide him back to mindfulness. Mindfulness is the human art of
knowing how one impacts on the universe and other human beings. It means being
careful with one’s own life, one’s relationships and life itself. Great Champions, who
are pushed ‘to push the very limits’, put themselves at huge risk when they go it
alone without all the legs of the Champion’s Table firmly aligned and balanced.
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Oscar’s frenetic high-speed road to fame was near impossible to navigate without
great mentorship. Sadly it was lacking. However, a dishonoured brand does not
always mean that an ‘I’-Brand like Oscar’s cannot be rehabilitated, but doing so
can prove a long, hard road of corrective choices. It could have been so different for
Oscar if he had been given the support when he needed it. Oscar’s story is a human
tragedy with life lessons.

‘What I got was that he liked to push the edge, like all
great athletes, but I did not get the feeling that he was an
outrageous guy, out of control, taking unnecessary risks.’
– Steven Ungerleider
Oscar’s tragic story makes it somewhat difficult to find any balance or good in what
transpired. It all appears extreme and bad at first – a humanly created disaster where
things had gone humanly and horribly wrong. In reality, the universe is balanced
and things all happen for a reason. Adversity happens to restore balance in life. From
Oscar’s high-profile human implosion comes tragedy and inspiration. The warning
bells had been ringing for Brand Oscar, and likewise for Brand South Africa – whose
moral fibre was also under attack – out of balance – out of sync.
In witnessing the Oscar trial, the entire nation will have a chance to catch its breath
and heed the universal balancing act – a Wake-Up Call to restore balance in life – as
so many power words have been blatantly cast aside and downplayed by its current
leaders. Oscar’s high-profile celebrity case in the media and courts will help the
nation re-awaken – to extreme importance of balancing one’s perspectives in life –
and communal words of importance such as accountability, respect, consequence,
probability, reasonable action, grandiosity and transcendation. Sadly, it took a tragic
event to push the STOP BUTTON.

Stop
Think
Observe
Proceed
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In a way South Africans over the last few years have been ‘primed to look for
technical loop holes’ in the law – what can be termed the ‘grey areas of law’. The
same applies in real life. But there are no grey areas. No one is above the law of the
land, and no one is above ‘the universal laws of life and health’. Oscar’s tragic case will
help re-store balance to a nation that had started ‘to lose its moral compass – due to
individual and collective greed of a few’. It’s a fertile breeding ground for grandiosity,
entitlement and lack of human mindfulness. However, from life’s greatest setbacks
come life’s greatest blessings. The universe constantly reminds us as human beings
to practise mindfulness and maintain balanced perspectives. It remains for us as
human beings to see the magnificence of its workings. Oscar can help this become
more of a reality – but only if he opens up to the truth. It’s a choice that only he can
make.
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Grant ‘Twiggy’ Baker’s
Maverickness
The dictionary definition of MAVERICK

Great independence in thought and action; irregular, unorthodox; to go
beyond the limits of ordinary experience; not the norm.

‘I don’t need reasons to motivate myself. I’m the luckiest guy
in the world. I love what I do. I’m sponsored to surf, SUP
(Stand up Paddle boarding) and kite board all day, every
day, and I get to chase swells all around the world.’
– T wiggy Baker
Grant Twiggy Baker is no ordinary guy. He’s a hunter, an extreme big-wave hunter.
He surfs waves that weigh a few tons, reach three storeys high, blow eardrums, wipe
out towns, crunch bones and sometimes even take lives. Why does he do it? He
loves it. The extreme challenge to win against the odds of extreme nature. He relies
on extreme inner confidence in his own ability and extreme training and mind–
body fitness programmes to survive the ultimate challenges. And with his extreme
profession come much Great Champion learning, including how to conquer fear.
Thanks Twiggy.

‘Fear is always there. It’s something you learn to conquer,
bit by bit. Big wave-surfing isn’t something you just pick up
in a few days; you need to work your way up to the bigger
stuff. Most of the famous big-wave surfers are between 30
and 40 years old (or older), and that’s because they have
worked their way up to the level they are now. I train hard
so that I’m confident in my physical abilities and in the
mental preparation that I’ve done. Every session I’ve done
helps me with facing the giants (the over 50-foot waves).’
– T wiggy Baker
16 Inspiring ‘real life’ champion-brand stories
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‘In surfing, coming to terms with death – or at least the
possibility – is an ongoing crisis in big waves. The set is
building outside, and it’s so beautiful, aesthetically. People
are watching in awe from the beach: the blue water, the stiff
offshore winds, the 40-foot walls charging in from the open
ocean. If you’re out there with nothing but your body, your
wits and a surfboard – that set can easily be your coffin.’
– Bruce Jenkins

‘Waves are not measured in feet and inches, they are
measured in increments of fear.’
– Buzzy Trent
Baker may not have the fame of local rugby or cricket stars, but chat to anyone
who knows surfing, and he’ll be described with hushed respect. The unsung hero.
A Maverick – the word most fitting for his ‘I’-Brand – it comes from a unique bigwave surfing spot on the Californian coast near Half Moon Bay. It’s a wave called
Mavericks – a wave that claims lives – a winter wave that can reach anything up
to 80 feet. The word maverick means unorthodox, and certainly no orthodox or
ordinary person surfs Mavericks. Only a select few are willing to risk their lives
riding Mavericks. Winter swells can vary in size from 25 to 80 feet, all caused by an
unusually shaped underwater rock formation. It’s captivating and extreme.

‘It’s a culmination of your life of surfing when you turn and
paddle in at Mavericks.’
– Jeff Clark
It takes something special to put your life on the line every time the big swells roll
in at the world’s famous big-wave breaks. You need to be ultimately prepared to
go all the way. Apart from unwavering commitment, Baker’s secret weapon in his
preparation is what he describes as his ‘free diving training programme’.
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‘It’s hectic – it normally leaves me lying on the side of the
pool for a very long time. But it also provides me with the
confidence to be underwater when things go wrong and to
know my limits. You aren’t normally under for longer than
45 seconds to a minute, but you learn to calm
down and trust in your own ability. I have worked
my way up to breath holds of five minutes,
which really helps in the long run.’
– T wiggy Baker
Great Champions go in ultimately prepared with very high-level Game Plans. Hours
and hours of physical and mental preparation means that they ‘expect’ to conquer.
Twiggy Baker trains to win awards and sometimes to save his own life. He relies
heavily on his faith, confidence and belief in his own abilities, fostered by ultimate
preparation and training.

‘I don’t exercise for the sake of exercising;
I do it because I love it.’
– T wiggy Baker

‘I look at every session as a learning curve and a stepping
stone to the next level of performance, and I guess life is just
like that. Listen, look and learn, because you’re never as
good as you think you are.’
– T wiggy Baker
Twiggy Baker’s brand stands for unwavering self-belief to achieve against all the
odds of nature and life, extreme commitment, courage, instinct, focus, steely
determination, preparation and an un-consequential ‘never say die’ attitude. A
humble realistic maverick that pushes the extreme limits of Human Greatness,
impacting on other’s lives via caring and most of all inspiring others to believe that
nothing is impossible.

16 Inspiring ‘real life’ champion-brand stories
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‘It’s not all about surfing – to give back is
more important at this time of my life.’
– T wiggy Baker
Twiggy Baker is a great ocean warrior, a great ocean champion in a sport that
throws out massive life challenges – and is always coming up short on sponsorship.
Unwavering commitment is high on the list of champion traits – for big-wave surfer
Grant Twiggy Baker.
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Final Whistle Blows
Extra Time

16 Inspiring ‘real life’ champion-brand stories
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e all have limited time on this magnificent planet. We all travel different
‘creative roads’ to our ultimate destination. We all have our own Everest
to climb. We create our own destiny. We create our own circumstances.
We are responsible for creating our own Game Plans for life. Hopefully this book, by
taking you ‘inside the game plans’ of the great champions, has:
• fi
 rstly, revealed to you the ‘hidden multiplier magic’ in the power words: Simplicity
(more Focus!), Authenticity (more Purpose!) and Synchronicity (more Balance!);
and

• s econdly, helped you discover, design and develop a new higher-level Game Plan
for the most valuable brand in the world: YOU! It’s your Life Design. It’s your Life
Story!
By ‘standing upon the shoulders of these great champions’ – you are now empowered to
explore your own Human Greatness! And it’s time to deliver.

Congratulations!
Your Game Plan is now ‘made of the right stuff’
Well, at the very least, you now know all about
‘the right stuff’!
You know what the great champions know, what they do,
and what they do not do!
You’re ready to live a great life of sustained success and significance!
A life lived by design – not default!
It’s time to unlock and unleash the champion within!
Carpe Diem – seize the day!
Your feedback, correspondence and/or questions are more than appreciated.
Please email: robopie@thegameplan.co.za. I will do my very best to personally
answer all relevant correspondence.
Feeling inspired? Discover more about THE GAME PLAN METHOD and how it is
rapidly changing the ‘way of the world’ – through groundbreaking methodologies
derived from the ‘collective wisdom’ of the great champions of life.

www.thegameplan.co.za
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